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The Information School

Computing education has growing inclusion and equity challenges (e.g. exclusionary online learn-

ing experiences, biased assessments, inadequate student feedback mechanisms). Many groups ex-

perience minoritization in computing education, including students who are Black, Indigenous, and

people of color (BIPOC), women, non-binary students, transfer students, international students,

first-generation students, and students with disabilities. To ensure diverse students can realize their

potential to participate in and challenge computing communities, we must enable stakeholders (e.g.

students, teachers, curriculum designers) to take informed, timely, and equitable actions. This dis-

sertation explores how to design interactions with data to inform stakeholders in support of such

actions.

While data often perpetuates and exacerbates inclusion and equity challenges when improp-

erly used, it can also support equity-oriented goals if properly contextualized for interpretation by

stakeholders. I explored how stakeholders interpreted data in three contexts: 1) informing students

of what to learn next in an adaptive, self-directed online learning experience; 2) informing cur-

riculum designers with empirical evidence of assessment bias; 3) and informing teaching teams

of inequities using contextualized student feedback. Through these studies, I identified how stake-

holders’ relationships with educational structures and systems impacted their interpretations of data

for equity-oriented goals. These factors have implications to the research and practice of learning

at scale, computing education, and human-computer interaction. Therefore, I claim the following



thesis statement:

Interactions with data that consider prior knowledge, perceptions of power relationships,

and cultural competency can enable computing education stakeholders to connect their in-

terpretations of data with their domain expertise in service of equity-oriented goals.
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GLOSSARY

AGENCY: A learner’s capacity to define and pursue learning goals [14]. Learners may exert
agency by choosing to use one tool to learn over another, to study a specific topic, to try
a certain exercise, to review some instruction, or to decide they know enough and quit.
Exerting agency is required to make decisions.

BIPOC (BLACK, INDIGENOUS, AND PEOPLE OF COLOR): A commonly used phrase and acronym
that refer to ethnic groups that computing communities and societal structures often bias or
disadvantage against. While popular in usage, this terminology is not without problems.
In particular terms such as people of color can be considered harmful [301] and often am-
biguous. For example, it is ambiguous whether BIPOC includes people who are Asian and
Pacific-Islander. I use BIPOC to prioritize common understanding and familiarity without
further explanation (e.g. when showing teaching teams demographic data with StudentAmp
in Chapter 5). But I prefer to use more specific language when there are opportunities for
stakeholders to become familiar with the term. For example, I refer to African/Black, His-
panic/Latinx, Native/Indigenous, and Pacific-Islander/Alaskan Native (AHNP) to refer to
ethnic groups that are often minoritized when working directly with curriculum designers to
interpret data on DIF in Chapter 4.

BIAS: Systematic favoring of certain (often dominant) groups over other (often minoritized) in
a socially situated context. Types of bias include preexisting biases that have roots in social
institutions, practices, and attitudes; technical biases which arise from technical constraints
or design decisions; and emergent biases which arise in a context of use [113].

CRITICAL: An stance that seeks to understand how dominant ideologies become infused in
social norms, ultimately allowing systems and ideologies of oppression to occur [273].

COMPUTING EDUCATION RESEARCH: How people learn and teaching computing, broadly con-
strued [162]. Within this dissertation, I investigate include data science within the domain
of computing education and investigate it at the K-12 (secondary) and university (post-
secondary) level.

DATA: Artificial constructs that reflect decisions and biases of people who created and use them
[305]. Within this dissertation, data I consider include log data of learners’ past actions on

vi



an online learning system, performance on assessments, student demographics, challenges
students report, and students’ perceptions of classmates’ challenges.

DISPARITY: Unjust or unfair differences, typically implying the need to address these differ-
ences. This dissertation considers educational disparities, which may result from differential
or biased treatment of students from minoritized groups, differences in preparatory privilege,
and different responses to educational systems or different sets of educational needs [234].

DIVERSITY: Which demographic groups are and are not represented or included in various
spaces and practices [172]

EQUITY: Improving access and supporting successful participation and achievement of diverse
students learning computing [172]. Whereas equality might require equal access, equity re-
quires equalizing outcomes [274]. The may necessitate unequal inputs to addressing dispar-
ities that arise from structures and norms failing to include or serve students of minoritized
groups.

INTERPRETATION (OF DATA): Making sense of data through a complex intersection of implicit
beliefs that reflect broader social discourses [23]. In this dissertation, I consider how prior
knowledge, perceived power relationships, and cultural competence affect the formation of
stakeholders’ beliefs and experiences in the process of interpreting and making sense of data
to consider equity-oriented actions.

LEARNING: A process in which learners can realize their human dignity and potential (to par-
ticipate in existing systems, challenge oppressions) without enduring a process of dehuman-
ization. Learning computing provides learners with an opportunity to engage with powerful
tools that they can use to unseat individual and collective social oppressions. Adapted from
[282].

MINORITIZED: Groups that are not positively privileged or favored and often stigmatized. In
computing education, they include students who are women, non-binary, African-American/Black,
Hispanic/Latinx, Native American/Indigenous, Pacific Islander, transfer students, not fluent
in English, and/or first-generation, as well as students who have disabilities and/or have fi-
nancial or familial responsibilities. Systemic cultures and norms tend to favor dominant
groups and disadvantage minoritized groups.

STAKEHOLDER: Any group or individual who can affect or is affected by the achievement of
objectives related to computing education. Stakeholders are defined by and understood in
relationship to their interaction with a technology or sociotechnical system [112]. Adopted
from the framing of stakeholders from Value Sensitive Design [90, 112].
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VALIDITY: An evaluation of coherence and completeness of an argument for a given stake-
holder to interpret and use data within a given sociopolitical context. This is a situated
framing of Kane’s framing of validity in psychometrics literature [148, 149, 150].
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION: OPPORTUNITIES AND RISKS OF WIELDING DATA

The representations we make up often take on realities of their own. In the 1930s, Otto G.

Lindberg and Ernest Alpers of General Drafting Co. were creating a road map of New York state

[213]. To prevent competing companies from copying their maps, they created the fictitious place

of “Agloe,” as shown in Figure 1.1A. The idea was that if anybody else produced a map with Agloe

on it, Lindberg could sue them for copying their map. Fast-forward two decades and sure enough,

the map company Rand McNally produced a New York state map that included Agloe. But when

Lindberg tried to sue for copyright infringement, Rand McNally lawyers defended themselves by

saying that Agloe actually did exist. Because somebody had seen Agloe on a map, realized nothing

was there, and built the Agloe General Store (Fig 1.1B). And while nothing exists at that location

after the Agloe General Store closed decades ago, Algoe appeared on road maps as recently as

the 1990s, and on the United States Geological Survey (USGS) Geographic Names Information

System and Google Maps in 2014. The made-up data that was Agloe, NY took on a reality of its

own.

Data are powerful not just because they are abstract representations of reality, but also because

they take on realities of their own. The fake location of Agloe is an innocuous example of this

phenomenon. But when data relate to people and their wellbeing, the stakes are higher. We have

seen that the decisions we make when we produce, sample, analyze, model, interpret, and use data

lead to a “coded gaze” where the views of the select few who have the power to develop systems

propagate throughout society [37]. As a result, many groups find themselves being excluded in

a data-defined society. We have already seen examples of data exclusion and the consequences:

The 2020 US census only asks about biological gender, excluding non-binary, trans, and gender

non-conforming people from being considered in government decision-making; facial recognition
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A B
Figure 1.1: How a representation becomes a reality of its own: The fictitious town of Agloe, NY
was originally created to protect a map from copyright infringement (A). But then it became a
reality (B). ©Booklist/ American Library, Joyce Conroy

datasets are predominantly of white men, resulting in diminished classification accuracy for darker

skin and the false arrest of a Black man in Detroit [217, 242]; comparisons of academic perfor-

mance by race (typically with white, non-Hispanic students as the baseline) cannot consider con-

textual factors that impact achievement, resulting in a deficit framing for students who are Black,

Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC).

1.1 Context of study: equity in computing education

Within the context of computing education, a boom in interest and enrollment resulted in the

use of more scalable data-driven technologies to support learning experiences. Examples include

online learning platforms to make remote learning more feasible [298], intelligent tutoring sys-

tems that use data from other students’ performance to personalize and adapt learning experi-

ences [304, 144], and auto-graders to make evaluating assessments more efficient [73]. But these

learning experiences are often either standardized to serve the majority or trained on data from

students of dominant identity groups (e.g. able white and Asian men). As a result, these experi-

ences will typically fail to serve and even harm students in minoritized groups, groups that have
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been excluded or isolated because of societal structures (e.g. systemic racism, exclusions, oppres-

sion) [238, 239]. Examples of minoritized groups include Black, Indigenous, and People of Color

(BIPOC), LGBTQ+, and people with physical, cognitive, and social disabilities. So while using

data-driven tools can help scale learning and engage a broader audience, it can also exclude, harm,

and oppress learners in hidden ways.

Formal education in computing is the primary pathway for participation in the computing

community, yet formal computing courses face persistent diversity, equity, and inclusion issues

[143, 296]. In part due to the growing demand for computing skills in the workforce, enrollment

numbers in computing majors have surged recently, straining the capacity of instructors to scale

teaching [209]. Despite their popularity, computing courses still face challenges retaining and sup-

porting diverse students in both high school [94] and college [278, 296, 319]. This results in the

loss of diverse potential contributors to the computing field [209] and raises social justice issues

around who can access and engage with computing communities [163, 257, 258].

Improving equity would require not just improving access to computing education, but also

supporting successful participation and achievement by diverse students learning computing [172,

105]. Structural and systemic inequities embedded in and around computing courses can mani-

fest as barriers to participation (e.g. unconscious bias of instructors excluding students of color

from successful participation [244]), affect students’ sense of belonging and identity (e.g. instruc-

tional materials promoting gender bias [197]), and exacerbate existing disparities in privilege (e.g.

students cannot synchronously engage with instructors and other classmates because of timezone

differences, work commitments, or familial responsibilities [311, 204]) [172]. Inequities arise

when structures and norms fail to include or serve students of minoritized groups, such as students

who are African-American/Black, Hispanic/Latinx, Indigenous/Native American, Pacific Islander,

women, non-binary, first-generation, transfers, and/or are part of other groups that not dominant

within computing communities.

This challenge of broadening participation in computing education requires informed, timely,

and equitable action. Stakeholders such as students, instructors, and curriculum designers must

have training in culturally responsive practices that connect diverse learners’ identities to learning
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experiences by framing them as assets [244, 257, 289]. And with this development of cultural

competence [297] must come changes to practices at a systemic level (e.g. changes to student out-

reach and admissions, recruiting of instructors [187]) as well as at class and individual levels (e.g.

instructors diversifying or debiasing educational materials they use [197], instructors and students

considering how unconscious bias affects their actions [244]). Given the booming enrollment and

interest in computing, especially with a growing public awareness of how computing dispropor-

tionately harms minoritized groups (e.g. [134, 5]), there is a need to take informed and timely

action to make learning computing a more equitable experience.

Data can help inform and enable timely action by substantiating nuanced patterns related to

disparities and bias so we can consider how to appropriately adjust resources [231]. While equity

is a goal that is typically too complex and situated to easily measure with data [305], it cannot exist

without first analyzing data to understand existing disparities and biases [231]. Data can measure

the existence and extent of disparities and biases, but judgement is required to interpret and act on

data-related findings [313]. So enabling stakeholders with domain expertise to interpret and use

data can help them take more informed, timely, and equitable action.

1.2 Research studies: Design explorations into how stakeholders interpret data

This dissertation explores how to design experiences that enable stakeholders (students, teachers,

curriculum designers) to interpret and use data to support equitable learning experiences in com-

puting education. I explore this within three domains:

1. Affording and informing agency in self-directed online learning environments to support

learners of varying levels of self-efficacy. (Chapter 3)

2. How contextualizing data on assessment bias with curriculum designers’ domain expertise

can support equitable assessment and curriculum improvements. (Chapter 4)

3. How contextualizing student feedback with demographic information and peer perspectives

can help instructors of large computing courses become aware of challenges that students
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from minoritized groups face while preserving student privacy and sense of belonging. (Chap-

ter 5)

1.3 Implications & contributions to learning analytics and computing education research
communities

While data-driven techniques (e.g. statistical and machine learning) benefit from clearly defined

dichotomies and independent features which purport to reflect all relevant information, stakehold-

ers’ identities are fluid, intertwined in intersectionality, and responsive to an everchanging context.

That is to say that the quantitiative methods rely on static, isolated, and easily measureable features,

but learners and their environments are dynamic, situated, and not easy to quantify [115]. This lack

of alignment suggests that to support equity-oriented goals, we must design ways to enable direct

stakeholders to interpret data by connecting it to their domain expertise. This has implications to

learning analytics/learning at scale and computing education research communities.

• Learning analytics/learning at scale: Traditionally the learning analytics and neighboring

research communities (e.g. Learning Analytics and Knowledge, Learning at Scale) has

wielded quantitative methods in their use of data to understand and model learning expe-

riences. But they have struggled to support equitable learning experiences [239] and “close

the loop” by making data-driven insights actionable [51]. This dissertation makes steps to-

wards using data for equitable action by contributing a framework and design explorations

with empirical evaluations that inform the design of interactions with data that enable stake-

holders to interpret data in support of equity-oriented goal.

• Computing education: Computing education research has used data to identify unequal dis-

parities in participation and learning outcomes (e.g. [248]) and conducted investigations of

equity where researchers were the interpreters of data (e.g. [237]). But it is still an open

question how data may inform equity-oriented goals, which are more more socially situated.

This dissertation contributes a framework and design explorations that consider a new ap-

proach to supporting equity-oriented goals in computing education that positions situated
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stakeholders as interpreters of data.

My dissertation explores how to design interactions with data to support equity-oriented goals

by bridging the gap between data and domain expertise and having stakeholders (e.g. students,

teachers, curriculum designers) be the interpreters of data. Using data for equity-oriented goals re-

quires us to connect interpretations of data with people’s prior beliefs and experiences. Considering

data for equity-oriented goals is challenging because it often requires stakeholders to consider data

that deviates from their perceived norms. So we must consider these perceptions when we design

interactions with data. Otherwise, stakeholders will tend to disregard the data.

Across my three design explorations, I have identified three factors that we must consider when

designing interactions with data for equity-oriented goals: relevant prior knowledge, perceptions

of power relationships, and cultural competence [72, 297].

This dissertation demonstrates the following thesis statement:

Interactions with data that consider prior knowledge, perceptions of power relationships,

and cultural competency can enable computing education stakeholders to connect their in-

terpretations of data with their domain expertise in service of equity-oriented goals.

1.4 Dissertation outline

In Chapter 2, I provide background information to situate my dissertation. This includes sharing

my theoretical foundation of critically probelmatizing existing norms, describing the context of

minoritized groups and equity in computing education, describing the expanding use of data in

educational contexts through learning analytics, and finally sharing my unifying framework of

factors to consider when designing for interpretations of data for equitable computing education.

In Chapter 3, I describe a design exploration to support learners of varying levels of self-efficacy in

self-directed online learning by affording and informing agency. In Chapter 4, I describe a design

exploration to address assessment bias by having curriculum designers interpret empirical evidence

of potential test bias (Differential Item Functioning) in a collaborative workshop. In Chapter 5, I

describe a design exploration to understand how teaching teams identified inequities in their large,
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remote, computing courses by interpreting contextualized student feedback. Finally in Chapter 6,

I interpret findings from my study as informing future work on the design for interpretations of

data for equitable computing education, findings with implications to the learning analytics and

computing education research communities.

1.5 Positionality statement

The research in my dissertation required a reduction of people to the responses they were willing

to share, so I acknowledge my assumptions and values in this section. By doing so, I follow critical

approaches to quantitative methods which require researchers “to engage in critical self-reflexivity

as a necessary first step for the long journey of deracializing statistics” [115]. As part of this

process, I define assumptions and commitments that were the foundation of this dissertation.

Firstly, I attempted to approach this research with humility due to my positionality within

many dominant groups of computing and with preparatory privilege. As an English-speaking,

able-bodied, Chinese-American man with advanced degrees in computing from top research uni-

versities, I had been privileged within computing communities [183, 319, 94, 124]. Therefore,

I could not assume that my experiences align with others, especially of those from minoritized

groups. Put simply, I could not design for myself.

I also recognized the power structures and heterogeneity of people within different roles. Di-

rect stakeholders in this research included teaching teams (including faculty members leading the

teaching of a course and teaching assistants (TAs) supporting the teaching), university students,

and K-12 curriculum designers. But even within these groups, there were differences. Faculty

members leading instruction range from tenured research-track faculty who worked for years at an

institution to newer teaching-track lecturers. And TAs were all undergraduate students, but their

experience with the courses they taught ranged from never having taught or taken the course to hav-

ing years of previous experience taking and teaching the course. University students ranged from

full-time students who may or may not have been accepted to their major (admissions to computing

majors is very competitive and not guaranteed as part of admission to the university). Most were

enrolled to take computing courses, but some may have had listener status where they were not
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taking it for official credit. Some transferred from other higher education institutions (e.g. two-

year institutions) with different norms, while others came directly from high school. Curriculum

designers had varying backgrounds and experiences within their organization. A common theme

across all stakeholders: The data we collect is a partial and biased lens into their experiences in a

select few courses as part of a a much larger educational experience.

I also acknowledged the tensions between representing people as data and labels, the inter-

sectionality of people’s identities (students in particular), and ensuring privacy. Intersectionality

denotes the various ways in which ethnicity and gender (and other demographic labels) interact to

shape the peoples’ lived experiences [70]. Prior work has found that simplistic labeling of peo-

ple can harm minoritized groups in particular. Labels of demographics (e.g. ethnicity, gender)

academic experience (e.g. year in school, major, transfer or not), and lived experience (e.g. dis-

abilities, familial language) are overly-simplistic. Furthermore, I needed to balance the nuance of

the labels I select between how representative they were to diverse individuals and how anonymous

they were such that others (e.g. instructors) could not map responses back to individuals or small

groups of students. Despite these risks, I believed that stakeholders could still use these labels

in such a way to help stakeholders contextualize data to support equity-oriented goals. Our per-

spectives align with the notion that “race is a measure of a relationship – not an inalterable trait”

[316].

Finally, I acknowledged that models are always wrong in that they never fully reflect the com-

plex phenomena I want them to represent, but they can be designed such that they are useful in

informing stakeholders of hidden challenges. I framed the work I did as producing simplified mod-

els of complex phenomena such as learning computing, bias in measuring learning, and inequities

in classes. I did not believe that in itself models will help, but they could support conversations,

interactions, and interventions that address the systemic issues I sought to bring to light [59]. The

objective of this dissertation was to explore designs that enabled stakeholders to interpret data

for equity-oriented goals, and that is a first of many steps in making learning experiences more

equitable and just.
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Chapter 2

BACKGROUND

To understand how stakeholders’ interaction with data can support equity-oriented goals, I

must first provide a framng for equity. To do so, I draw upon the fields of critical data studies

and learning sciences to adopt a critical framing. I apply this critical framing to the context of

computing education, where many groups are minoritized. This critical framing enables me to

contribute to discourse on computing education research by considering a role of data beyond

identifying inequalities and disparities. It also enables me to contribute to discourse on learning

analytics by developing a framework to inform the design of equitable learning experiences at

scale.

2.1 Theoretical Foundation: Critically problematizing dominant structures, systems, and
discourse

To understand how to support equity, we must first understand how inequities exist. To do this, I

take a critical stance by stepping back to problematize dominant historical and cultural norms in

computing education. This follows Michel Foucault’s tradition of problematics [107], which has

since been adopted into the method of problematization by James D. Marshall [189].

Problematization frames knowledge within malleable historical and cultural norms that we

should first investigate by “stepping back” [189, 107]. Foundational to this methodology is the

relationship between individuals (self) and knowledge. Traditions such as structuralism subscribe

to a notion shared objective knowledge across individuals, but fall short of conceptualizing differ-

ences of individual lived experiences. In contrast, other traditions such as those started by Descrates

emphasized “self-knowledge,” or knowledge of one’s own sensations, thoughts, beliefs, and other

mental states [116], but fall short of investigating relationships across people in a society. Foucault
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framed individuals as within historical and cultural norms that can change.

The objective of problematization is to understand thought by stepping away from prior beliefs

and exercising freedom [189]. This method “enables the freedom to detach oneself from what

one does...to establish it as an object of thought and to reflect upon it as a problem.” It asks

what political, social, and economic contexts have to say about the “problem” with which they are

confronted. Examples of problems include the formation of a scientific domain, political structure,

and moral practice. I use problematization as a framing to consider and critically question dominant

systems, discourses, and actions to identify more equitable alternatives. By doing so, we can

consider how to use data to inform stakeholders on who is or is not being served by existing

systems so that they can imagine more equitable alternatives.

2.2 Context: Minoritized groups learning computing face systemic challenges

Within this critical framing, my dissertation explores equity within contexts related to computing

education, the study of how people learn and teach computing, broadly construed [162]. It in-

cludes teaching programming skills for software development or data analysis, learning how to use

computing for creative expression, and how to be conversationally “fluent” within computing com-

munities [47]. In K-12 settings, computing is often taught in dedicated computer science classes,

but there are also efforts to connect computing education with other classes as well [57]. In two and

four year colleges and universities in the United States, computing is not only taught within com-

puter science departments, but also in information science, math, engineering, communications,

and social science departments [101].

While computing is taught in many contexts, there is a prevalence of minoritized groups that

are not typically not dominant within computing communities in the United States (US). Dominant

groups are positively privileged [299], unstigmatized [247], and generally favored by the institu-

tions of society [186], particularly within social, economic, political, and educational systems [88].

For my dissertation, I characterized dominant groups as including white and Asian men who started

or will start college at a four year institution shortly after high school (not transfer students), do

not have disabilities, have little or no financial or familial responsibilities, have English fluency,
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and have at least one parent who completed a four year college degree. In contrast, minoritized

groups are groups that are not positively privileged or favored and often stigmatized. They include

students who are women, non-binary, African-American/Black, Hispanic/Latinx, Native Ameri-

can/Indigenous, Pacific Islander, transfer students, not fluent in English, and/or first-generation,

as well as students who have disabilities and/or have financial or familial responsibilities. Sys-

temic cultures and norms in computing education tend to favor dominant groups and disadvantage

minoritized groups.

2.2.1 Factors contributing to minoritization in computing education

Computing Education Research (CER) has identified the many social and environmental factors

that contribute to the exclusion and minoritization of non-dominant groups. The following factors

most directly relate to the design explorations in this dissertation:

• stereotypes: A dissociation between self-perception and perceptions of members of com-

puting communities can lead to a reluctance to pursue computing education [86]. A Google-

Gallup survey found that students and parents perceived TV and film media to present a

stereotypical image of people in computer science as being white and Asian men wear-

ing glasses [117]. These stereotypes can negatively influence girls, Black, Hispanic, and

other students from minoritized groups from engaging and can contribute to stereotype threat

[272, 300]. Nuancing considerations of student identity to go beyond stereotypes is a focal

point in Chapter 5 and the design of StudentAmp.

• self-efficacy: An individual’s belief in their ability to succeed in a particular domain [13]

affects their educational and career experiences [25]. Prior work has found many factors

that correlate with self-efficacy, including prior programming experiences [235, 158], gen-

der [177], self-assessment [119], metacognitive strategies [177], understanding of program-

ming concepts [235], and sense of belonging [288, 297]. Strategies to improve self-efficacy

include peer instruction [315] and culturally responsive teaching [96]. Self-efficacy as the
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foundation of agency relates to the design of the Codeitz online learning system in Chapter

3.

• college experiences: College experiences such as those at predominantly white institutions

can result in students of minoritized groups (e.g. Black women [237], transfer students [168])

feeling isolated or inadequate [101]. Chapter 5 in particular considers how differences in

experiences of different students at the same institution.

• implicit bias: Implicit or unconscious bias can cause harms to minoritized groups based

on negative stereotypes [122]. Implicit bias can come from instructors (e.g. teachers not

selecting women), peers (e.g. students not wanting to work with an older transfer student),

or even curriculum (e.g. gender bias in computing textbooks [197]) [172]. Approaches to

mitigate implicit bias include online practice spaces as part of professional learning [244].

Consideration of implicit bias comes up in workshops with curriculum designers in Chapter

4 as well as collaborative interpretations of data with teaching teams in Chapter 5.

2.2.2 Framing equity relative to equality, diversity, inclusion, & justice in computing education

Improving equity would require not just improving access to computing education, but also sup-

porting successful participation and achievement by diverse students learning computing [172,

105]. Structural and systemic inequities embedded in and around computing courses can mani-

fest as barriers to participation (e.g. unconscious bias of instructors excluding students of color

from successful participation [244]), affect students’ sense of belonging and identity (e.g. instruc-

tional materials promoting gender bias [197]), and exacerbate existing disparities in privilege (e.g.

students cannot synchronously engage with instructors and other classmates because of timezone

differences, work commitments, or familial responsibilities) [172]. Inequities arise when struc-

tures and norms fail to include or serve students of minoritized groups, such as students who are

African-American/Black, Hispanic/Latinx, Indigenous/Native American, Pacific Islander, women,

non-binary, first-generation, transfers, and/or are part of other groups that not dominant within
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computing communities.

Critical to the concept of equity is a consideration of historical injustices. This differentiates

equity from related concepts of equality and inclusion. Understanding equality or lack thereof

is often a necessary precursor to supporting equity [231]. But efforts to support inclusion may

actually be detrimental to efforts to support equity and justice because they distract from a need

for broader systemic change [137].

Equity goes beyond the related concept of equality. Equality is rooted in the concepts of equal

access and equal opportunities [274]. But equality is limited and insufficient because there is a

lack of consideration for historical minoritization. For example, equality might mean students are

admitted into a computing major based on their grades and test scores. But this does not account

for factors contributing to grades and test scores, such as differences in preparatory privilege (e.g.

students with more financial resources can afford test preparatory services). Equity goes beyond

equality’s framing of equal access and equal opportunity by focusing on equalizing outcomes. Do-

ing so often necessitates unequal corrective measures to adjust for historical social inequalities

[231]. So while equity goes beyond equality, it often cannot exist without first assessing inequali-

ties to consider how to appropriately adjust resources [231].

Computing education research has used data to identify inequalities in access and achievement.

To measure progress (or lack thereof) towards equal access and achievement, prior work has looked

to measure access and performance by across demographic groups (e.g. gender, race), economic

groups (e.g. by socio-economic status), and regional groups (e.g. comparing with census data).

This requires data from a broadly deployed instrument, such as a survey or standardized test. For

example, the Computing Research Association (CRA) has conducted large scale surveys to iden-

tify gender differences related to joining and persisting in computing majors [278]. Dr. Barbara

Ericson has used data from the College Board and US Census to explore differences in access and

achievement on AP Computer Science exams by demographics and gender [94]. She and her col-

leagues found that participation amongst reported female, Black, and Hispanic students is low but

pass rate is slightly higher than AP Calculus exams, suggesting limited access but relatively strong

achievement. Identifying disparities can help substantiate the existence of inequalities, but these
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analyses typically do not provide insight as to what actions to take to address these disparities.

Equity also goes beyond the concept of inclusion by challenging systemic structures. Inclusion

can be problematic as it typically demands that minoritized groups assimilate to existing dominant

norms [93]. As Dr. Ruha Benjamin stated [20]:

...those who design the world according to their own values and biases are employing

the rhetoric of “inclusion” as progressive veneer for deeply discriminatory practices.

Minoritized groups in STEM have experiences that can vastly differ from those of dominant groups

[172], so merely acknowledging cultural differences is often insufficient because it does nothing

to seriously challenge dominant norms [17]. Within computing education, Rankin, Thomas, &

Erete identified problems with inclusion as they identified typical experiences in traditional K-12

classrooms, predominantly white higher education institutions, and industry internships as sites of

violence for Black women learning computing [237]. If not also accompanied by restructuring

of existing dominant power structures, discourse around inclusion can fall short and even distract

from equity-oriented goals [137].

Justice is a concept that often goes beyond equity by focusing on systemic changes at the

broader scale of educational reform. Justice typically requires more continuous and systemic

changes that consider how social and political power relationships at individual, classroom, uni-

versity/organizational, and social levels affect students’ lived experiences [68]. Advancing social

justice often involves reforming educational policy [3]. Within computing education, Sepehr Vakil

proposed a justice-centric framework that aimed to reform the context of the curriculum by con-

sidering ethics, incorporating the role of intersectional identity into the design of learning environ-

ments [70], and incorporating a political vision rooted in commitments towards transforming and

empowering communities into the purpose of computing education [284, 283].

Whereas justice-centric efforts typically require systemic reform beyond the scope of individu-

als or computing courses, I frame equity-oriented goals as changes that can occur within the design

of computing courses while largely working within constraints of existing institutional norms. Ex-

amples of equity-oriented goals within computing education include improving equity in activities
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such as pair programming [171], addressing gender bias in instructional materials [197], targeted

support for Hispanic students transitioning to remote learning [280], and teacher training to help

address unconscious bias [244].

The work in my dissertation focuses on equity-oriented goals at the scope of individuals learn-

ing computing and achievement or experiences of students within computing courses. While my

findings can inform a broader discourse related to justice-centric efforts, these justice-centric ef-

forts are out of the immediate scope of investigation for this dissertation.

There is a plurality of conceptualizations relating to equality, inclusion, equity, and justice, with

different framings serving different groups and contexts. To summarize, here is a concrete example

on changes to enrollment policies that differentiates my conceptualizations of equality, inclusion,

equity, and justice:

• Equality would advocate for a merit-based enrollment policy that prioritized consideration

of seemingly objective measures of academic achievement (e.g. test scores, grade point

average) without consideration of students’ positionality relative to dominant structures.

• Inclusion would advocate for more enrollment (“increasing the pipeline”) of minoritized

groups in computing majors to train them to be software engineers at large technology com-

panies.

• Equity would advocate for culturally responsive changes to practices and policies at univer-

sities and technology companies to ensure minoritized groups could recognize their dignity

and potential without enduring dehumanization.

• Justice would advocate for situating computing education in a sociopolitical context and

teaching minoritized groups with goals of justly serving society, its peoples, and their needs

as they saw fit.
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2.3 Learning analytics considers expanding uses of data

Research communities such as ACM Learning @ Scale (L@S) and ACM Learning Analytics and

Knowledge (LAK) have investigated the expanding role of the data to improve learning experiences

and outcomes. I will collectively refer to these efforts to use data analytics to improve human1

learning experiences as learning analytics.

Learning analytics consists of the design and evaluation of data-driven applications that help

learners improve their behaviors or help institutions manage information regarding learners’ progress

[11]. It was originally designed to exploit the growth in the collection of multiple data sources and

typically collects data related to demographics (e.g. self-reported demographics from surveys),

behavior (e.g. digital trace data of student actions), and performance (e.g. responses to tasks or

assessments) to provide targeted interventions [109]. At a high level, learning analytics consists

of a cyclical process of of 1) collecting data related to learning experiences, 2) generating data, 3)

using it produce metrics, analytics, or visualizations, and 4) “closing the loop” by using findings to

intervene or change a learning experience [51]. A common critique of learning analytics research

is too great of an emphasis on the first three steps of creating robust data-driven models and tools,

and a lack of emphasis on closing the loop with interventions that support learners [51, 12].

A promising future for learning analytics is to support reporting of information for human

intervention [261]. But there are multiple ways to scale reach and empowerment, as designing

for learning at scale could involve scaling through efficiency by enabling the same number of

instructors help a larger set of learners (e.g. student feedback tools, automated graders) or by

scaling through empowerment by enabling a larger number of people assist learners effectively

(e.g. learnersourcing to facilitate scaled peer assessment [74]) [166].

Learning analytics lacks design principles for equitable use and impact. Data-rich technologies

in learning experiences do not inherently disrupt systems of inequity; they often perpetuate them

[109]. And access to learning is necessary but not sufficient to making learning more equitable.

1The machine learning techniques often uses learning to refer to training a model on data [205]. While learning
analytics often uses machine learning techniques, mentions of “learning” in this section and the dissertation will
refer to human beings learning, unless otherwise specified.
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That is because social and cultural forms of exclusions are powerful and they are hard to under-

stand and address [238]. Reich & Ito identified four themes related to equitable design of learning

technologies: 1) unite stakeholders around shared purposes; 2) align home, school, and commu-

nity; 3) connect to the interests and the identities of culturally diverse students; and 4) measure and

target the needs of subgroups [239].

2.4 Role of data in equity-oriented goals

Many quantitative techniques exist to use data to identify issues with equality and/or fairness in

learning experiences. Data can help us quantify disparities (differences in achievement by de-

mographic group [296]) and/or biases (how systems disadvantage students of certain groups in

disproportionate ways [83]). But to address these disparities and biases as part of equity-oriented

actions, we must go beyond quantifying them to actually make judgement calls [313].

This dissertation explores how to use data for equity-oriented purposes by engaging the domain-

expertise of stakeholders. Improving equity in computing would require access to learning com-

puting as well as successful participation and achievement by diverse students [172]. Structural

and systemic inequities embedded in computing courses can manifest as barriers to participation

(e.g. unconscious bias of instructors excluding students of color from successful participation

[244], affect students’ sense of belonging and identity (e.g. instructional materials promoting gen-

der bias [197]), and exacerbate existing disparities in privilege (e.g. students cannot synchronously

engage with instructors and other classmates because of timezone differences, work commitments,

or familial responsibilities). Because stakeholders are situated in contexts that are too complex to

easily quantify, I believe they have the domain expertise to make the judgement calls about data to

support equity-oriented goals.

2.4.1 Opportunities and associated risk of using data for equity-oriented goals

As stated previously, data can support equity-oriented goals by identifying nuanced patterns of

disparities or bias to focus equitable interventions. But how to interpret and use data comes with
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it associated risks that designers of learning analytics tools and experiences must be aware of.

We cannot assume that findings from data alone can explain the culturally situated phenomena

of inequity. Equity requires a consideration of historical structures of domination, so we must

consider contextualize findings in our data within a broader context of the domain. Failing to do

so risks using data to perpetuate inequities.

A commonly raised concern about risks of data about learners is violations of privacy [109, 2,

232, 222, 263]. Privacy involves consideration of trust, transparency, student agency/control over

data, security, and accountability/reasonable care of data [222, 238]. But more than that, there

must be a sociocritical perspective on the use of learning analytics that considers the role of power,

impact of surveillance, and identity of students as transient, temporal, and context-bound constructs

[263]. A critical approach to privacy could involve a lens of vulnerability where designers consider

the needs of minoritized groups rather than those of dominant groups [194]. But as Prinsloo &

Slade state [232], addressing privacy concerns ultimately involves a context-rich information that

considers asymmetrical power relationships:

While learning analytics can and should play an important role in students’ self-

awareness, self-knowledge, self-efficacy, and healthy loci of controls, a lack of spe-

cific context can result in limited or even faulty assumptions. In the current collection

and use of student data, students often have no insight into the data collected by their

[higher education institutions] and so there is no possibility that data can be verified

or any context provided. Considering the asymmetrical relationship of students and

their institutions, students potentially then become quantified selves based on, for ex-

ample, the number of log-ins, clicks, downloads, or time-on-task. It is important to

allow opportunities for context-rich information so that institutions and students may

better understand the complexities and interdependencies in the nexus between stu-

dents, institutions, and the impacts of socioeconomic, technological, environmental,

political, and legal contexts.

Another concern about the use of data is reduction of nuanced students and their identities to
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low dimensional data. I summarized these risks in the story of Agloe in the introduction (Section

1) and Figure 1.1. The metaphor “The map is not the territory” also summarizes these kinds of

risks. Mayer-Schoenberger & Cukier have coined this “transformation of social action into online

quantified data... allowing for real-time tracking and predictive analysis” as datafication [191].

This postivistic framing assumes an objective aggregation and quantification of data can predict

individual behavior to sufficient accuracy [286]. But this assumption that aggregate behavior re-

flects individuals is contrary to goals of equity because it purports that behaviors of minoritized

groups reflect that or dominant groups.

Of particular concern with reduction of people and their experiences through datafication is

the reduction of identities into demographic data. Intersectionality denotes the various ways in

which ethnicity and gender (and other demographic labels) interact with social structures to shape

the peoples’ lived experiences [70]. Prior work in computing education has found that simplis-

tic labeling of attributes can harm minoritized groups in particular. For example, Dr. Christina

Convertino identified how oversimplifying the narrative that women were an underrepresented,

invisible monolith is a unproductive reduction that fails to allow space for nuance, such as how

BIPOC women in CS push back on the dominant discourse of underrepresentation [58]. Ross et

al. conducted a more intersectional analysis of survey data, comparing experiences of computing

students who were Black women, non-Black women, and Black men to nuance the intersection of

being Black and being a women [248]. Pushing back on datafication by providing more nuanced

and contextual data can come in tension with privacy-related goals though, a tension I investigate

in StudentAmp (Chapter 5).

To summarize, I believe that data can support equity-oriented goals by showing nuanced data

of students with intersectional identities that also preserves students’ privacy within a sociopolti-

cial learning context. Within my dissertation, I explore this by having stakeholders with domain

expertise be the interpreters of data.
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2.4.2 Unifying framework: How beliefs and exeperiences affect data sensemaking

As stated previously, data can show evidence of disparities, bias, or inequities, but it alone does

not translate to equitable action. Because equity-related data can be unfamiliar, uncomfortable, or

conflict with expectations [216, 209], we must carefully design interactions with data. To support

equitable actions, this dissertation explores how to enable stakeholders to connect their interpreta-

tions of data to their domain expertise in three contexts:

1. Recommending future actions to students using self-directed online learning tool: How can

we use data on students’ prior actions and performance to support a self-directed online

learning experience that is equitable to learners with varying self-efficacy? (Chapter 3)

2. Showing curriculum designers evidence of potential test bias to inform their practice: How

can empirical evidence of potential bias by gender and race help curriculum designers de-

velop more inclusive learning experiences? (Chapter 4)

3. Showing teaching teams contextualized student feedback to inform them of inequities in their

large, remote courses: How can contextualizing challenges students report with demographic

information about students inform teaching teams’ of inequities in their classes? (Chapter 5)

To understand the process of interpreting data for equity in educational contexts, I draw upon

a prior framework of teachers’ sensemaking of data for equity by Bertrand & Marsh [23]. This

framework identified how teachers explain the causes of outcomes in observed data, as shown in

Figure 2.1. Connecting attribution theory to sensemaking, this theoretical framework of teach-

ers’ data use considered interactions between beliefs, past experiences, current circumstances and

social context when teachers explained causes observed in data. Past experiences and beliefs in-

fluence how teachers make sense of data, but this framework did not elaborate on factors that

contributed to their development.

Building off the framework developed by Bertrand & Marsh [23] (shown in Figure 2.1), I

consider three factors that contribute to beliefs and experiences when interpreting data for equity:
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Figure 2.1: Bertrand & Marsh’s theoretical framework of teachers’ sensemaking of data (Fig. 1 of
[23]). The framework I define (Fig. 2.2) expands upon this one by identifying factors the affect the
formation of beliefs and past experiences.

prior knowledge, perceptions of power relationships, and cultural competence. This is summarized

in Figure 2.2 and described in the following sections.

Relevant prior knowledge

People interpret data relative to the prior knowledge they deem relevant. As consistent with theo-

retical framings from learning sciences [216, 209], I frame the act of interpreting data as connecting

new knowledge to existing knowledge frameworks.

While impactful, the effect of prior knowledge on interpreting new information varies. If data

appears to conflict with prior knowledge, then people may dismiss the new information in the data

and instead rely on their existing knowledge to come to conclusions [268, 209]. Or perhaps prior

knowledge biases people to narrowly interpret data in a way that does not conflict with their prior

knowledge [209].

Ideally, people use prior knowledge to provide additional information and richness without

limiting their their interpretations of data. Doing so requires requires conscious effort though

[209]. Engaging with prior knowledge is difficult without considering how the data exists in a
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Figure 2.2: Unifying framework of my dissertation: The development of beliefs and experiences
requires consideration of relevant prior knowledge, perceptions of power relationships, and cultural
competence. Adapted from Fig. 1 of [23].

situated context. In my dissertation, I explored how stakeholders interpreted data to understand

how prior knowledge from their domain expertise and lived experiences may provide richness to

interpretations.

Cultural competence

Cultural competence is a model to guide actions taken at individual, organizational, and systemic

levels to meet the needs of culturally and racially diverse groups in a culturally appropriate way

[72]. Cross et al. [72] defined cultural competence as follows:

(A) set of congruent behaviors, attitudes, and policies that come together in a system,

agency, or among professionals and enable that system, agency, or those professionals

to work effectively in cross-cultural situations. The word culture is used because it

implies the integrated pattern of human behavior that includes thoughts, communica-

tions, actions, customs, beliefs, values, and institutions of a racial, ethnic, religious, or

social group. The word competence is used because it implies having the capacity to

function effectively.
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Originally created for use in social work with minoritized groups [72], cultural competence

was recently adopted for use in computing education [297]. Developing cultural competence of in-

dividuals as well as organizations can support more diverse, equitable, and inclusive environments

and technologies [297].

There are four core components of cultural competence: attitude, awareness, skills, and knowl-

edge [297]. Attitude relates to valuing diversity. It is not just recognizing that diversity includes

many factors, but also appreciating and valuing how all factors are critical for inclusive envi-

ronment. Awareness relates to cultural self-assessment. It is a recognition of own beliefs and

positionality and how they interacts with others’ beliefs and positions in a given context. Skills

relate to understanding the historical impact of certain actions, words, and beliefs on people and

adapting to better meet needs of people from diverse backgrounds. Finally, knowledge relates to

institutionalized cultural knowledge across all organization levels.

The development of these four components of cultural competence occur through the following

six stages [72, 297]:

1. cultural destructiveness: attitudes, policies, and practices are destructive to cultures and in-

dividuals within culture

2. cultural incapacity: not intentionally destructive, but lack capacity to support marginalized

groups (e.g. ignorance)

3. cultural blindness: ignoring cultural strengths and encouraging assimilation. At this stage,

"success" is seeing marginalized groups approximate middle-class.

4. cultural pre-competence: realization of deficits and attempt to improve through active and

intentional efforts. At this stage, concerns of false sense of accomplishment or tokenism of

marginalized groups.

5. cultural competence: clear, intentional, working examples of all elements of cultural compe-

tence. Understanding of effects of policy on practice and actively working to ensure enacted
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policies support diverse and inclusive environment.

6. cultural proficiency: highest level. Valuing culture in highest regards and constantly search-

ing to add to their knowledge through active research, development of new strategies, dissem-

ination of results. Cultural competence is clearly understood and constantly demonstrated.

In this dissertation, I consider cultural competence as a factor that affects how stakeholders

interpret data. I posit that more developed cultural competence can support deeper engagement

and interpretations of data. More cultural competence in interpreting data can consider the data as

a signal of disparities or bias that arise from exclusive or harmful systemic policies and practice.

Perceptions of power relationships

At the foundation of my approach for supporting equity-oriented goals is a commitment to a crit-

ical perspective, which requires a consideration of power relationships [273]. As mentioned in

Section 2.1, critical perspectives require a consideration of power relationships in systems, ide-

ologies, and institutions in a given contexts [273]. Within the United States, education often has

a neoliberal framing and is a private good that benefits individuals by improving their economic

status or providing a larger, more skilled pool of laborers for corporate interests [220, 129, 28, 91].

Within computing education, we see this neoliberal framing through efforts to improve and diver-

sify “pipelines” to train individuals to earn high paying jobs in large technology corporations (e.g.

[118]). Within this framing, power relationships take on a monetary value, incentivizing those

dominating these relationships to oppress others to preserve this societal advantage.

Considering power relationships at a systemic level is an exploration into how dominant sys-

tems came to be and how they operate to oppress minoritized groups. The key commitment that

enables this analysis of power relationships at a systemic level (compared to individual level) is

a dialectical relationships where individuals influence social contexts and social contexts influ-

ence individuals in heterogenous ways [153, 273]. That is to say that individuals exist in and are

constantly influencing social contexts and norms that are constantly changing. And those social
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contexts and norms are shape individuals and their knowledge. Supporting equity-oriented goals

involves understanding how power relationships shape dominant social systems and ideologies.

But individual’s relationships with social systems are constructed, and so too are their percep-

tions of power relationships. Individuals perceive power relationships relative to their own posi-

tionality [195]. Learning in formal contexts is a process mediated by networks power relationships

between students and their peers, instructors, and the subject matter itself [67]. For example, formal

education of computing often involves learning computing in a traditional K-12 classrooms, taking

courses at a predominantly white institutions, and perhaps participating in industry internships.

While this is norm may benefit students of dominant groups, Rankin et al. identified how Black

women experienced “sites of violence” in each of these contexts [237]. So rather than attempt to

take an objective or global view to power relationships, we must instead consider perceptions of

power relationships.

Framework resembles one for K-12 science argumentation

The resulting framework most resembles frameworks for culturally responsive argumentation and

sensemaking for K-12 science classrooms. Levine et al. synthesized a hybrid model of repre-

sentation to represent the “dialogic, multi-layered, and culturally situated” nature of argumentation

[170]. They framed argumentation as enacting situated roles (similar to my considerations of power

relationships), drawing upon cultural belief systems (parallel to my consideration of cultural com-

petence), and situating argumentation in an ongoing dialogue (similar to my consideration of prior

knowledge). The context of developing scientific argumentation skills amongst K-12 students and

having adult stakeholders interpret data for equity-oriented goals is quite different. Nevertheless,

both frameworks emphasize the situated nature of stakeholders and their beliefs affect interpreta-

tions of data (or argumentation) that build off of existing discourses. Frameworks like this can

guide the design of experiences that critically stakeholders in new kinds of interpretations as they

use them to inform their own practices.
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Chapter 3

CODEITZ: ADAPTIVE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SELF-DIRECTED
ONLINE LEARNING TO SUPPORT LEARNERS OF VARYING

SELF-EFFICACY

In this chapter, I describe a study that investigated how to support the equity-oriented goal of

equitable self-directed online learning experiences. I built Codeitz, a self-directed online learning

environment that used data on students’ prior actions to recommend future actions.

The goal of the recommendations was to support learners of varying levels of self-efficacy by

affording and informing agency, a learner’s capacity to define and pursue learning goals [14]. The

main hypothesis was that learners with high self-efficacy could guide their own learning experi-

ence, whereas learners with low self-efficacy could follow the recommendations. From a between-

subjects evaluation of Codeitz, I found that affording and informing agency affected engagement,

but had no detectable difference in learning outcomes. Post-survey responses suggested that the

affordances of the design could not overcome the prior knowledge and perceptions of power rela-

tionships that participants had. Most participants were university students who had limited agency

within their formal learning experiences. So a potential explanation was that agency was unfa-

miliar and the design affordances could not overcome this unfamiliarity. This substantiates the

need to design interactions with data that consider how prior knowledge and perceptions of power

relationships affect self-directed online learners’ interpretations of recommendations.

The work in this chapter was conducted in collaboration with Dr. Greg L. Nelson, Matt J.

Davidson, Harshitha Akkaraju, William Kwok, and Dr. Amy J. Ko and published to 2020 ACM
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Learning @ Scale [309]. 1 2

3.1 Introduction: Design space for agency

Agency, or the sense we are in control of our actions and their effects [202, 200], is important

to learning. Agency can make students contributors to their learning experience rather than just

products of them [15]. In classroom settings, teachers overwhelmingly believed that affording

students agency improves motivation and learning outcomes, while also recognizing that limits to

agency were necessary [106]. This recognition that both freedom to make choices as well as the

scaffolding to limit these choices suggests that designing to promote effective learner agency is

important, but nuanced.

The need to balance freedom and guidance is especially true in self-directed learning settings,

such as online tutorials and educational games, where designers create the entire instructional ex-

perience and no human teacher is available to provide assistance. In these experiences, agency can

be framed as a phenomenon involving both a learner and their learning environment, in which the

actions that learners desire are among those they can actually take [295]. The goal of having learn-

ers exert agency is to have learners make informed choices to support their engagement [40, 250],

motivation [66], and learning [265, 277, 250, 66]. Agency might manifest as a learner deciding

that an exercise is too easy, choosing to jump ahead to a more difficult exercise, or realizing that

they lack some understanding, and reviewing some prior instruction. These decisions emerge from

a learner having a goal, taking an available action to support their goal, and then reflecting on the

result of their action [201].

Elements of self-directed learning environments will always influence learner agency, but not

always in ways that benefit learning. To exert agency, learners must first perceive that they can

1This study was pre-approved with exempt status by the UW Institutional Review Board (IRB) as
STUDY00005282. This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant
No. 1735123, 1539179, 1703304, 1836813, 1450681, and 12566082 and unrestricted gifts from Microsoft,
Adobe, and Google. We thank Alannah Oleson for the Gender Mag walk-through [39], and our Code & Cog-
nition lab mates for their constructive critique. Supplemental material (code, surveys, post-test) can be found at
https://github.com/codeandcognition/archive-2020las-xie.

2I will use “we” instead of “I” in this chapter to acknowledge the shared contributions of all authors.

https://github.com/codeandcognition/archive-2020las-xie
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do so [200, 63]. Learners rely on their perceptions of the environment to develop their sense of

agency [295], so the design of the learning environment is impactful to their agency. Designers ex-

ert indirect control [254] over learner actions. These elements of indirect control can inadvertently

result in learners following similar paths for no reason beneficial to learning, therefore unneces-

sarily limiting their agency. This was the case in a computer-based math game, where learners

were afforded the agency to play mini-games in any order but instead tended to follow a dotted

line which visually connected mini-games in a somewhat arbitrary order [127, 212], resulting in

no difference in learning outcomes between high- and low-agency variations of this game. There-

fore, designers must effectively scaffold a self-directed learning experience to ensure learners exert

agency by making informed choices that benefit their learning.

Prior work on agency in self-directed learning environments has primarily explored the effect

of more or less agency on learning. For example, studies of the self-directed educational game

Crystal Island [250] have found that limiting available actions in the virtual environment led to

better learning gains when compared to a high-agency condition, but limiting options also led to

an increased propensity for guessing [279, 253]. However, prior work has also found that too

much agency can also be detrimental [9]. This was the case in Chen et al. 2019, which found that

learners with more prior knowledge in a high-agency condition (where they could choose their own

preparation tasks) exhibited similarly unproductive behavior such as guessing [46]. These findings

suggest that designing for agency means finding a “sweet spot” that brings the benefits of choice,

while preventing learners from being overwhelmed [265, 87, 63].

While prior work on self-directed learning has explored varying levels of agency [46, 181, 182,

246] and agency over different aspects of learning [64, 63, 62], it has not jointly explored varying

levels of information to support agency. And information is key: there is a difference between

giving a learner a choice about what to do next, and giving them carefully designed information

about the risks and opportunities of those choices. Prior theoretical work calls this proximal action-

related information [201], which aims to help learners determine their 1) capacity to act (e.g. empty

check boxes indicating practice that has not been completed, showing available mini-games and

hiding previously completed ones), 2) current ability to do so (e.g. skill bars showing estimated
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knowledge in an open learner model [142], earned badges to reflect accomplishments), and 3)

the predicted result of taking an action (e.g. an adaptive recommendation denoting that a specific

practice question can serve as review). This framework suggests how systems might provide such

information, but prior work provides no design guidance on the effects of varying levels of action-

related information on agency.

To contribute to this design guidance, we built a self-directed learning environment for learning

Python programming, varying both the amount of agency afforded and the amount of information

provided to support learning decisions. We specifically studied three design variations: 1) informed

(high-information) high-agency, 2) uninformed (low-information) high-agency, and 3) informed

low-agency. With these alternatives, we then conducted a between-subjects experiment to inves-

tigate the effects of these design choices on 1) learners’ experiences, and 2) learning outcomes.

Participants in the study engaged in self-directed learning for a week, then took a survey and post-

test measuring learning gains. In the rest of this paper, we discuss the design alternatives and our

study design in detail, then present our results and their implications on designing for agency.

3.2 Theoretical Background on Agency

Before discussing our design alternatives and study design, we discuss the theoretical views that

inform both. In particular, while there are many definitions of agency, in this paper we frame it as

occurring when a learner can take actions that align with their learning-related goals [295]. Within

this framing, we position Bandura’s notion of self-efficacy as the primary individual factor that

influences both learning and the use of proximal action-related information found in a learning

environment [15, 14]. From this view, learners must believe in their abilities to organize and

execute a course of action as well as process information from the environment regarding potential

actions to take and their implications.

While agency is dependent on self-efficacy, acting upon self-efficacy requires information from

a learning environment. We specifically draw upon frameworks of proximal action-related infor-

mation, which positions information that is situated near and related to a decision [201] as critical to

agency. Examples of such information include skill bars indicating the current state of understand-
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ing, check boxes indicating what a learner has or has not completed, or adaptive recommendations

suggesting a next topic to learn.

Finally, we also draw upon the Preference Construction (PC) model of decision-making to ex-

plain the importance of proximal action-related information to agency. This model is commonly

used in explaining economic decision-making and frames preferences as a contextually developed

construct [24, 175]. PC draws upon Herbert Simon’s notion of bounded rationality, which states

that the complexity of a decision task, limitations of cognitive resources and knowledge of peo-

ple, and the tendency to reduce decision effort lead to a limited rationality [262]. This implies

a trade-off between decision-making effort and the accuracy of the decision outcome [228] and

that because PC is contextual, it is susceptible to different kinds of biases. Within the context of

recommender systems, influences such as context effects, primary/recency effects, framing effects,

and anchoring effects may bias how people make decisions [185]. PC states that humans do not

have a clear preference in the very beginning, but rather develop preferences within the context of

a decision process. Therefore, proximal information is critical for exerting agency.

An aspect of agency that is beyond the scope of this paper is metacognition, one’s ability to

monitor and regulate their own cognitive processes, behavior, and affect [209]. Metacognitive

skills can support agency [211, 201], but vary amongst novice programmers [180]. We attempted

to remove this confound through random assignment in our study, detailed later in the paper.

3.3 Three designs to explore agency

Given these theoretical foundations, we considered three variations on degrees on agency and

proximal information: an Informed, High-Agency (IH) design that gave learners agency and infor-

mation; an Informed, Low-Agency (IL) design that gave learners information but little choice; and

Uninformed, High-Agency (UH), which gave less informed choices. In this section, we describe

the learning domain, how we provided proximal information, and our three designs.
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UH: uninformed high agency

IL: informed low agency

IH: informed high agency

skill bars: indicates estimated 
understanding of concept given prior 
performance

e

recommendations: recommends 
exercise(s) to do next given prior 
performance

d

exercise feedback: indicates if 
attempt at practice was correct

c

progress indicators: indicates if 
instruction has been read (✓) and 
exercise has been completed (★)

b

world view: shows relationships 
between concepts to learn

a

Figure 3.1: Features of Codeitz designed to provide learners with proximal action-related informa-
tion for deciding what to learn next. Variations of the environment exposed learners to different
subsets of the features (see lines at bottom of figure).

3.3.1 Learning Domain: Self-directed intro to Python

To explore agency and proximal information, we selected the domain of learning to program.

As a domain, programming has many attractive features: at this point in history, many people

want to learn it; there are many examples of self-directed learning environments for learning to

code online; and the domain itself has concepts with relatively clear inter-dependencies that are

amenable to learner modeling.

To support our investigation, we developed Codeitz, a new self-directed learning environment

to teach Python programming (see Fig. 3.1). All variations of Codeitz shared the same intro-

ductory curriculum adapted from the materials defined in [308]. This curriculum was designed

to assume no prior programming knowledge and cover introductory Python concepts including

basic constructs (data types, operators, variables, print statements, conditionals) and templates

demonstrating ways to use what was learned (variable swap, float comparison, find min/max, digit

processing).

While the original learning materials were created for more linear learning, we relaxed this

constraint to make learning through exploration more feasible. Following semantic dependencies

defined by the Python programming language and extending that pattern of hard dependencies

to templates [308], we developed a concept hierarchy that learners could use to decide what to

learn next (shown in Fig. 3.2 and described below). To adapt the learning materials to match the
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concept hierarchy we defined, we adjusted instructional content to assume learners only visited

parent concepts and created additional exercises to practice which relied on fewer other concepts.

We kept some examples and exercises which relied on concept dependencies not reflected in our

hierarchy, so this adaptation was not complete.

From an instructional design perspective, we designed Codeitz to be a self-contained learning

environment. To learn a concept, learners could read instruction to develop conceptual understand-

ing of an aspect of Python and then attempt practice exercises where they received feedback related

to correctness from the system. Practice exercises included multiple choice, short answer, filling in

Memory Tables [310] to trace program state, and writing code. To support a formative experience,

learners were able to retry practice exercises and see the answer whenever they wanted. Each page

of instruction or exercise mapped to exactly one concept.

3.3.2 Three Codeitz Designs Varying Agency, Information

All three variations of Codeitz had the same instructional material and included conventional feed-

back on learning progress (Fig. 3.1b) and exercise correctness (Fig. 3.1c) common to online learn-

ing tools such as online courses (e.g. edX, Coursera) and learning platforms (e.g. Khan Academy,

Codecademy). However, the designs varied in the amount of agency and predictive information

afforded to learners.

We specifically focused on supporting learners’ decision of what to learn next by varying the

presence or absence of three features that either afforded agency or offered proximal information

to support learning decisions. One feature was a world view showing Python concepts and their

dependencies (Figures 3.1a, 3.2). We designed the world view to be as nonlinear as possible so as

to encourage learners to exert agency and explore different concepts while having an understanding

of their underlying relationships. Learners could use the world view to explore concepts as they

relate to other concepts they may have already learned. Another feature was recommendations

of what to learn next (Fig. 3.1d). These were based on the estimated difficulty of the exercise

relative to learners’ current levels of understanding for a concept. Recommendations supported

the goals of reviewing (exercise involves a concept learner is knowledgeable with), continuing
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Figure 3.2: The world view, showing Python concepts taught and major dependencies between
them.

(exercise involves concept learner has made progress with), or challenging (exercise involves a

concept a learner has little experience with). Learners can use recommendations to judge how

certain exercises may support current goals. And finally, skill bars provided estimated levels of

mastery for a concept (Fig. 3.1e), to help learners determine if they needed to complete all of

the instruction and exercises or whether they could move on to another concept. Learners can use

skill bars to judge how well they have mastered a specific skill. Our three designs offered unique

combinations of these three features.
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Informed high-agency (IH) sidebar → 

Uninformed high-agency (UH) sidebar ↑

Figure 3.3: Sidebars for the uninformed high-agency (UH) and informed high-agency (IH) vari-
ations of Codeitz. The UH version (left) only shows what instruction and exercises a learner has
completed (using check marks and stars). The IH version (right) includes skill bars (dotted ovals)
to denote estimated mastery and blue goal-oriented recommendations for next exercises to consider
(dotted rectangles).
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concepts w/ 
recommended 
exercise have 
thick blue border

recommended exercise

previously read instruction

previously completed exercise

B: exercise viewA: world view

Figure 3.4: Two primary views of Codeitz for informed high-agency (IH) condition. A: The learner
followed a the recommendations and selected the Relational Operators concept and is able to view
the instruction and exercises for that concept in the sidebar. B: After clicking on the recommended
exercise (Can you read relational operators?), the learner is then taken to the exercise view where
they can attempt the exercise as practice. In the uninformed high-agency (UH) condition, there are
no blue recommendations. In the informed low-agency (IL) condition, there is no world view (A)
and learners must instead follow system recommendations.

UH: The uninformed high-agency version lacked recommendations & skill bars, but still required

learners to exert agency.

We intended for this version to reflect an open online course (e.g. a MOOC) in the information

provided to a learner as well as its availability of content. In this design, learners were uninformed

of system predictions from their prior responses. They used information about the knowledge do-

main, progress they made, and exercise feedback (Fig. 3.1a-c) to guide their learning experiences.

They would select a concept from the world view (Fig. 3.2), then use the sidebar as shown on the

left of Figure 3.3 to look at what instruction and exercises they had/ had not completed. With this

information, learners using the UH version of Codeitz had the freedom to explore any instructional

material in any concept.
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IH: The informed high-agency version provided recommendations and skill bars while requiring

learners to exert agency.

Recommendations highlighted specific concepts in the world view and certain exercises in the side

bar. The right side of Figure 3.3 shows the sidebar for the IH version with skill bars to show

estimated mastery of a concept and recommendations to show recommended exercises which may

support different goals (e.g. review, challenge). We intended for the IH version of Codeitz to

reflect a recommender system where learners could follow recommendations but could also choose

to deviate from them at no penalty. Figure 3.4 shows the interactions of the IH condition.

IL: The informed low-agency version provided recommendation and skill bars, but limited choices

to a single next recommendation or prior exercises.

We intended for the IL version of Codeitz to reflect a Computerized Adaptive Test (CAT) [43,

44] or basic Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) [304] where the system decided the next exercise

for learners. So rather than being free to choose a concept and then an exercise as high-agency

conditions did, learners using the IL version clicked a “next” button and the system selected the

concept of the top recommended exercise. From there, they could choose to 1) do the exercise,

2) read related instruction, or 3) review any prior concepts. Only after they attempted the exercise

would they be provided with a new one.

3.3.3 Adaptivity with Bayesian Knowledge Tracing (BKT)

To estimate learners’ knowledge and recommend/select exercises for IH and IL designs, we imple-

mented a modified version of the Bayesian Knowledge Tracing (BKT) algorithm [65]. BKT is a

Hidden Markov Model that has the key assumption that learners can undergo a one-way transition

from the unlearned to learned state for each concept, after which there is a change in the proba-

bility they will get an exercise correct [230, 151, 156]. While BKT typically assumes items to be

equal, we used the Knowledge Tracing Item Difficulty Effect Model (KT-IDEM, [223]) to encode

exercise difficulty.
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Our model had two parameters at the concept level and two at the exercise level. The concept-

level parameters were P(L0), the probability a learner already knew a concept before attempting an

exercise, and P(T ), the probability of a learner transitioning from an unlearned to learned state after

an exercise attempt. The exercise-level parameters are P(Sm), the probability of a learner who had

learned a concept slipping and getting an exercise m wrong, and P(Gm), the probability of a learner

who had not learned a concept guessing and getting m correct. A more difficult exercise would

have a higher slip probability and a lower guess probability. We fitted these model parameters

using expert review [178] based on ≈15 responses and exercise properties (e.g. closed or open

form, perceived difficulty of exercises), and knowledge domain; all parameters ranged from 0.01

to 0.25.

Put together, we used this modified version of BKT to estimate the probability of getting an

exercise correct. The estimated probability a learner will get a given exercise m correct at the

n-th attempt is P(correctn|Mn = m) = P(Ln)(1−P(Sm))+ (1−P(Ln)(P(Gm)), or the sum of the

probability of getting the exercise correct in the learned and unlearned states. We used this to

incrementally update the probability a learner was in the learned state after the n-th opportunity as

follows: P(Ln|correctn,m) = P(Ln)(1−P(Sm))/P(correctn,m). We used this probability of being in

a learned state as an estimate of a learner’s understanding of that concept.

To select exercises, we used the BKT-Sequence Algorithm [75] which orders exercises based on

a minimum difference between predicted difficulty and desired difficulty based on current learner

understanding. After each exercise attempt, the probability a concept is learned (P(Ln)) was up-

dated. We then updated the sequence of recommended exercises:

1. Calculate MinScore and MaxScore, the minimum and maximum P(correctm) for all incom-

plete exercises.

2. For all incomplete exercises, calculate WantedScorem =(MaxScore−MinScore)·(1−P(Ln))

where n is the concept corresponding to each exercise.

3. Calculate di f fm =WantedScorem−P(correctm).
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4. Order exercises in ascending order by |di f fm|.

We then selected the top two exercises, as well as the top two exercises from current, parent, or

child concepts.

3.4 Study: Agency on Experiences, Learning

To understand the effects of varying information and agency afforded in our three versions of

Codeitz on engagement and learning, we conduct a between-subjects study with 79 novice pro-

grammers. We sought to be ecologically consistent with discretionary use tools to support novice

programmers learning in formal learning environments (e.g. an online practice tool used by stu-

dents in an introductory CS course).

The study included novice programmers who were primarily university and community college

students near an industrialized urban center of the United States. We recruited participants through

flyers placed throughout a university and surrounding area, pitches to computing-related courses,

and posts to closed social media groups. Our inclusion criteria specified participants had to be at

least 18 years old, never learned or used Python, completed at most one non-Python programming

course prior (although 9 participants violated this criteria: UH:2, IH:5, IL:2), have access to a

computer with internet, and be fluent in English. Participants’ self-reported ethnicities were Asian

(52%), Caucasian (27%), Hispanic/Latinx (9%), mixed race (6%), and Black/African (3%), with

4% choosing not to disclose. Genders of participants were men (51%), women (44%), and non-

binary (1%), with 4% not disclosing. Most (84%) reported working towards one of 40+ different

degrees (roughly, physical sciences: 23% of all participants, computer science & informatics:

19%, engineering: 16%, humanities, arts, social sciences: 10%, business & finance: 8%, math:

1%, undeclared: 3%).

Participation in the study began with participants creating an online acount and then getting

randomly assigned to one of three conditions. They then completed a pre-survey which asked

questions relating to programming self-efficacy (as measured by a programming self-efficacy sur-

vey [236]), mindset [89], and motivation for participating in the study. They then used Codeitz
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across the span of a week and then when they felt ready, took a post-survey and post-test. We

compensated participants with a $50 gift card upon completion of an exercise in most concepts

and the post-survey.

The post-survey asked learners about their experience using Codeitz (which also served as a

distractor task [111]), then administered the hour-long post-test, then measured their programming

self-efficacy again, then mindset, and finally asked about demographic information. Demographic

information was not asked until the end to avoid stereotype threat [255]. The post-test measured

learning outcomes for basic Python knowledge taught in Codeitz, adapting questions from [307,

224, 49].

For questions relating to learner experience, we focused on how learners decided what to learn

next and how important different features of Codeitz were in their decision.

We used the following questions to analyze experiences:

1. After you were done with a lesson or exercise in Codeitz, how did you decide what to do

next? (open response).

2. Think back to when you finished an exercise. How important were the following parts of

Codeitz in deciding what to do next? (Likert-type, shown in Fig. 3.5).

3. Were there other parts of Codeitz that you considered when deciding what to do next? If so,

please describe them and how important they were. (open).

4. If you remember seeing the blue recommendation text (pictured below), how did you use it

to decide what to do next? (open).

5. What about using Codeitz caused you to feel frustrated, if anything? (open).

6. What about using Codeitz was helpful to you, if anything? (open).
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Table 3.1: Data by condition. Sample size (n) includes number of low (↓) and high (↑) performers
on post-test. Histograms of post-test score (max: 39.5), number of Codeitz exercises attempted
(max: 44), and number completed (max: 43) shown with median (x̃) and interquartile range (iqr)
(approx. to histogram bin).

cond. n test score # attempted # completed

IH
25

↓: 7. ↑:9 x̃:23.5; iqr:12 x̃:43; iqr:1 x̃: 43; iqr: 3

IL
31

↓:12. ↑:12 x̃:21.8; iqr:17 x̃:29; iqr:34 x̃:29; iqr:34

UH
23

↓: 7. ↑:5 x̃:23.0; iqr:14 x̃:43; iqr:0 x̃:43; iqr:2.5

3.5 Results: Experiences, Learning

To answer our research question of the effect of varying levels of agency and information to support

agency on engagement and learning outcomes, we analyzed two aspects: 1) learners’ experience

in the three designs and 2) the outcomes of these experiences on learning.

3.5.1 Experiences varied by condition, performance

To analyze learners’ experiences, we took two perspectives, first analyzing post-survey responses

and log data on the use and perception of Codeitz features, and then analyzing learners’ experiences

between the three design alternatives.

Use and Perception of Agency Information

Figure 3.5 shows participants’ ratings of the importance of design features in Codeitz across con-

ditions (as described in Fig. 3.1). They rated these features on a five point Likert-type scale from

“Not at all important” to “Extremely important.” This scale also had a sixth “Not applicable” (N/A)

option because some features were not present in some versions of Codeitz.

Qualitative and Likert-type survey responses suggested that the features available in all three

conditions were generally viewed as valuable to learning. Participants in all conditions found the

progress indicators (check marks and stars) denoting instruction and exercise completion to be
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Figure 3.5: Importance of different features of Codeitz by condition. Not all features were present
in each version of Codeitz (see Fig. 3.1).
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helpful: of the 79 participants across all conditions, 89% found the progress indicators at least

moderately helpful and 68% found them very or extremely helpful (see second row of Fig. 3.5).

Few, however, reported how they used them. Despite exercise feedback in Codeitz consisting only

of binary correctness feedback for at least 85% of exercises, participants still found the feedback

valuable (third row Figure 3.5). But participants across all conditions tended to want more interme-

diate feedback on their exercises to help them persevere after getting incorrect exercise attempts,

something that less than 15% of exercises had. P68 in the UH condition reflected this tendency to

want intermediate feedback: “hints and better feedback when you get an answer incorrect... would

help me feel more confident about completing the task.”

IH and UH participants who had the world view reported it as important to guiding their learn-

ing: 22 of 23 UH participants and 11 of 25 IH participants reported using the world view to decide

what to learn next. Most participants in both high-agency conditions (UH: 65%, IH: 52%) reported

finding the world view very or extremely important. Many valued the world view for how it explic-

itly revealed dependencies (“I like seeing the connection between concepts in the world view. That

was very helpful to see how concepts fit together.”, P18, UH). Others noted that “hidden dependen-

cies” between concepts caused confusion (e.g., “the practice in the [Conditionals] has questions

that need you to actually read Arithmetic Operators first before you can solve it... I need[ed] to go

back to the other concepts before solving the exercise”, P1, IH).

Participants viewed the information provided only to the informed conditions (BKT-based rec-

ommendations and skill bars) as less valuable. Only 53% of the 56 (IH & IL) participants who saw

them found recommendations at least moderately important to deciding what to learn next (Fig.

3.5). A common complaint was that recommendations tended to “jump around” (P72, IL) or “jump

too far” (P51, IH), suggesting that recommendation behavior was unpredictable. One reason may

be because of cold-start in which the recommender system initially had no information about a new

user and therefore was more prone to making poor recommendations [176]. Recommendations did

seem to improve as participants used Codeitz more and the system collected more data (e.g., “...at

first I would just click on any blue exercise without realizing they could require applying concepts

that were entirely unfamiliar (this lead to some frustration), but eventually after solely using the
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[next] button to proceed I would only encounter exercises after I was sure I could complete them.”,

P74, IL).

Compared to recommendations, participants found skill bars as more valuable, with 63% of

participants reporting them to be least moderately important. An IH high-performer reported using

skill bars to determine what to learn next: “I considered when the green skill bars would become

’advanced’ which helped me know whether or not I should move on to the next topic.” (P45, IH).

Still, some participants were skeptical of the skill bar ratings: “The skills levels, ‘novice, expert,

etc’ varied depending on which section I was completing. For example, Even though the end

section showed my reading skill as ‘expert’, if I clicked back to the initial section it showed it as

a ‘novice’. This made progress tracking feel a little empty, as it appeared to be simply used as

visual feedback, not actual tracking” (P55, IL). This unexpected behavior was because estimates

of knowledge were localized to specific concepts and had no relationship to other concepts, even

if those other concepts were dependencies (elaborated on later).

Learning Experiences by Condition and Outcomes

To understand how learners’ experiences varied by conditions, we analyzed open-ended responses

within each condition and compared the responses of participants who scored in the top 1/3 (high

performers, > 28.25/39.5) and bottom 1/3 (low performers, < 18.5) on the post-test across all

study participants; following the contrasting groups method of psychometrics [178, 179]. We con-

ducted an open coding and thematic analysis [1] of post-survey responses from these contrasting

groups, seeking to understand how they used features of Codeitz to decide what to learn next and

what factors may help explain their performance on the post-test. We used log data (e.g. number

of exercises attempted) to triangulate our findings.

Participants in the Uninformed High-Agency (UH) condition (N=23) tried to define their own

learning trajectory to varying success. Without recommendations or skill bars, UH participants had

to decide what to learn next using the world view showing them the concept hierarchy, progress

indicators showing them what instructions and exercises they’ve completed (check marks for read

instructions, stars for correct exercises), and exercise correctness feedback. Almost all (22) of the
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23 UH participants explicitly mentioned using the world view to decide “I looked at the flowchart

and picked a connecting branch.” (P57). Overall, participants in the UH condition tended to

attempt all the exercises, with 78% attempting all the exercises and 65% getting them all correct

(all participants were allowed unlimited retries).

High performers in the UH condition all reported exerting agency. While the UH condition

did not have recommendations or skill bars to inform learners, some of the 5 high-performers in

this condition noted still being able to deviate from the world view’s explicit paths in ways that

benefited their learning. For example, 2 high-performers noted trying exercises and then reviewing

lessons if they were unfamiliar with the exercise. Another skipped to trying exercises first but

jumped back to reading lessons when necessary: “I mostly skipped around to the exercises, if I felt

like I could understand what was going on in the lesson, and then moved back through the lesson

if I couldn’t do an exercise.” (P5). The remaining 3 high-performers reported finding Codeitz the

structure and presentation of the curriculum helpful, the design of the curriculum as intuitive: “The

lessons were easy to understand and exercises helped cement the knowledge” (P21).

In contrast to UH high performers, the 7 UH low performers noted struggling to navigate their

learning experience. For example, P39 was frustrated because there was “no proper path” and

P63 felt “the order [of concepts] did not seem intuitive.” P18, who reported minimal programming

self-efficacy prior to the study, noted how his confidence affected what he chose to learn next: “To

decide which lesson I would try next from a lower level, particularly the second level, I looked

at which concept I felt most confident taking on first. (P18). Low-performing UH participants

also noted wanting additional instructional content, such as “video explanation” (P3) and more

feedback in code writing exercises (P9).

Participants in the Informed High-Agency (IH) condition (N=25) reported similar experiences

to the UH condition, with additional comments about the recommendations and skill bars. To de-

cide what to learn next, 11 of the 25 IH participants reported using the world view, 10 reported

following the recommendations, and 2 reported trying the recommendations but then abandoning

them. So whereas almost all UH participants reported following the world view, less than half of

the IH participants reported doing so, with 28% reporting at least trying to follow the recommen-
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dations. Overall, participants in the IH condition also tended to attempt all the exercises, with 64%

attempting all the exercises and 56% of IH participants getting them all the correct.

IH high performers reported evolving interpretations of the recommendations as they deviated

from the world view’s prescribed paths. Three of the 9 high-performing IH participants reported

using the recommendations; of those 3, 2 of them reporting trying the recommendations at first,

but then abandoning them because they led them to exercises that were too advanced: “At first, I

looked at the blue highlighted boxes. However, I felt like it made me jump too far. For example, one

lesson had started talking about if statements but I hadn’t learned the syntax for those yet. So then

I just followed the tree from top down, left to right.” (P25). Three high-performing IH participants

ignored the recommendations because they wanted to complete all of the curriculum. P1 noted

how he ignored the recommendation but how he could see its benefit for less motivated learners:

“I did not really pay attention to the blue recommendation because I was motivated to do all the

lessons and the practices to receive maximum knowledge. I think this blue recommendation might

be useful for people who have low motivation to do more exercises.” Log data confirmed tendency

to do all exercises, as all high-performing IH participants completed at least 40/43 of the exercises

(93%), although this complete coverage of exercises was consistent across the entire IH condition.

In contrast to the high-performing IH participants, the 7 low-performing IH participants tended

to ignore or misinterpret the recommendations and followed a perceived intended path. Three par-

ticipants ignored the recommendations, such as P24 who “usually just did the problem even though

it was review.” Another participant was confused by the recommendations updating: “... sometimes

[a recommendation] would be there and sometimes it would not. Typically I would see this after

I finished in exercise.” (P38). Of the two participants who reported using the recommendations,

P43 reported that he “did what [the recommendation] said” while P23 used the recommendation

to estimate how much time an exercise would take: “While having limited free time, it was helpful

to see a note indicating that the next tab was a review exercise, meaning it would likely be quick

to complete.” (P23). Three low performing IH participants struggled with having to choose their

own trajectory. P38 reflected this in her description of how she got lost and found choosing what

to learn next frustrating: “I found the layout of what lessons to take were confusing. I went from
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top to bottom and left to right, however, during the exercises I would find myself lost on multiple

occasions. This would be due to either skipping sections but having to use it before I learned the

material. Instead of having the choice of choosing what lesson to take next, it would have been

more helpful if it was just given (P38).

Participants in the third and final Informed Low-Agency (IL) condition (N=25) only had three

choices at any given time: completing the given exercise, reviewing instruction related to the exer-

cise, or reviewing prior lessons and exercises. Three participants found this lack of overview made

it challenging to keep track of how much they had completed, how much remained, and how the

concepts related to each other. P72 reported his challenges of keeping track of where he was in

his learning process: ”Everything seemed to jump around and it was hard to keep track of what I

was on or what I was supposed to do next.” (P72). Overall, participants in the IL condition tended

to attempt fewer exercises than the high-agency conditions: whereas both high-agency conditions

had most (78% for UH, 64% for IH) participants attempt all 43 exercises, only 41% of participants

in the IL condition attempted all the exercises. All 41% of those participants did get all exercises

correct, though.

The 12 high-performing IL participants varied in how they interpreted the next exercise pre-

sented to them. Half (6) reported viewing recommendations as indicators of an exercise or a

required next step: When I saw this blue recommendation, I would make sure to click it in order

to complete it as it seemed to mean ‘required’ (P42). Three others reported using the recommen-

dation text as informative in deciding whether to attempt an exercise, read instruction, or go back

to a previous exercise: I only used it to see how difficult the exercise was. I would still go straight

to the exercise even it told me I hadn’t learned about the concept, and I will come back to it later

if I didn’t figure it out. If it told me it’s something I had already learned, I wouldn’t leave the

exercise until I figured it out. (P35). The remaining 3 reported not using recommendations (1) or

did not comment on their usage (2). Multiple participants reported a desire to have an overview of

all concepts and explore concepts more freely: “I didn’t know how many topic there are in total

and could only view them after doing the previous topic and unlocking it. I feel it would be better

if I can see how much I am completing and how much still has to be done” (P75).
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Table 3.2: Coefficients of linear regression to model learning outcomes (post-test scores). ***
indicates p < 0.001, * that p < 0.05, & . that p < 0.10.

coefficient estimate (std. err.) t Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 14.41 (2.72) 5.301 0.000 ***
condition: IL 0.70 (2.58) 0.270 0.787
condition: IH 0.90 (2.74) 0.328 0.744
self-efficacy (pre) 2.43 (1.02) 2.387 0.020 *
taken CS course 4.62 (2.52) 1.836 0.070 .

In contrast to the high-performing IL participants, the 12 low-performing IL participants re-

ported relying much less on the recommendations. Three reported not even seeing or noticing the

recommendations. Of the 4 low-performing IL participants that mentioned using recommenda-

tions, two saw them as indicators of “a signal that the selected block [was] an exercise” (P61).

One participant “used [the recommendation] as an indicator for a concept practice/challenge” and

that “the practice challenges were very helpful... in learning python” (P61). Low-performing IL

participants also completed fewer exercises: Only 25% (4) of these participants attempted more

than half of the exercises; in contrast, 81% (9 of 11) high-performing IL participants completed

more than half of the exercises.

3.5.2 Learning & Exercise Completion by Condition

Condition, Self-efficacy, & Prior Knowledge on Post-Test

To understand how the varying designs of Codeitz conditions affected learning, we used a lin-

ear regression to model post-test scores. In addition to passing into the regression the condition

participants were in (UH, IH, IL), we also considered self-efficacy prior to using Codeitz (range:

1-7) and whether a participant reported taking a prior CS/programming course (true/false), as both

self-efficacy and prior knowledge are important to learning [101]. We found no violations of linear

regression assumptions: normality (Shapiro-Wilk, p=0.23), homoscedacity (spread-location plot),

and linearity [35, 145, 243]. Table 3.2 shows the coefficients of the linear regression.

Table 3.3 shows the results of a linear regression model analysis of variance (ANOVA). The
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Table 3.3: ANOVA results and effect sizes for linear regression of post-test scores. ε denotes a
small positive value (0.001−0.004). * indicates that p < 0.05.

variable (df) SE F Pr(>F) η2 [95% C.I.]
condition (2) 45 0.3 0.776 0.006 [0, 0.08]
self-eff, pre (1) 499 5.7 0.020 * 0.066 [ε , 0.21]
taken CS course (1) 583 6.7 0.012 * 0.077 [ε , 0.23]
residuals (74) 6483

ANOVA indicated a statistically significant effect on post-test scores of prior self-efficacy (F(1,74)=

5.7, p < 0.05). Whether a participant had previously taken a programming course was also had a

statistically significant effect (F(1,74) = 6.7, p < 0.05). Both significant factors had medium ef-

fect sizes (η2 > 0.06) with large confidence intervals which did not include zero. The condition

participants were in did not have a statistically significant effect (F(2,74) = 0.3,n.s.).

We conducted non-parametric post-hoc analyses to understand how prior self-efficacy and pro-

gramming course experience affected post-test score. The median post-test score of participants

who had taken a prior programming course was 29.12 (IQR = 13.4) and of participants who had not

was 21.50 (IQR = 15.3). This difference was statistically significant according to a Mann-Whitney

U test (U = 364.5, p = 0.012 < 0.05). We interpreted the medium Vargha and Delaney A effect

size to state that there is 69.1% chance a post-test score for a random participant who has taken

a programming course will be greater than a score for a random participant who has not [287].

For self-efficacy, we calculated Kendall’s non-parametric rank correlation [154]. We found a sig-

nificant correlation (τ = 0.25, p = 0.0014 < 0.01) between prior programming self-efficacy and

post-test score. We convert τ to r = 0.38 [291, 155] and identified a medium effect size between

prior self-efficacy and post-test score [243].

Number of Exercises Completed by Condition

To check for a difference in the number of exercises completed by condition, we conducted a

Kruskal-Wallis test [243]. We decided on this non-parametric test because the data was not normal

(Shaprio-Wilks: p < 0.05). Table 3.1 shows the distribution, median, and IQR for the number
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of completed questions by condition. We found statistically significant differences in number of

completed exercises between conditions (χ2(2,N = 79) = 11.33, p = 0.003 < 0.01.

We conducted a pairwise post-hoc analysis with Mann-Whitney U tests with Holm correction.

We found that a statistically significant difference between the IL condition and the other two

conditions (Mann-Whitney U for IL/UH: U = 504, p= 0.014< 0.05; IL/IH: U = 225, p= 0.014<

0.05). We can interpret the medium Vargha and Delaney A effect sizes to say that there is a

71% chance that a random UH participant completed more Codeitz exercises than a random IL

participant, and that there is a 71% a random IH participant completed more exercises than a

random IL participant.

3.6 Discussion: Interpretations & Implications

The objective of this study was to jointly understand how affording and informing agency affected

engagement and learning outcomes. We did so by designing three variations of a self-directed on-

line learning environment that varied the amount of agency or information afforded to participants

as they learned introductory Python.

We found that the specific features offered in these three conditions led to very different learn-

ing experiences and degrees of engagement, but that these differing experiences led to no detectable

effect on learning outcomes. We also found that low-agency (IL) participants completed signifi-

cantly fewer exercises than high-agency (IH, IL) ones.

There are multiple ways to interpret these findings related to learner experience and learning

outcomes. One interpretation is that our recommendations were not “intelligent” enough to be

helpful. Our BKT implementation faced challenges such as parameter tuning [128] and cold-start

[176], as consistent with most statistical models. While we did our best to fit parameters according

to best practices and given the response data we had available, we also recognized that better pa-

rameters could improve the performance of BKT. But Codeitz is representative of a discretionary

use self-directed online learning environment in that recommendations and item selection will

never be perfect or optimal for all learners, especially early on before we have a large corpus of

response data. So understanding how to design information such as adaptive recommendations to
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affect agency and learning also requires understanding how learners interpret and use information

that come with the inevitable imperfections and inaccuracies of data-driven adaptation. And despite

many participants feeling like the recommendations “jumped around” and were not always accu-

rate, participants in both high and low agency conditions still found ways to use them to inform

their decision-making process and learning. So while our BKT model had identified problems,

participants could still use information from it. And participants’ experiences and reports can help

better inform how we design adaptive online environments that promote learner agency.

Another interpretation is that other confounds made our post-test an invalid or unreliable mea-

sure of learning. Because we wanted to investigate the design of self-directed online learning, we

set up our study such that it could emulate this discretionary, informal learning. We did so by

having participants learn on their own time across the span of a week and then take the post-test

whenever they felt ready. While this experimental design introduced confounds including variation

in amount of time spent learning and an uncontrolled test-taking environment, they were externally

valid to many online learning environments (e.g. MOOCs, online coding platforms, remote/hybrid

courses). Such confounds were also distributed across the conditions. Furthermore, post-test items

came from concept inventories [224] or were piloted with representative users with think-aloud

[95].

3.6.1 Design Considerations and Future Work

A third interpretation of our findings is that designing for agency is nuanced and requires careful

design considerations we are only beginning to understand. While prior work investigated varying

agency to measure its effect on learning, we designed and varied the information and agency af-

forded to learners. Our results suggest possible explanations and design considerations to explore

in future work:

The value of agency may be dependent on the structure of knowledge to learn. Relating to

programming, this study used learning materials with concepts that have rigid hierarchical rela-

tionships. This knowledge domain may lend itself to more linear instructional content. Agency to

support learning here may be in the form of jumping ahead for a challenge or back for review. In
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contrast, learning to use programming for expression (e.g. with Scratch) may lend itself more to

non-linear instruction. Agency in this case may be in the form or exploration of one of many paths.

Therefore, how to afford agency may be dependent on the structure of the knowledge domains and

learning objectives.

Agency may be valuable to more than just learning outcomes. Our findings suggest that agency

may support motivation to continue learning. Prior work has generally found more agency relating

to increased motivation (e.g. [251, 66, 250, 211, 114]). Our findings suggest that there was a 71%

chance a random high-agency participant completed more exercises than a low-agency one. This

suggested that affording learners the agency to see everything there was to learn (with the World

View) and choose for themselves may have had a motivational benefit to help learners continue to

engage.

Recommendations may have different roles to different learners. In Codeitz, we intended for

the recommendations (Fig. 3.1d) to be cues to exert agency. While learners in the informed high-

agency condition tried to use the recommendations to guide them, many treated the recommen-

dations not as cues as to what to expect from a given exercise, but simply as indicators of an

incomplete exercise. It may be important to consider not only the intended role of cues to inform

agency, but also to consider alternatives ways learners may interpret them initially as well as after

some interactions.

Consider learners’ prior experiences with related tools. Just as learners come with prior per-

ceptions related to what they are learning, they also come with prior perceptions related to how to

interact with learning environments. While we designed Codeitz to not have an apparent order in

high-agency conditions, we found that a majority of participants (in the UH condition especially)

reported following or trying to follow an intended order. Such behavior might prevent any potential

benefits from exercising agency from materializing.

Overviews, while valuable, may indirectly constrain learners’ decisions. Learners found value

in Codeitz’s world view, suggesting it provided an integrated view of concepts to be learned. But

the overview might have also acted as an indirect control [254], limiting agency. Designs may need

to consider the unintended side effects of offering conceptual overviews on how learners choose to
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sequence their learning.

Our evidence, and these possible interpretations, suggest that designing for agency, and in par-

ticular, designing information that encourages agency, is far from straightforward. Just as offering

choice is not consistently beneficial to learners, offering information to support those choices is

not consistently beneficial either. Future work should explore with more granularity the interaction

between self-directed learning environments, learners’ interpretation of what the environment pro-

vides, and learning outcomes. And designers should be wary about the benefits of learner agency,

and pay close attention to the specific domain of learning and the specific unintended side effects

of how learners use the affordances in a self-directed learning environment.

3.7 Conclusion: Consideration of prior knowledge and power relationships required

Connecting the findings of this design exploration back to the framework I defined in Fig. 2.2,

this study suggested that the design of Codeitz did not effectively consider students’ relevant prior

knowledge and perceptions of power relationships in regards to exercising agency in a learning

experience. Most participants were familiar with formal higher education learning experiences,

where instructional design often left little room for self-directed learning. So participants were

likely unfamiliar with exercising agency, resulting in them disregarding data that could have in-

formed their self-directed learning.

An alternative design that better engaged participants’ prior knowledge and perceptions of

power relationships could have better support the exercising of agency. Such designs could have

prompted participants on the benefits of exercising agency and provide opportunities to practice

exercising agency. This design exploration suggested that designing interactions with data that

engage with students’ prior knowledge and perceptions of power relationships could better support

students in their use of the data, especially to take unfamiliar actions.
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Chapter 4

DIFFERENTIAL ITEM FUNCTIONING (DIF) TO DETECT
POTENTIAL BIAS IN TEST QUESTIONS

In this chapter, I describe a study that investigated how to support the equity-oriented goal

of addressing biases in test scores. I used demographic and psychometric data on students’ gen-

der, ethnicity, and responses to assessments from the online Code.org middle school computing

curriculum to identify Differential Item Functioning (DIF), or empirical evidence of potential test

question bias (e.g. by gender or race) [290, 138, 99, 190].

I then conducted a workshop with a group of curriculum designers to understand how they

interpreted DIF data. From their discussions, I discovered how their prior training and lived ex-

periences affected their prior knowledge and cultural competence. I also discovered how their

primary roles as curriculum designers affected their perceptions of power relationships. Publicly

with colleagues, designers tended to interpret DIF data within the controlable context of what

changes to curriculum and test design they could make. But more privately, designers considered

how DIF may just be evidence of systemic injustices that go beyond the curriculum and test design

that they can control.

The work in this chapter was conducted in collaboration with Matt J. Davidson, Baker Franke,

Emily McLeod, Dr. Min Li, and Dr. Amy J. Ko and published to 2021 ACM Learning @ Scale

[306]. 1 2

1This study was pre-approved with exempt status by the UW Institutional Review Board (IRB) as
STUDY00010647. Code.org affiliates reviewed this publication and proposed changes prior to public release. This
material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. 1735123, 12566082,
2031265, 1703304, 1539179, and unrestricted gifts from Microsoft, Adobe, and Google. Supplemental material can
be found at https://github.com/codeandcognition/archive-2021las-xie.

2I will use “we” instead of “I” in this chapter to acknowledge the shared contributions of all authors.

https://github.com/codeandcognition/archive-2021las-xie
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4.1 Introduction: How DIF can improve equity

Successful learning requires equity, which can be viewed as access to and successful participation

in education within economic, social, cultural, and political contexts of a given time and place

[103]. Equity also implies a goal of implementing corrective measures to adjust for aggregate harm

from historic social inequalities [231]. This might mean providing additional and personalized

support to students from minoritized groups ([19, 305, 143]), as they face unique challenges that if

left unaddressed could pose serious impediments to science and technology learning [69]. Previous

efforts to design equitable learning experiences include designing adaptive and personalized online

environments [33, 309], adjusting environments to support inclusion [160], and enabling broader

access [165].

However, achieving equity is rarely straightforward: inequities in learning stem from a complex

interplay between multiple structures and interactions [259]. Student achievement is not a static

construct that we can measure in isolation, but rather impacted by characteristics of and interactions

between students, classrooms, and school contexts [206, 67, 100].

Because of the complexity of context, even gathering information about the presence of in-

equities is hard. It requires understanding where needs and gaps exist to target support [98, 104].

Students alone cannot be responsible for identifying equity issues because their focus is on learning

[203, 147] and self-advocacy may bring about burden and risks to minoritized groups including

stereotype threat [300, 86] and social-desirability biases [123, 108]. Teachers have a significant

role in addressing inequities [259], but they would need information that is understandable and

actionable [26, 104] and often work within the constraints of pre-defined learning objectives and

materials.

While equality and equity are different concepts, equity cannot exist without first assessing

inequality to consider how to appropriately adjust resources [231]. Data can support equity by

enabling rapid improvement of practices through experimentation and measurement of change that

is understandable and actionable [26]. Large-scale analysis can reveal patterns not easily seen at a

micro-level by individuals [102], such as through analysis of intersectional identities [248]. Data
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can provide evidence to support disruption of the status quo [104].

Connecting data on inequalities with domain experts’ contextual knowledge to identify equity

issues can help, but current methods to do so have slow feedback cycles, require custom testing

infrastructure, or rely on metrics that are difficult to interpret in the context of learning. Partici-

patory approaches such as action research and design-based research can help deeply understand

a phenomena, but they are costly in time and resources to conduct [45, 152, 282]. Quantitative

approaches such as data mining techniques require technical infrastructure to set up and rely on

tracking specific metrics that may lead to ignoring broader and potentially more important patterns

that cannot be measured [102]. Improving equity in learning experiences is a complex and iterative

process that requires a multitude of methods and stakeholders’ expertise [274].

One way to measure inequality in a learning experience is by using differential item functioning

(DIF) to measure how students of diverse identity groups perform on formative assessments. A

common formative use of assessments by teachers and students is to measure student understanding

by re-exposing them to key content [225, 209]. A fair assessment would measure differences in

students knowledge/understanding of a domain (e.g. computing and programming) without being

affected by differences in identity-based factors (e.g. gender, race). DIF methods determine the

fairness of test questions by determining to what extent test-takers with similar knowledge levels

but differing group membership (e.g. different genders) perform similarly on questions [190, 78].

DIF analyses suggests potential bias, but judgement is required to interpret and act on DIF re-

sults [313]. And because domain experts such as curriculum designers have contextual expertise,

they are well-positioned to interpret and use DIF analysis to enact change by revising instructional

materials that support more equitable learning. So we explored how DIF results on potential item

bias by gender and race in formative assessments could inform domain-experts, thereby connect-

ing quantitative DIF data with contextualized knowledge of domain-experts to support equitable

curriculum changes.

In this study, we investigated how domain experts (curriculum designers) interpreted quantita-

tive measures of bias in formative assessment items to augment their existing contextual knowledge

and support understandings of equity challenges in an online CS curriculum. To do so, we worked
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with response data and curriculum designers from Code.org, a nonprofit dedicated to expanding

access to computer science and increasing participation of young women and students from other

underrepresented groups. We explored the following question: How do curriculum designers

interpret and use data on potential assessment item bias by gender and race in the context of

designing equitable learning experiences? To answer this question, we conducted a quantitative

analysis of assessment bias that was among the first to include students who reported as non-binary

and also the largest (by sample size) in the computing education domain. We analyzed 139,097 re-

sponses to Code.org’s globally deployed online Computer Science Discoveries (CSD) curriculum

to identify potential assessment bias (dis)advantaging students of different genders and races even

after matching them by knowledge level. We then partnered with Code.org curriculum designers to

understand how they interpreted the data within their domain expertise. We discussed our findings

in the context of a broader vision of using data to augment domain experts’ capabilities to design

equitable learning experiences.

4.2 Background: Overview of DIF methods

DIF methods were originally developed to address concern that ability tests were unfair to mi-

nority test-takers, and has become a standard part of operational screening at testing companies

[292]. They measure the fairness of a test question by determining to what extent test-takers with

similar knowledge levels but different groups (e.g. different binary genders [76, 190, 80]) perform

similarly on a given test question. Developers of concept inventories (tests used as a standardized

measure of conceptual understanding [174]) often use DIF methods to understand how fair an in-

ventory is (e.g. [190, 80]). Developers of high-stakes large-scale tests use them to identify items

that exhibit DIF and remove these items from a pool of potential items to avoid test scores advan-

taging certain groups [314, 84]. Researchers have used DIF to detect potential bias in summative

evaluations (e.g. final exams) in large courses, such as introductory CS [76]. Rather than address-

ing equity more broadly, DIF is a narrow analysis of potential bias in item performance; therefore,

DIF can help detect potential bias in test questions, but does not provide much insight on the

causes of such unfairness [84]. In all these cases, psychometricians with expertise in educational
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and psychological measurement typically conduct the analysis and interpret the findings.

DIF occurs when people of approximately equal knowledge from different identity groups per-

form in substantially different ways on an item. DIF methods provide information on measurement

invariance, allowing one to judge whether items (and ultimately a test as a whole) are functioning

in the same manner for different groups of test-takers [317]. DIF methods work by 1) designating

a reference group and a focal group, 2) matching test-takers of similar knowledge and skill from

different groups, and then 3) measuring DIF between groups of test-takers for each item in a test.

DIF is often used to compare between test-takers of different genders (e.g. women as focal group,

men as reference group) and races [317].

4.2.1 Three classes of DIF methods

DIF methods differ in how they model item responses and match test-takers of different groups. We

can use DIF methods to detect uniform DIF in which an item disadvantages a group of students

uniformally across all knowledge levels as well as nonuniform DIF in which the DIF interacts

with the knowledge levels of students and the groups they are in. At least three frameworks for

investigating DIF exist [317]:

Modeling responses with contingency tables, regression models: This class of DIF methods

consists of conditional effects that study the effect of grouping variables and interaction terms

while conditioning on the total score of a test. After conditioning on differences in item responses

due to differences in knowledge being measured, DIF exists if item responses for different groups

still differ. This difference can be a main effect of group differences (uniform DIF) or an interaction

between group and knowledge (nonuniform DIF).

Item response theory (IRT): For IRT methods [78, 307], DIF exists if item trace lines are

different between groups. IRT methods measure DIF as the area between logistic trace lines (or

equivalently, comparing parameters such as difficulty and discrimination). IRT approaches match

items not on total score but on latent variable modeling, so the scale for knowledge level of students

and item difficulty (θ ) is arbitrary and must be calibrated. Examples include signed area tests (for

uniform DIF), unsigned area tests (which allow for nonuniform DIF), and nested model testing via
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a likelihood ratio tests.

Multidimensional models: These types of methods relax the common undimensionality as-

sumption that a test measures a single latent factor. Instead, these types of methods assumes that

tests are, to some extent, multidimensional (e.g. a test to measure programming skills also mea-

sures another dimension such as reading comprehension). Simultaneous item bias tests (SIBTEST)

DIF detection methods are an example of multidimensional methods. Because these methods in-

volve a type of factor analysis, they require analysis of sets of items, rather than individual items for

DIF. Multidimensional models have also incorporated contextual and sociological variables [318].

4.2.2 Interpretations and uses of DIF

A question that exhibits DIF disadvantages a certain group (e.g. women students) and may warrant

follow-up analysis to determine whether the question should be revised or removed [138]. Within

the context of computing education, Davidson et al. 2021 demonstrated the use of DIF to iden-

tify potential unfairness in an introductory CS exam, arguing for more broad use of DIF in the

validation process of CS assessments [76].

Organizations instituting high-stakes testing (e.g. Educational Testing Service) have used DIF

analysis to categorize questions according to fairness, identify topics and contexts to avoid in ques-

tion design, and adjust test scores if they discovered that some questions exhibited DIF after test

administration [314]. Because of test security requirements, they typically rely on review of items

by expert psychometricians.

But DIF and bias are not synonymous. DIF does not prove bias, and the lack of DIF does

not prove lack of bias [313]. Judgement is required to act on results of DIF analysis and address

potential bias issues, but prior work focused on contributions of psychometric experts revising

high-stakes tests. This paper is the first to consider DIF interpretation by stakeholders who are not

psychometric experts, which is critical to test validity because the fairness of a question depends

on how instructors, students, and other stakeholders interpret and use scores [149]. So this study

explored how curriculum designers used DIF statistics to better understand what knowledge and

skills their tests were trying to measure and understand common sources of DIF that confounded
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that measurement. By doing so, we can understand the feasibility of a new use of DIF, where

domain experts such as curriculum designers may be able to contextualize DIF results to make

informed judgements that equitably improve their assessments and curriculum.

4.3 Context: CSD curriculum & assessment design

To understand how curriculum designers interpreted and used data on potential assessment bias,

we analyzed responses from Code.org’s Computer Science Discoveries (CSD) 2019-2020 course

[52]. CSD is for 6-10th grade students, with the median age of students in our sample being 13

years old and 86% of students being 11-16 years old. Mapped to the Computer Science Teachers

Association standards, CSD took a wide lens on CS, covering topics including problem solving,

programming, user-centered design, and data. CSD was typically used for in-person, synchronous

instruction led by a teacher. Designers wrote CSD for “new-to-CS teachers”[52].

The CSD curriculum guide recommended that a typical 10-12 week term cover Units 1-3 (of

6), which covered problem solving, web development, and interactive animations and games. Unit

1 focused on the problem solving processes where students learned to use a structured problem

solving process to address problems and design solutions that used computing technology. For

the unit’s final project, students proposed an app to solve a problem of their choosing. Unit 2 fo-

cused on web development, where students learned HTML and CSS to create and style content,

how different languages allowed them to solve different problems, and how solutions could gen-

eralize. Students used Code.org’s Web Lab programming environment to create personal portfolio

websites for their final project. Unit 3 taught students to create interactive animations by using ba-

sic programming constructs (control structures, variables, user input, randomness). Students used

Code.org’s hybrid blocks and JavaScript programming environment to design games with animated

sprites. Taken together, these units taught programming as a fun and creative form of expression.

Each unit ended with a post-project assessment. A post-project assessment included four to

seven multiple choice and matching questions, as well as three open ended reflections on the final

project of the unit (which we did not analyze). These tests aligned to the learning framework of

each unit and were designed to assess parts of the framework that may not have been covered by the
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project rubrics. Teachers must decide to enable post-project assessments for students to even see

the assessment. The curriculum guide left it up to teachers to decide how to use assessments (e.g.

for formative feedback or summative grading), but curriculum designers we interviewed stated the

assessment was for formative purposes. Students could only submit each post-project assessment

once.

For our analysis, we focused on the multiple choice and matching questions because they had

dichotomous correctness (graded as entirely correct or incorrect) that enabled modeling with tra-

ditional psychometric techniques. Multiple choice items required students to select one or two

options from five options (scored as correct only if all correct options selected but not incorrect

ones). Match questions required students to correctly place four or five options in the correct loca-

tion (e.g. placing comments in appropriate locations in the code). Table 4.2 describes the items.

4.4 Quantitative Analysis with DIF Analysis

We conducted a psychometric analysis to understand how effectively dichotomous items in the

post-project assessments for CSD Units 1-3 measured students’ understanding. In this section, we

describe the response and demographic data we analyzed, provide basic item statistics, examine

IRT assumptions, and then report race-based and gender-based DIF.

4.4.1 Data: 6 - 10th graders’ demographics & test responses

For our analysis, we focused on Units 1-3 because the curriculum guide recommended them and

they had the most responses (>10% of students in sample responded to each item). We analyzed

139,097 responses from 19,617 students who used CSD for the 2019-2020 academic year and

reported both gender and race. Table 4.1 shows reported demographics for students.

Because this was an optional formative assessment, responses were sparse. Of the 333,489 po-

tential responses (86,584 students to 17 items), students only provided 139,097 responses (41.7%).

Of the 139,037 provided responses, 64,481 were scored as correct (46%) an the remaining 74,616

(54%) were scored as wrong. We reported proportions of students not responding to each item in
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Table 4.1: Reported gender and race. Students could report one gender and one or many races.

female male
non-
binary total

African American/
Black 2,549 3,253 49 5,851

Hispanic/Latinx 1,736 2,640 52 4,428
Native American/
Alaskan Native 365 542 18 925

Pacific Islander/
Native Hawaiian 150 244 9 403

white 3,455 6,211 96 9,762
Asian 470 997 27 1,494
total 7,469 11,953 195 19,617

the NR column of Table 4.2.

4.4.2 Item statistics & reliability are acceptable

DIF methods analyze item-level responses, so we report classical test theory (CTT) item statistics

including difficulty, discrimination, and reliability. CTT statistics are common, simple, and pro-

vide limited but useful information about the quality of a measurement instrument [4], shown in

Table 4.2. Difficulty is the proportion of respondents getting an item correct, with a lower number

indicating a more challenging item. Difficulty ranged from 0.27 (U3, Q5) to 0.75 (U3, Q4), with

10 of 17 items having a difficulty of < 0.50. Furthermore, three multiple choice items had an incor-

rect option (known as a distractor) selected more frequently than the correct response (♦ in Table

4.2), which may be problematic. This assessment was fairly challenging. We used point-biserial

correlation (rpbis to measure of discrimination, or how effectively an item differentiates a test-taker

of higher knowledge from one with lower knowledge. It is an association between a response to a

single item and the overall score [4, 78]. rpbis can range from -1.0 to 1.0 but should always be > 0,

with rpbis > 0.3 being considered acceptable. Only one item, fell below this threshold (U3, Q5,

rpbis = 0.27), suggesting items had acceptable discrimination. We used change in Cronbach’s α to
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judge change in internal-consistency reliability. The test as a whole had a Cronbach’s α = 0.732,

which is acceptable for low-stakes formative use [169, 214]. Removing any of the 17 items resulted

in a decrease in α (∆α < 0), so we analyzed all items.

4.4.3 Three IRT assumptions mostly hold

To use Item Response Theory (IRT), we must first confirm its three assumptions of conditional

independence, unidimensionality, and functional form [78]. The conditional independence (or

local independence) assumption states that responses to an item are independent of responses to

any other item, conditional on a person’s knowledge. That is to say that there is no interdependency

between items. Justifying the conditional independence assumption requires looking at the design

and implementation of the test. The test did not have a time limit, so speededness likely did not

affect test-takers responses. And with the exception of two items (Unit 2, Question 5 & Unit 2,

Question 6), no items referenced shared information. U2, Q5 and U2, Q6 both referenced the same

image of code. While this is a violation of unidimensionality, we justified keeping these items in

the data because they were the only interdependent items and simulation studies have shown that,

when only a small number of items violate this assumption, removing those items leads to more

biased estimates [71]. Our choice was also justified by the results of factor analysis.

To verify unidimensionality, we conducted exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis. Ex-

ploratory factor analysis suggested a single factor according to the eigenvalues > 1 criterion [264].

Confirmatory analysis with one factor showed a strong model fit (RMSEA = 0.018, CFI = 0.916,

TLI = 0.903) [34].3

Verifying the functional form assumption involves comparison of multiple models to see which

one best fits the data. We fitted IRT models with one (1PL), two (2PL), and three (3PL) parameters.

The 1PL model has a difficulty parameter and assumes all items share the same discrimination

value. The 2PL model has a difficulty and discrimination parameter. The 3PL model is a 2PL

3EFA was conducted using R with psych::fa() [240] using a maximum likelihood factor analysis with a varimax
oblique transformation. CFA was conducted with lavaan::cfa() [249] with fixed residual variances (std.lv=T)
and full information maximum likelihood (FIML) approach for handling missing data.
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with an additional parameter to account for guessing. We compared model fit using the Akaike

Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayes Information Criterion (BIC) [78]. While the 3PL had the

lowest AIC (706353) and BIC (706831), and 1PL had the highest (AIC=710885, BIC=711053),

we ended up selecting the 2PL model (AIC=708878, BIC=709196) because of model fitting issues

relating to data sparsity when grouping by reported gender and race for DIF analysis.

4.4.4 Results: Checking for DIF by gender & race

For this study, we used an IRT method for detecting DIF by reported gender and race. We used a

Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT) DIF analysis [42] with a 2PL model because total score was arbitrary

and there is significant non-response (so contingency tables and/or regression models would be

less appropriate). To adjust for multiple comparisons, we used a Benjamini-Hochberg p-value

correction [21], an adjustment that maximizes power while controlling the false discovery rate to

the nominal value (in this case, 5%) [190]. While more advanced DIF methods enable comparison

of a reference group to multiple focal groups (e.g. [303, 302]), we could only compare two groups

(single reference group, single focal group) at a time because of limitations of data related to

sparsity of responses and few students in the focal groups. Specifically, we used LRT DIF to check

for DIF between students who reported as non-binary, female, and male through three pairwise

comparisons. We also checked for DIF between AHNP4 (African/Black, Hispanic/Latinx, Native

American/Alaskan Native, Pacific Islander) and WA (white, Asian) students. We choose these

groupings because AHNP racial groups tended to be minoritized in computing education [143, 86,

319, 278, 94], and WA racial groups tended to be dominant [299, 247, 186, 88].

Because we used a 2PL model, DIF would manifest as groups having statistically significant

differences in difficulty and/or discrimination parameters. For LRT DIF, we used a χ2 statistic and

p-value to determine whether groups had significantly different parameters. To measure effect size,

we used the signed in-sample differences (SIDS) and unsigned in-sample differences (UIDS) [196].

Because these are dichotomous items scored as 0 or 1, we can interpret SIDS to be the average

4We interpreted AHNP to be equivalent to BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, people of color). We referred directly to
ethnic groups instead of using new labels to avoid ambiguity and potential harm [301].
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difference in probability of selecting the correct answer between groups. We considered SIDS and

UIDS values of 0− 0.05 to have a negligible effect, 0.05− 0.10 to have medium/ intermediate

effect, and > 0.10 to have a large effect [85].

For LRT DIF with a 2PL model, uniform DIF indicates a difference in difficulty parameters

between groups, while non-uniform DIF indicates a difference in discrimination parameters. An

item with uniform DIF disadvantages the group with a significantly greater difficulty parameter.

If a model exhibited non-uniform DIF (item disadvantages groups differently based on different

knowledge levels), then we would expect the discrimination parameters to be statistically signif-

icant between groups (but not necessarily the difficulty parameter); the SIDS and UIDS would

likely be different. For non-uniform DIF, the item traces for the two groups would be two logistic

curves of different slopes that intersected at some point.

DIF for gender: Uniform DIF favors reported male, non-binary

Table 4.3 shows the results of three pairwise comparisons for each item to understand DIF between

students who reported as non-binary, female, and male. We found that six test items disadvantaged

students who reported as female (compared to reported male and/or non-binary students), one

item disadvantaged reported male students (compared to non-binary), and no items disadvantaged

reported non-binary students.

Table 4.3 shows difficulty and discrimination parameters for students of different reported gen-

ders, as well as effect size (abbreviated as e.s.). When comparing students who reported as female

and male (blue rows in Table 4.3), we found that two items (U1, Q3; U3, Q6) exhibited uni-

form DIF with a non-negligible e.s. Both items had significantly greater difficulty parameters

(p < 0.001) for students who reported as female compared to as male, no significant difference in

the discrimination parameter, and equivalent SIDS and UIDS. This uniform DIF for these items

suggested that students who reported as female were less likely to answer these items correctly

even after controlling for knowledge levels, as shown in Figure 4.1. U1, Q3 has a medium e.s. that

says that on average, students who reported as female got this item wrong 5.2% more than those

who reported as male. U3, Q6 had a large e.s. that we interpreted to say that on average, students
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who reported as female got this item wrong 10.3% more often.

Although the effect sizes were negligible (SIDS < 0.05), two items exhibited DIF slightly dis-

advantaging students who reported as male. U2, Q3 and U2, Q4 had significantly lower (p < 0.05)

difficulty parameters for students who reported as female compared to as male. So on average,

students who reported as female were more likely to get these items correct.

Taken together, we can say that matching items related to app development and commenting

code most disadvantaged students who reported as female, with multiple choice items on web de-

velopment and good coding practices providing a statistically significant but negligible advantage

for them.

When comparing reported female and non-binary students (white rows in Table 4.3), we

found that five items exhibit uniform DIF that disadvantaged students who reported as female.

Three items in Unit 1 had uniform DIF disadvantaging students who reported as female: U1, Q1

(medium e.s.), U1, Q3 (large e.s.), and U1, Q4 (large e.s.). U1, Q3 actually disadvantaged students

who reported as female when compared to both male and non-binary. Items U2, Q6 (medium

e.s.) and U3, Q4 (large e.s.) also disadvantaged students who reported as female compared to

non-binary students.

When comparing reported non-binary and male students (gray rows in Table 4.3), we found

that one item disadvantaged students who reported as male (U1, Q4, medium e.s.).
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Table 4.2: Item information (type, description) and statistics. Difficulty, discrimination (rpbis),
reliability (change in α from 0.732), and proportion of students not responding (NR) are reported.
�: distractor selected more frequently than correct answer. �: interdependency between items.

type description difficulty rpbis ∆α NR
U1, Q1 select 2 select 2 best ways to define computer 0.70 0.32 -0.004 0.30

U1, Q2 match
match steps to painting mural to
problem-solving process

0.35 0.35 -0.01 0.30

U1, Q3 match
match weather/outfit app actions w/
computer system parts

0.52 0.42 -0.02 0.31

U1, Q4 select 1
identify which of two problems with
school is better defined

0.41 0.36 -0.01 0.31

U2, Q1 select 2
select 2 tasks HTML is "most impor-
tant language for"

0.45 0.37 -0.003 0.49

U2, Q2 select 1
identify problems with using single
language for web dev.

0.46 0.34 -0.0001 0.50

U2, Q3 select 1 when to use classes for website 0.29 0.40 -0.02 0.51

U2, Q4� select 1
identify causes for styling to not ap-
pear on a specific webpage

0.32 0.38 -0.01 0.51

U2, Q5�� select 1
given HTML code and web page
view, select CSS to produce

0.31 0.43 -0.02 0.51

U2, Q6� select 2
given same HTML & view, select 2
ways to make text larger

0.60 0.45 -0.02 0.51

U2, Q7 select 1 select true statement about copyright 0.59 0.44 -0.02 0.51

U3, Q1 select 2
select 2 options that improve code
readibility

0.66 0.40 -0.01 0.86

U3, Q2 select 2 select 2 uses for functions 0.53 0.41 -0.02 0.86

U3, Q3 select 1
given code (in blocks and text), deter-
mine stored value in var.

0.38 0.35 -0.01 0.86

U3, Q4 select 1
determine which is not best to decide
before beginning to code

0.75 0.37 -0.01 0.86

U3, Q5� select 1
identify potential causes of problem
w/ "platform jumper game"

0.27 0.27 -0.01 0.86

U3, Q6 match
given 22 lines blocks code, match
comments to location in code

0.36 0.42 -0.02 0.86
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Figure 4.1: Traces for items that exhibited (uniform) gender-based DIF of medium or large effect.
(Items w/ • in blue rows of Table 4.3)

DIF for race: uniform DIF disadvantages AHNP

When comparing AHNP (African/Black, Hispanic/Latinx, Native American/Alaskan Native,

Pacific Islander) students to WA (white, Asian) students, we found that 13 of 17 items exhibited

uniform DIF with medium or large effects of disadvantaging AHNP students, as shown in Table

4.4. All four items in unit 1 (U1, Q1-4), the later three items in unit 2 (U2, Q5-7), and all six items

in unit 3 (U3, Q1-6) had significantly greater difficulty parameters for AHNP students (p < 0.001),

suggesting these items disadvantaged AHNP students. While some items had significantly different

discrimination parameters (U1, Q4; U2, Q4; U2, Q6 for p < 0.01 and U1, Q2; U1, Q3; U3, Q3

for p < 0.05), there was no difference in SIDS and UIDS (or negligible difference for U2, Q4). So,

we interpreted all 13 race-based DIF items to exhibit uniform DIF. So on average, AHNP students

had a 5.9% (for U1, Q2) to 18.6% (for U1, Q3) lesser chance of getting items correct compared to

WA students. Figure 4.2 shows the trace plots for items that exhibited uniform DIF with large e.s..
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Items that exhibited uniform race-based DIF spanned the first three units in the CSD curricu-

lum. Unit 1 items focused on basics of a computer and problem solving, asking students to do

things such as select the two best ways to define a computer (U1, Q1) and match steps to painting

a mural to a pre-defined problem-solving process (U1, Q2). The first four items in unit 2 that ex-

hibited negligible amounts of DIF were all multiple-choice items that asked conceptual questions

about creating a website. U2, Q4 actually exhibited an uniform DIF (of negligible e.s.) in the

opposite direction, where on average AHNP students scored 2.6% better than WA students. This

question asked students to identify potential causes for styling to not appear on a specific webpage.

The remaining items in unit 2 asked questions about a code snippet (U2, Q5-6, which are interde-

pendent on the same code) and about copyright. Items in unit 3 assessed students on constructs and

patterns to create interactive games, asking students about things including the benefits of using

functions (U3, Q2) and what is NOT best to decide before beginning to write code (U3, Q4).

A majority of items exhibiting DIF could suggest that the LRT DIF method was failing to

match students of equivalent knowledge level using latent variable modeling. To see whether the

LRT DIF results were reasonable, we used logistic regression (LR) DIF, which matches students

by total score. A DIF item detected by multiple methods is more likely to truly be a DIF item[76],

so similar results from the LR DIF analysis would suggest that the LRT results were accurate. We

used LR DIF with purification and a Benjamini-Hochberg correction [21] to check for uniform

DIF. LRT DIF found 13 DIF items with a medium or large effects; 12 of those were also detected

with LR DIF (p < 0.001, except U1, Q1 which was p < 0.01); U2, Q5, was only trending towards

significance (p = 0.08). Because 12 of 13 items that LRT DIF found to exhibit DIF with non-

negligible effect also exhibited DIF for LR DIF, we have stronger evidence to suggest that most

items exhibited uniform DIF that disadvantaged AHNP students.

Taken together, most of the assessment exhibited uniform DIF that disadvantaged AHNP stu-

dents, but items relating to website design (Unit 2) exhibited the least disadvantage (and in one

instance, a negligible advantage). Figure 4.3 shows the substantial effects of DIF on students’

scores across all 17 items, comparing between gender and racial groups and the average number

correct for three knowledge levels.
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Figure 4.2: Traces for items that exhibited (uniform) race-based DIF with large effect size. (Items
with •• in Table 4.4)
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Figure 4.3: Expected number of items a student would get correct (out of 17) by gender and
racial groups for three different knowledge levels. Knowledge levels were calculated with an IRT
model assuming no DIF, where average is the median knowledge level in our sample (θ =−0.07),
low is a standard deviation (1σ ) below (θ = −0.81), and high is 1σ above (θ = 0.65). Vertical
bars indicate simulated mean number correct with no DIF. Shapes indicate mean number of items
correct for each group from 1000 simulations, with horizontal error bars showing 1σ .

4.5 Qualitative Results: Designers’ Interpretation

To understand how domain experts interpreted and used DIF results, we conducted a workshop

with seven curriculum designers at Code.org as well as individual follow-up interviews with three

who expressed interest. In this section, we describe the workshop, follow-up surveys, and conver-

sations; provide background on them (demographics, perspectives on assessments and equity); and

elaborate on themes they identified when interpreting DIF data. All this was in an effort to under-

stand a new use for DIF: improving equity in learning by informing domain experts of potential

issues.

4.5.1 Workshop with curriculum designers to interpret DIF

We conducted a remote workshop with curriculum designers to understand how they interpreted

and considered using results from our DIF analyses. Seven curriculum designers participated in
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a remote, recorded workshop in place of a regularly scheduled team meeting. The workshop was

organized with a stated goal of thinking about how assessment design relates to Code.org curricula

more broadly. It began with anonymous visible responses (via Poll Everywhere) to the following

questions: How can instructors and/or students benefit from using assessments in Code.org? and

For Code.org,what are challenges to designs an equitable learning experience? The goal of having

participants respond to these questions and discuss them was to prompt them to think more about

assessment and equity. After that, we gave a 5-10 minute presentation introducing the study, item

response theory, and DIF.

To understand curriculum designers’ interpretations of DIF, we randomly split them into two

separate groups (3-4 people per group) where each group was given a collaborative document with

information about items that exhibited DIF (gender-based DIF for one group, race-based DIF for

the other), as well as links to the curriculum and assessment items with solutions. To describe each

item that exhibited DIF, we included item trace plots (like Fig. 4.1 and 4.2) as well as brief descrip-

tion following the following format: For this question, {X}% of boy students (dotted green line)

would get it correct and {Y }% of girl students (solid yellow line). This is an {intermediate/large}

effect size. We intended for this information to be consistent with something that could be automat-

ically generated by an analysis package. Groups were then given 20 minutes to discuss and take

notes on the following questions: 1) How do you interpret this data? 2) What actions might you

consider taking? 3) What additional information are you missing? How could that new information

help you? After this, everybody reconvened and members from each group took turns sharing their

findings. After the workshop, we sent each participating curriculum designer a post-survey asking

them about the benefits of reviewing DIF, difficulties or challenges of reviewing DIF, potential uses

of data that identifies unfairness, as well as demographic information. Four participants filled out

that survey. Three others also initiated follow-up discussions.

The data we analyzed include video and audio recordings of the workshop, responses to ques-

tions (Poll Everywhere, post-survey), the collaborative documents that each group shared when

reviewing DIF data, and message transcripts from follow-up discussions. All quotes in this section

came from Code.org curriculum designers who participated in the study. To preserve anonymity
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(especially amongst curriculum designers), we do not provide further attribution to any quotes.

4.5.2 Curriculum designers: tests are formative, equity is hard

The curriculum designers we worked with had domain expertise in developing and managing com-

puter science curriculum, though only some worked on CSD specifically. The follow-up survey

found that the designers reported genders including men, women, and non-binary, and ethnicities

including Asian, Black/African, Pacific Islander, and white. Multiple had Master’s degrees in ed-

ucation, with one having previous experience in psychometrics. So we can say that this diverse

group had domain expertise relating to curriculum design for computer science courses for ele-

mentary, middle, and high school students. All seven designers saw assessments for formative

purposes (to “pin point areas where students need extra help,” “inform later instruction for a class

or individuals.”).

When asked about challenges to designing an equitable learning experience, curriculum de-

signers noted challenges relating to scaling online curricula to a diverse global audience. Three

designers noted the challenges of using an online platform to provide curriculum such as “embed-

ded limitations” and “varying fidelity of implementation.” Three also noted the challenges related

to “designing activities that can benefit students even with such a wide range of school implemen-

tations or teacher mindsets.” Two noted the need to design curriculum that supported teachers:

“designing curriculum that works well with our [professional learning] program but also serves

those who are using it without [professional learning].” One curriculum designer noted the role

of teachers “to create equitable spaces for their students based on the community they serve.”

And finally, one also called for “more diversity in people behind the curriculum and [professional

development/professional learning].” Curriculum designers tended to frame designing equitable

learning experiences as a holistic endeavor that involved multiple stakeholders (e.g. teachers, stu-

dents) and multiple efforts (e.g. curriculum design, professional learning).
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4.5.3 Curriculum designers’ interpretations of DIF

At Code.org, seven people made up the curriculum team that designed and maintained online in-

structional materials for the largest in-person implementations of CS curricula in the world. They

often worked with professional development specialists, product managers, software developers,

and others to develop and improve three curricula targeting different age groups. But how equi-

tably a curriculum serves members of a diverse community of teachers and students is a constant

uncertainty for organizations like Code.org that produce online instructional materials used by over

a million students annually whom they will never meet. To understand how curriculum designers

interpreted DIF results for gender and race, we reported themes that curriculum designers iden-

tified after reviewing data on items that exhibited DIF, as well as statements they wrote or said

during the workshop or in a follow-up conversation.

Considering DIF relative to item features

When looking at gender-based DIF, curriculum designers considered item design and knowledge

the items assessed. For U1, Q3 and U3, Q6, designers noted how “Female students are performing

lower on matching [type] questions that are both computer science concepts and code tracing.” But

they also noted a difference in the magnitude of DIF: “Comparing both of these graphs, female

students are performing lower on code tracing than vocab matching.” So curriculum designers

noted similarities in item type and differences in the knowledge that items assessed as well as

magnitude of DIF.

From there, curriculum designers considered how performance on other items could help them.

Curriculum designers only saw DIF items, but wanted to see data from all items. They considered

questions related to other items of the same type (matching): “How did other matching questions

throughout the course do?” They also sought to compare DIF results to items of another type:

“What about in comparison to single-answer multiple choice questions. Are students doing better

or worse on those? By gender?” So curriculum designers sought to compare DIF results of items

of similar and different forms.
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Alignment between assessment and curriculum

Designers considered how the CSD curriculum prepared students for knowledge that items as-

sessed. For example, when reviewing gender DIF, they noted how the item assessed commenting

code but CSD did not emphasize this: “comments are not very well emphasized in CS Discoveries

at all. So this may be the very first that students are seeing this idea of putting a comment to a block

of code.” This item raised the broader question of “how are these assessment questions showing

up in the curriculum leading up to this point?”

Given this insight, they discussed conducting an audit to check alignment between item format,

curriculum, and learning objectives. One curriculum designer stated that “an action you might con-

sider is auditing how frequently these types of assessment prompts appear earlier in the course.

Are [students] actually prepared for this?” So it is not just preparing a student for with the knowl-

edge necessary to answer an item (e.g. how to read code to identify higher level goals), but also

ensuring students are familiar with the format of the item itself (e.g. placing comments in code).

Another curriculum designer did note that “it might be kind of hard to map some of the questions

we were looking at to lessons or objectives covered in the curriculum.” Nevertheless, curriculum

designers considered “yearly audits of assessment questions as part of our summer updates." This

ultimately led curriculum designers to frame DIF results as informative to an equity-focused cur-

riculum improvement process: “I could see us using [DIF] as one of the data points we use to

evaluate our curriculum as a whole in terms of how we are serving the populations of students

traditionally underrepresented in computer science... using this data as a starting place for a con-

versation around where to focus our efforts first and foremost, on improvements to the lessons in

the curriculum or to the assessments themselves.”

Finally, a designer considered how social context influenced student responses and how there

may have been a lack of alignment between items and curricula: “Some of the questions I could

imagine if they’re given independently of the unit, that some students could answer based on ex-

periences they’ve had before coming into the classroom. Because of the fact that they’re not that

tightly aligned with things in the curriculum, probably, there would be cases where favoring would
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be just as present after teaching this course as before.”

Differing goals for assessments

While designers generally saw assessments as useful for formative evaluation, they also considered

how different goals impacted interpretations of DIF data. Assessments were optional and their uses

were left ambiguous in the curriculum guide, leaving one designer to question the use of the data:

“CSD assessments are optional.. so I wonder about the quality of the data being collected in the

first place?”

Curriculum designers also questioned the authenticity of an item because they felt its chal-

lenge was not consistent with a “authentic real world type questions.” U3, Q3 asked students to

trace variable values as they updated. While this knowledge of changing program state aligned

with learning objectives, curriculum designers thought the code snippet “was puzzly and tricky, but

nothing you would actually write as a program... if you’re more of like ’I’m taking this course

because I want to make meaningful things’, then this [question] does not fall into that category.”

Curriculum designers identified a tension between designing an item with a goal of measuring spe-

cific knowledge precisely compared to reflecting more authentic tasks: “the ability to answer these

questions [doesn’t] tell us a lot about how well students could accomplish these tasks/demonstrate

these skills on a real project.”

Challenges to reviewing DIF data

Curriculum designers identified challenges to using DIF related to interpreting data on uncertainty,

as well as limitations to understanding causes of bias with DIF.

Item trace plots deviated from one designer’s expectations, so they relied on their colleagues to

understand the data: “ I’m used to seeing % look something like 16% of male students are proficient

rather than ‘only 16% of students who reported as male would have a >50% chance of getting that

question right’... I leaned on my colleagues to help fill in some blanks.”

Curriculum designers also noted how evidence of DIF did not provide them information on the
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causes of bias. One curriculum designer felt that investigating DIF did not provide the most relevant

information for addressing bias: “I’d like to see more info on how the curriculum is actually being

used in a holistic sense. Who is teaching, where do they teach, what environment do the kids

go home to, etc.” They went on to suggest that analyzing DIF may be detracting from a more

challenging conversation on disparities in STEM education by race and gender: “I didn’t feel we

really discussed *why* there was a disparity between bipoc and white/asian students... There is

already a ton of literature on STEM assessments, race, and gender, so I’d start by reviewing that

stuff before making any assumptions [about biases from item design].”

4.6 Discussion: How DIF Informs Domain Experts

In this study, we analyzed gender and race bias in one of the largest online curricula for CS educa-

tion, and then conducted a feasibility study to explore how domain experts could use DIF results.

Our analysis found that five items disadvantaged students who reported as female compared to

male and non-binary students with non-negligible effect sizes, and 13 items disadvantaged AHNP

students compared to WA students with non-negligible effect sizes. These items (denoted with •

in Tables 4.3 and 4.4) should be reviewed for revision or potential removal. Our workshop with

curriculum designers found that they interpreted DIF relative to student identities, curriculum, and

assessment goals, identifying critical nuances for making valid interpretations and uses of assess-

ment scores.

There are multiple ways to interpret our findings on how curriculum designers interpreted DIF

results. One interpretation is that designers lacked the psychometric expertise to interpret DIF

results. Indeed, designers noted some trouble interpreting DIF results (e.g. trace plots) and having

a psychometric expert available could have been beneficial. But practically, organizations creating

curricula for online or in-person use often do not have access to psychometric expertise. And even

without a psychometric expert, curriculum designers were able to consider DIF results relative

to item design, student identity, curriculum, and assessment goals. And these interpretations are

consistent with those of an external psychometric expert.

And furthermore, curriculum designers are ideal interpreters of DIF results because they can
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consider them with respect to the intended uses of the test scores, a crucial consideration to test

validity. In contrast to the high-stakes summative assessments that psychometric experts typically

analyze, designers framed these assessment items as formative and low-stakes, intended to provide

feedback to support students’ learning. So they considered the role of formative assessment in

equitable learning experiences when assessment items exhibit potential bias. And while some items

perpetuate bias that exists in cultural contexts, some items may introduce or further exacerbate

bias, causing potential harm to test-takers of minoritized groups. Future work can explore how

biased formative assessment items affect test-takers from different genders, ethnicities, and other

identities, perhaps considering stereotype threat [272, 293, 256] and test-taker self-efficacy [266,

139, 141].

Another interpretation is that domain experts needed quantitative analysis with more contextual

variables to understand what causes biases and inequities. DIF indicates the potential existence of

bias, but it does not provide insight into the cause of the bias (e.g. test design, pedagogical practice).

The latest research on DIF emphasizes the role of the testing situation as well as characteristics of

an item [317]. And while providing more features to a model may enable more nuanced insights,

this also comes with a greater demand for data which may further minoritize minority groups. We

had to group AHNP students and WA students together to ensure IRT model convergence, while

also recognizing that these groupings were reductionist (students of different ethnicities often have

different lived experiences) and potentially harmful [137]. Quantitative complexity comes at the

cost of reduction/ aggregation.

Furthermore, reductionist quantitative labels do not reflect the experiences of groups, so de-

signer’s domain expertise may help prevent misrepresentation. Our analysis identified that five

items favored students who reported as non-binary. But coming out as non-binary in school is

a constant and challenging process [207], and a majority of non-binary students may have been

assigned female at birth [50]. So while quantitative analysis suggests that items biased in favor

of non-binary students, more contextual understanding nuances this interpretation. That nuance

also highlights that quantitative analysis can be a starting point which domain experts can use to

augment their existing expertise. Future work can explore how to present quantitative data on bias
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to situate domain experts’ interpretations relative to their existing beliefs and expertise.

Yet another interpretation is that DIF analysis is not beneficial to domain experts’ understanding

of equity because it does not get at the causes of inequities. Curriculum designers viewed DIF

as a confounded indicator of potential bias because it is unclear if the bias came from the item,

the curriculum, the classroom context, or broader sociocultural context. But the results of our

feasibility study showed that that providing domain experts even limited information can help them

focus their investigation. For example, curriculum designers in our study focused on the items that

did not exhibit significant race-based DIF, wondering if perhaps these items on web development

suggested a more equitable entryway into the curriculum for AHNP students. So DIF can provide

precise and measurable metrics reflecting potential bias that can help domain experts develop their

existing knowledge or bring about new ideas related to equitable curriculum design.

A final interpretation is that domain experts must contextualize DIF findings to ensure results

do not invite harmful misinterpretations. While data on test validity and fairness is often used

by psychometrics experts for the purpose on improving test design, it may also benefit domain

experts like curriculum designers as they review and revise their curriculum materials. In our

study, we identified ways that curriculum designers considered DIF results relative to the domain

expertise they had on curriculum design as well as stakeholder (e.g. teacher, student) needs and

goals, findings that data alone could not show. This suggested that domain expertise can enable

more nuanced understanding than DIF alone, which typically relies on reductionist labels and

dichotomies to compare a dominant group to a minoritized group. And quantitative measures of

bias such as DIF can augment domain experts’ understanding of how to improve equity in learning

experiences by identifying who is affected and where to focus improvement efforts.

Iterating towards more equitable learning experiences requires measuring factors we cannot

easily intuit, and using domain expertise to contextualize these findings with understanding we

cannot easily measure. So interactions with quantitative data such as DIF can enable domain

experts to recognize what is happening to better inform them as they use contextual knowledge to

identify how they can address inequities.
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4.7 Conclusion: Prior knowledge and cultural competence informed, power relationships
scoped

Connecting the findings of this design exploration back to the framework I defined in Fig. 2.2, this

study suggested that curriculum designers were able to engage their relevant prior knowledge and

cultural competence to contextualze data on potential test bias (DIF). The collaborative workshop

provided designers with an opportunity to consider data in relation to prior knowledge they had

with the design and use of the test and curriculum. And some curriculum designers with more

cultural competence from their prior education and lived experiences were able to draw potential

connections between potential test bias and systemic challenges that extend beyond curriculum de-

sign. But perceptions of power relationships scoped the conversation to what actions were feasible

given their responsibilities and limited time and resources.

An alternative design that better engaged participants’ cultural competence and perceptions of

power relationships could deliberately shift the focus of the workshop. Curriculum designers at-

tributed causes of DIF to varying scopes, from instructional design to differences in instructional

use to systemic biases in educational systems. But the conversations largely focused on instruc-

tional design, because that is what they had the most capacity to impact. Scaffolding the conversa-

tion to deliberately consider causes of bias at different scopes by relaxing immediate constraints of

what was deemed actionable could have yielded richer interpretations of the data on potential test

bias.
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Chapter 5

STUDENTAMP: CONTEXTUALIZING STUDENT FEEDBACK TO
HELP TEACHING TEAMS IDENTIFY INEQUITIES

In this chapter, I describe a study that investigated how to support the equity-oriented goal of

identifying inequities in large, remote courses. I built StudentAmp, a student feedback tool that

collected student-reported data on demographics, challenges they faced, and perceptions of their

peers’ challenges. It then showed teaching teams challenges that students reported contextual-

ized with demographic information and a score representing how disruptive students found given

challenges.

I conducted an evaluation with five large, remote courses during the COVID-19 pandemic to

understand how teaching teams used data on contextualized student feedback. From their dis-

cussions and collaborative engagement with the data, I discovered how cultural competence from

prior training (e.g. coursework in public health, anti-racist seminars) enabled some to engage more

readily with topics of identity and minoritization. I also discovered a tension between relying on

prior knowledge of personal experiences and recognizing that lived experiences of students varied

from their own. And finally, I uncovered how perceptions of power relationships left even profes-

sors feeling somewhat powerless to address systemic inequities that extend beyond their courses.

This work informs design of contextualized student feedback that equitably considers the needs of

students at scale while also ensuring the privacy and well-being of the minoritized groups.

The work in this chapter was conducted in collaboration with Alannah Oleson, Jayne Everson,

and Dr. Amy J. Ko and was accepted for publication at 2022 PACMHCI and will appear at CSCW
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2022 [311]. 1 2

5.1 Introduction: Contextualizing Feedback to Understand Inequities

Teaching equitably is important in computer and information sciences (CIS), where there are many

inequities in formal CIS courses in university and higher education contexts. Formal higher edu-

cation in CIS is a primary pathway for participation in the computing community, yet CIS courses

face persistent diversity, equity, and inclusion issues [296, 143]. In part due to the growing demand

for computing skills in the workforce, CIS enrollment numbers have surged recently, straining

the capacity of instructors to scale teaching [208]. Despite their popularity, CIS courses continue

to face challenges retaining and supporting diverse students in both high school [94] and college

[319, 278, 296]. This results in the loss of diverse potential contributors to computing fields [208]

and raises social justice issues around who can access and engage with computing communities

[163, 257, 258].

One way to to try to teach more equitably is by sourcing feedback from students and respond-

ing to it [59]. Feedback is especially critical to an equitable learning environment because students

from minoritized groups face unique challenges that, if left unaddressed, can pose serious imped-

iments to science and technology learning [69]. Instructors in higher education have used student

feedback as a way to monitor and improve teaching equality, especially in distance and remote

learning environments [146]. However, it is not enough to simply be made aware that these chal-

lenges exist: To help turn student feedback into action, instructors need context regarding their

students’ lived experiences to understand how challenges affect different students [60, 188].

Student feedback tools in large (100-500+ student) courses must be scalable. Prior CSCW

works have examined massive open online courses (MOOCs), looking at student motivations and

1This study was pre-approved with exempt status by the UW Institutional Review Board (IRB) as
STUDY00008871. This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant
No. 12566082, 1762114, 1539179, 1703304, 1836813, 2031265, 2100296, 2122950, 2137834, 2137312, and unre-
stricted gifts from Microsoft, Adobe, and Google. Supplemental material can be found at https://github.com/
codeandcognition/archive-2022cscw-xie.

2I will use “we” instead of “I” in this chapter to acknowledge the shared contributions of all authors.

https://github.com/codeandcognition/archive-2022cscw-xie
https://github.com/codeandcognition/archive-2022cscw-xie
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retention [312], the impact of a reputation system on the student experience using forums [53],

and how matching students across locations helped students to earn higher grades [167]. But in

contrast to MOOCs, remote courses typically have more synchronous interactions and feedback

mechanisms between instructors and students. Scalable feedback in synchronous courses involves

ensuring convenience for students to share feedback [157, 110], and convenience for instructors

and teaching assistants (TAs) to collect, analyze, and discuss the feedback [146, 241]. In addition

to this requirement, we argue that student feedback for equity-oriented goals must also provide

the context to help instructors and TAs consider feedback within the context of students’ lived

experiences while also ensuring students’ privacy.

Context is important to support equity-oriented goals, but existing student feedback mecha-

nisms lack the context to connect feedback to lived experiences. At the scale of hundreds of

students to a single teaching team consisting typically of one instructor and a few TAs, a teaching

team typically cannot respond to all feedback. As a result, commonly used electronic response

systems, such as anonymous online surveys sent to students during the term, often lack context

about lived experience [48]. This loss of context results in less actionable feedback as it obscures

perspectives of minoritized groups as they become lost amongst the majority of perspectives which

are typically from students of dominant groups [188].

Contextualizing feedback can come in tension with protecting student privacy, another critical

aspect for equity-oriented feedback. Students from minoritized groups are often most at risk when

their information is exposed without their informed consent. Feedback methods that are interper-

sonal and conversational, such as conversations between a student and an instructor after a lecture

or with a teaching assistant (TA) during office hours, are common within large computing courses.

While these methods provide context by revealing students’ identity, they also privilege students

who are more willing and able to speak up, such as white and Asian men with prior programming

experience [110]. Interpersonal techniques can be especially problematic for students of minori-

tized groups due to a lack of anonymity potentially introducing stereotype threat [272, 300] and

social-desirability biases [123, 108]. Student feedback for equity-oriented goals must also ensure

students’ privacy when they share feedback.
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To explore the design of a student feedback tool that supports equity-oriented goals by 1) being

scalable, 2) providing context, and 3) ensuring student privacy, we designed StudentAmp. Studen-

tAmp contextualizes student feedback on challenges in their life with demographics and peer per-

spectives from other students. Using StudentAmp, students self-report challenges that interfered

with their learning as well as demographic information (e.g. gender, ethnicity, prior programming

knowledge). Students then consider random pairs of challenges their classmates/peers shared and

determine which challenge they would consider more disruptive. StudentAmp aggregates students’

meta-feedback responses to produce a ranking of perceived challenge disruptiveness. StudentAmp

then uses this data to produce a report for an instructor detailing challenges students reported, con-

textualizing challenges with demographic information as well as ranking them according to student

perceptions of disruptiveness.

To evaluate the effects of using StudentAmp to collect and report student feedback contextu-

alized by demographic information and perceptions from classmates, we conducted a formative

study with teaching teams and students of five large remote computing courses (163 - 628 stu-

dents/course). We considered the following research questions:

1. What do students share about challenges interfering with their learning?

2. How do students perceive the values and risks of sharing information on challenges they

face, contextualized with demographics and peer-perceptions?

3. How do teaching teams of large computing courses use different types of information to

contextualize students challenges for equity-oriented interpretations?

We found that students considered the privacy of themselves and others when sharing feedback

on challenges that were often about their lives beyond computing courses. Seeing anonymous

peers’ challenges also helped students empathize and develop a sense of belonging with peers.

Instructors used demographic data to connect challenges to student experiences by situating chal-

lenges in lived experiences that may differ from dominant norms, while finding data on peer per-

spectives questionable and unreliable. We interpreted these findings as design trade-offs between
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contextualizing feedback with demographic data to inform stakeholders of inequities at scale and

ensuring the privacy and well-being of students.

This paper makes the following three contributions:

1. A large scale thematic analysis of 810 challenges that 604 students faced while learning

computing in large remote courses during the COVID-19 pandemic;

2. An artifact (StudentAmp) that is a design exploration into how contextualizing student feed-

back may support more equitable learning experiences in large, remote courses; and

3. A rich qualitative investigation of

(a) Students’ experiences sharing feedback through StudentAmp and viewing the feedback

of their peers, and

(b) Teaching teams’ experiences using StudentAmp to better understand inequities in their

courses by interpreting contextualized student feedback.

5.2 Background: Equity, Perspective Taking, and Theory of Action

In this section, we provide our framing of equity within the context of higher education computing

courses. Then, we describe how student demographics and perspectives can contextualize student

feedback data by providing opportunities for perspective taking and empathizing. Finally, we

describe a Theory of Action that scaffolds interpretations and uses of student feedback data.

5.2.1 Equity Involves Understanding Experiences of Minoritized Groups

We framed equitable learning as ensuring students from diverse backgrounds can successfully

access and engage with a learning experience to realize their dignity and potential. Within the con-

text of computing education, understanding students’ diverse backgrounds involves considering

intersectionality [70], or how different aspects of students’ identities intersect and interact. These

aspects of identities include students’ ethnicities, genders, disabilities (physical, mental, social),
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preparatory privilege, current situation outside of the course (e.g. familial or financial responsi-

bilities), and past educational experiences (whether they are a transfer student, first generation).

Learners are complex individuals beyond a single demographic label.

When considering equity, we must consider not only students, but also the structures of society

that students exist in. We establish this framing of equity upon upon Structuration Theory, which

defines a recursive process where society and its structures shape the activity of individuals and

individuals shape and condition the structures of society [164, 54]. Understanding equity involves

not just individuals involved, but also the context of the economic, social, cultural, and political

conditions of the time and place [103, 206]. Equity has a social justice goal where corrective

measures must adjust for aggregate harm from social inequalities [231]. As a result, understanding

equity involves considering how learners are situated within complex environments that they also

shape.

Within computing courses, improving equity would require not just improving access to com-

puting education, but also supporting successful participation and achievement by diverse students

learning computing [172]. Structural and systemic inequities embedded in and around computing

courses can manifest as barriers to participation (e.g. unconscious bias of instructors excluding stu-

dents of color from successful participation [244]), affect students’ sense of belonging and identity

(e.g. instructional materials promoting gender bias [197]), and exacerbate existing disparities in

privilege (e.g. students cannot synchronously engage with instructors and other classmates be-

cause of timezone differences, work commitments, or familial responsibilities) [172]. Inequities

arise when structures and norms fail to include or serve students of minoritized groups. Address-

ing inequities often involves interventions that support the needs of specific groups, such as a one

hour social-belonging intervention to support the long term career, mental health, and community

building for Black students [31, 294].

For this paper, we referred to minoritized as a descriptor of identity groups that are typically

not dominant within computing communities in the United States (US). Dominant groups are pos-

itively privileged [299], unstigmatized [247], and generally favored by the institutions of society

[186], particularly within social, economic, political, and educational systems [88]. For the con-
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text of college computer and information science programs in the US, we characterized dominant

groups as including white and Asian men who started college shortly after high school (not trans-

fer students), do not have disabilities, have little or no financial or familial responsibilities, have

English fluency, and have at least one parent who completed a four year college degree. Minori-

tized groups, then, are groups that are not positively privileged or favored and often stigmatized.

In our context of study, minoritized groups include students who are women, non-binary, African-

American/Black, Hispanic/Latinx, Native American/Indigenous, Pacific Islander, transfer students,

not fluent in English, and/or first-generation, as well as students who have disabilities and/or have

financial or familial responsibilities. While some may consider minoritized groups a small pro-

portion of the population, these groups can actually make up a large proportion of society while

still being minoritized by systemic injustices. Systemic cultures and norms tend to favor dominant

groups and disadvantage minoritized groups.

5.2.2 Perspective Taking to Better Understand Students’ Situations

To understand others’ situations, humans rely (at least partially) on empathy. Empathy is a mul-

tidimensional construct, a set of interrelated yet distinct social behaviors and abilities that enable

understanding of other peoples’ unique contexts [77, 260, 245]. According to some models, there

are two major kinds of empathy: affective empathy, which involves responding with one’s own

emotion to another person’s mental or emotional state; and cognitive empathy, which involves the

ability to understand another person’s mental state [77]. For this investigation, we focused specif-

ically on promoting perspective-taking behavior, which is a facet of cognitive empathy involving

adopting others’ points of view [77].

Perspective taking as a means of empathizing can be useful tool in understanding others’ situ-

ations and needs. For instance, in design contexts, designers often use some form of perspective

taking to try and better understand the needs of different groups of stakeholders. Prior work sug-

gests that encouraging perspective taking through the use of personas or cognitive walkthroughs

can help promote better understandings of minoritized groups [121, 199], including people with

different genders [39, 275], cultures [6], socioeconomic statuses [198], and abilities [27, 210].
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Supporting proper perspective-taking behavior can be challenging, especially in educational

contexts. While there remains comparatively little work on promoting empathy in traditional pro-

gramming courses, prior work in the area of HCI and software design education suggests that

perspective taking can be difficult to teach and to learn [233, 121, 218, 219]. This is especially

true in higher education computing contexts, which tend to be dominated by young, cognitively

and physically high-performing students who may lack exposure to perspectives and viewpoints

that are very different than their own [173]. Poorly executed perspective-taking activities may also

lead to stereotyping, or making erroneous assumptions about a particular individual based solely

on some limited information about them, such as their demographics. Stereotyping is a particular

danger when asking people from dominant groups to perspective-take with people in minoritized

or less contextually dominant groups [22, 36].

Stereotyping is an innate human behavior and cannot be done away with entirely [281]. For

instance, if no particular traits about users are specified, software designers practicing perspec-

tive taking may fall back on implicit assumptions that a user is of a contextually dominant race,

gender, age, culture, and class, who is heterosexual, affluent, comfortable with technology, and

not disabled [68]. However, prior work suggests that providing enough rich contextual informa-

tion about the target person’s identities and behaviors can preclude some of the harmful effects of

stereotyping [135]. Providing more information about a person’s experiences and identities also

can reduce tendencies toward single-axis analysis [68] which can erase the lived experiences of

those with intersectional identities. To have the best chances of perspective taking being effective,

comprehensive, and beneficial instead of harmful, providing more information about a person can

support more holistic understandings of their unique situation.

5.2.3 Theory of Action to Guide Data Interpretation

Becoming aware of challenges is only a first (but critical) step towards addressing them. That is

to say that showing somebody information will not necessarily translate to action. To scaffold this

connection between data and action, we used Theory of Action, a framework that helps educators

develop evidence-based stories that explains the specific changes they intend to make to improve
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teaching and learning [41].

We drew upon Theory of Action (ToA) to connect instructors’ interpretations of data from

StudentAmp to action [41, 140, 56]. ToA relates individual actions to systemic functioning by

articulating the underlying logic of work and starting assumptions about how and why actions will

lead to desired outcomes [140, 56]. In ToA, actions involve information that stakeholders find valu-

able within their societal structures and can use to affect power dynamics [56]. While originally

derived from studies of individual and organizational learning [7, 8], educational policymakers and

administrators have used ToA to make changes to improve teaching and learning [140, 41].

Ongoing development and communication of a ToA can help instructors improve teaching

and learning. Most of the work that uses ToA as a guiding framework to improve teaching and

learning has primarily focused on schools and school districts teaching primary/elementary and

secondary education (e.g. [161, 140]). It is typically an iterative process where leaders look at

data to understand students’ learning experiences, as well as reflect on how teachers’ instruction

affects student learning and how school principals’ practices affect teachers’ instruction [41, 140].

For ToA to make changes that would improve teaching and learning, leaders must articulate ToA

and reform plans in terms that are compelling and understandable to multiple stakeholders and lay

framework for ongoing “reform conversation” [140].

While leadership in primary and secondary educational institutions in the United Stated tends

to be more centralized to school and district levels, post-secondary institutions (e.g. colleges and

universities) tend to afford individual teachers (professors) more autonomy over their own classes

[38, 130]. Leveraging this, we re-framed ToA to remove the principals and instead have teach-

ers/instructors (e.g. professors, lecturers) as the leaders. This new framework positions instructors

within the leadership role of 1) looking at data to understand students’ learning experiences, 2) re-

flecting on how instruction affects student learning, and 3) identifying how the context surrounding

the course affects instruction. This context affecting learning is broad and can include departmen-

tal policies (e.g. grade being used for acceptance into competitive major) and current events (e.g.

global health emergency, political unrest).

To successfully use ToA to improve a course involves having course instructors serve as stew-
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ards who continuously develop, communicate, and advocate for actions. Honig et al. 2010 saw

stewardship as critical to the ongoing process of reform with ToA [140]. They identified tasks

that stewards must take which we adapted from a school/district level to a course level: Ongoing

development of a theory of action for the transformation of course; communication with others

to help them understand the theory of action, including strategies used and underlying rationale

for these strategies; and strategic brokering of external resources and relationships to support the

overall course transformation process.

We framed StudentAmp as a tool to provide data that course instructors could use to inform

the creation, iteration, and application of Theories of Action to improve their course. We scaffold

the implementation of StudentAmp in courses within the context of creating Theories of Action

(defined in [41]).

5.3 Design of StudentAmp

To understand the design of StudentAmp involves first understanding the positionality of the re-

searchers who designed the tool, as well the design considerations we considered. We describe

these first, then describe StudentAmp and how we intended for students and instructors to interact

with it.

5.3.1 Critical Self-Reflexivity: Acknowledging Researchers’ Positionality

This research required a reduction of people to the responses they were willing to share, so we ac-

knowledge our assumptions and values in this section. By doing so, we follow critical approaches

to quantitative methods which require researchers “to engage in critical self-reflexivity as a nec-

essary first step for the long journey of deracializing statistics” [115]. As part of this process, we

define assumptions and commitments that were the foundation of this research.

Firstly, we recognize the power structures and heterogeneity of people within different roles.

Direct stakeholders in this research included teaching teams (including faculty members leading

the teaching of a course and teaching assistants (TAs) supporting the teaching) and students in-
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volved in the course. Even within these groups, there were differences. Faculty members leading

instruction ranged from tenured research-track faculty who had worked for years at the institution

to teaching-track lecturers with comparatively less teaching experience. The TAs were all under-

graduate students, but their experiences with their respective courses ranged from never having

taught or taken it to having years of previous experience taking and teaching the course. Full

or part-time students attending these courses may or may not have been accepted to their major

(admissions to CIS majors is very competitive and not guaranteed as part of admission to the uni-

versity). Most students were enrolled to take the course, but some may have had listener status

where they were not taking it for official credit. Some transferred from other higher education

institutions (e.g. two-year institutions) with different norms, while others came directly from high

school. A common theme across all stakeholders: The data we collect is a partial and biased lens

into their experiences in a select few courses as part of a much larger educational experience.

Secondly, we acknowledge the tensions between labeling people in data, the intersectional-

ity of people’s identities (students in particular), and ensuring privacy. Intersectionality denotes

the various ways in which ethnicity and gender (and other demographic labels) interact to shape

the peoples’ lived experiences [70]. Prior work has found that simplistic labeling of people can

harm minoritized groups in particular. Labels of demographics (e.g. ethnicity, gender) academic

experience (e.g. year in school, major, transfer or not), and lived experience (e.g. disabilities, fa-

milial language) are overly-simplistic. Furthermore, we needed to balance the nuance of the labels

we select between how representative they were to diverse individuals and how anonymous they

were such that instructors could not map responses back to individuals or small groups of students.

Despite these risks, we believed that instructors could still use these labels in such a way to help

stakeholders contextualize relationships between challenges and intersectional groups of people.

Our perspectives align with the notion that “race is a measure of a relationship – not an inalterable

trait” [316].

Finally, we acknowledge that models are always wrong in that they never fully reflect the com-

plex phenomena we want them to represent, but they can be designed such that they are useful in

informing stakeholders of hidden challenges. We framed the work we did as producing simplified
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models of the complex phenomena of inequity in classes. We do not believe that in itself models

will help, but they can support conversations, interactions, and interventions that address the sys-

temic issues we sought to bring to light [59]. The objective of this work was to help instructors

identify equity issues in their class, and that is a first of many steps in making learning experiences

more equitable and just.

5.3.2 Design Considerations to Support Scalability, Context, and Privacy

We used the following design considerations to guide the design of StudentAmp:

(DC1) Privacy/anonymity/safety: Providing feedback should not harm a student. That is, instruc-

tors or other students should not be able to map responses back to specific students and

information collection should not distress students. Because the anonymity of electronic re-

sponses systems can increase students’ propensity to engage in providing feedback [110] and

low response rates are a common issue with student feedback systems [271, 97], we believe

that anonymity will support more inclusive participation.

(DC2) Potential lack of awareness: Students are not necessarily aware of all possible challenges

they’re facing and instructors are not aware of all possible challenges in their classes.

(DC3) Person-in(fluencing)-environment: Challenges are artifacts of inadequate support of stu-

dents from their environment, not inadequacies of individuals.

(DC4) Time constraints: Students are limited in their availability and motivation to provide infor-

mation and teachers are limited in their availability to analyze it. Furthermore, instructors

need time to enact changes to their courses.

(DC5) Relative disruptiveness of challenges: Some challenges affect a student more or less than

other ones.

(DC6) Proximal, perceived value of participation: Both students and teachers should perceive

tangible and timely value for their participation.
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(DC7) Intersectional perspective of students: Intersectionality denotes the various ways in which

race and gender (and other demographic labels) interact to shape the multiple dimensions of

underrepresented peoples’ experiences race [70]. Whenever possible, StudentAmp should

provide insight into the intersectionality and complexity of identity.

These design considerations are not without tensions. In this study, we focused on the tension

where designing for equity-oriented goals involved a balance of protecting the privacy of minori-

tized groups (DC1) while also conveying their intersectional identity (DC7) such that others can

better understand their experiences.

5.3.3 StudentAmp Enables Sharing of Contextualized Student Feedback

We designed StudentAmp as a responsive website to enable broad use by students and teaching

staff. In initial interactions with the tool, instructors created their own sections to be an instructor

of a new course. To grant other users instructor access (e.g. teaching assistants), instructors in the

study provided a list of emails to researchers, who then manually gave those accounts access. Stu-

dents then created accounts by signing up by email or Google account, using a six digit character

code provided by their instructor to join a section as a student. Students could join multiple sec-

tions, and within the context of this study, we did find that two students were enrolled in multiple

courses that used StudentAmp. Users could switch between being students in courses they were

enrolled in (via section code) and instructors in courses for which they had instructor permissions,

if they had access to any.

Student View: Sharing challenges, demographics, perspectives on other challenges

For this study, we designed StudentAmp’s student view with the intention of enabling a student

to be able to share feedback within a few minutes. Students could access StudentAmp from any

modern web browser (e.g. Firefox, Chrome, Safari).

Figure 5.1 shows an example of the StudentAmp interface as it appeared to students. Students

first shared “the biggest challenge in [their] life getting in the way of this class,” with helper text
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which prompted students to think beyond the scope of the class. Text also appeared which en-

couraged students to share more (“Keep writing so others understand your challenge!”) if their

response was < 100 characters and more if their response was ≥ 160 characters (“You wrote quite

a bit! Consider condensing your writing so others can read it quickly.”). From our pilot testing, we

found that a message of 100-160 characters (approximately the maximum length of a tweet on the

social media platform Twitter) represented sufficient description for another student or instructor

to understand a challenge response without being too burdensome to read.

Figure 5.1: StudentAmp student view: Students shared 1) a challenge they faced, 2) demographics
(pre-populated if they’ve previously filled in), and finally 3) meta-feedback by selecting which of
two random challenges their peers shared was more disruptive, repeating this step two to eight
times depending on class size.

After sharing their challenges, students had the opportunity to self-report demographics, as

shown in Figure 5.1, step 2. We based StudentAmp’s demographic questions on factors which prior

work found to be impactful to students’ learning experiences, including prior programming experi-

ence, whether they were a transfer student [168], whether they were first-generation, whether their
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familial language is the same as the language the course is taught in (English), gender, ethnicity,

and physical, mental, or social disability status. While we required answers for all multiple choice

demographics questions, each question included an option for “(prefer not to answer).” If students

had previously filled out demographic questions (e.g. in a previous feedback session), Studen-

tAmp populated these questions with the student’s prior responses. The demographics questions

and options were as follows:

1. How many programming courses have you previously completed? 0 (before this term, I’ve

never taken a programming course); 1; 2-3; 4-5; 5 or more; I’m not sure; (prefer not to

disclose). [select one]

2. Did you previously attend another college/university? (e.g. 2-yr community college, another

4 yr university). YES, I previously attended another college/university; NO, my current

college/university is the first one I have attended; I’m not sure; (prefer not to disclose).

[select one]

3. Are you a first-generation college student? (first-gen if parent(s) did not complete a 4 yr

college/university degree). YES, I am a first-generation college student; NO, my parent(s)

completed a 4 yr college degree; I’m not sure; (prefer not to disclose). [select one]

4. Is the language your family primarily speaks at home the same as the one used to teach this

class? YES, the language my family primarily speaks at home is the same as the one used to

teach this class; NO, my family speaks a different language than the one used to teach this

class; I’m not sure; (prefer not to disclose). [select one]

5. Are you currently working or searching for a job? (select all that apply). I am actively

looking for a job; I work part-time (20 hrs a week or less); I work full-time (more than 20 hrs

a week); I am neither working nor looking for a job; I’m not sure; (prefer not to disclose).

[select one or more]
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6. What is your gender? (select all that apply). woman; man; non-binary; prefer to self-

describe∗∗; (prefer not to disclose). [select one or more]

7. What is your ethnicity? (select all that apply). Asian; Black/African; Hispanic/Latinx; Na-

tive American; Pacific Islander; white; prefer to self-describe3; (prefer not to disclose). [se-

lect one or more]

8. Rate to what extent a physical/bodily disorder hinders your learning experience. 0: not at

all; 1: to a small extent; 2: to some extent; 3: to a moderate extent; 4: to a great extent; 5: to

a very great extent; I’m not sure; (prefer not to disclose). [select one]

9. Rate to what extent a mental or social disorder hinders your learning experience. 0: not at

all; 1: to a small extent; 2: to some extent; 3: to a moderate extent; 4: to a great extent; 5: to

a very great extent; I’m not sure; (prefer not to disclose). [select one]

After sharing their challenges and demographics, students finally shared meta-feedback on their

classmates’ responses, as shown in Figure 5.1.3. In this phase, StudentAmp randomly selected two

challenges classmates had reported and asked students to imagine they had these two challenges,

then to select the one that they imagined would be more disruptive to learning. To support data

integrity of the meta-feedback, students could skip any responses. The meta-feedback pairwise

comparison process was repeated 2-8 times depending on the class size (2≤ 2∗ log(class size)≤

8).

Instructor View: Designing for instructor-led data exploration

Once students shared feedback, StudentAmp presented teaching teams with a report on student

feedback, as shown in Figure 5.2. We designed StudentAmp to augment instructors’ domain

3To support more inclusive demographics reporting [267], a free response follow-up question appeared with the
prompt “Please self-describe your {gender, ethnicity}” after a student selected “prefer to self-describe” for gender
or ethnicity. This information was not shared with teaching teams due to privacy concerns.
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knowledge related to the course and their students by enabling exploration of contextualized feed-

back data. StudentAmp enabled this data exploration by 1) informing instructors of challenges,

which student groups they affected, and how severe students perceived them to be and 2) support-

ing situated annotations through labels and notes so instructors could review previous findings.

As mentioned previously, instructors within our study each created a section for their course

which students joined via a unique 6 character code. Each time an instructor wished to use Studen-

tAmp to gather feedback, they created new feedback session. Once students shared feedback via

StudentAmp instructors viewed the results, as shown in Figure 5.2. Teaching teams could review

this data to identify how certain types of challenges disproportionately affected certain groups. In-

structors and teaching teams could browse reported challenges, sorted by disrupt score (Fig. 5.2e),

identifying trends and patterns. They could then create labels and assign them to challenges (Fig.

5.2f). We designed StudentAmp’s labels to help teaching teams organize and prioritize feedback to

better identify trends within and across feedback sessions. Similar to GitHub labels [120], teaching

teams could define any labels they wanted, then assign one or many labels to any responses in any

feedback session, similar to a tagging system. While the use of labels did require teaching man-

ually labeling individual feedback (e.g. we did not provide automated labeling), it also enabled

filtering of responses to use demographics charts (Fig. 5.2c) to explore how challenges affected

demographic groups. In our study, we saw that this helped teaching teams understand which types

of challenges disproportionately affected different groups of students across the nine demographic

features we collected (enumerated in section 5.3.3).

In StudentAmp, we aimed to support beneficial and effective perspective taking for instruc-

tors. Teaching teams could look at challenges (unfiltered or filtered by label) and use demographic

information associated with individual challenges (Fig. 5.2d) to perspective take. To help in-

structors better understand the nuanced ways that different challenges affected different students,

we provided demographic information alongside each challenge to promote more informed per-

spective taking through the addition of richer contextual information. By doing so, we hoped to

avoid stereotyping by encouraging instructors to see their students as unique individuals with many

different kinds of identities and contexts, rather than defaulting to the assumption of an “average”
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Figure 5.2: StudentAmp instructor view: Teaching teams could organize challenges by creating
custom labels (a), which they could select to filter responses (b). The filters enabled teaching teams
to use charts of demographic information (c) to see how challenges disproportionately affected
certain groups (e.g. how the 29 challenges labels “mental” disproportionately affected BIPOC stu-
dents and students with moderate or severe disabilities. The instructor view also included each
challenge that included the selected label(s). Each challenge was contextualized with demograph-
ics for minoritized groups that students identified with (d), disrupt score (e), and labels that the
teaching team assigned to that challenge (f). Teaching teams could also share collaborative notes
(g), which have prompting based on our Theory of Action.
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(likely dominant) student if no information was given. However, we also had to balance this against

the need to protect student privacy and preserve anonymity, which we discuss further in our design

considerations.

Throughout this entire process, teaching teams could use StudentAmp’s collaborative notes

(Fig. 5.2g) to review Theory of Action principles and also share notes with other members of the

teaching team. Notes were open-ended text fields shared by all teaching teams. Each feedback

session had a separate notes section from which instructors could write notes about their findings

within the report. To help guide teaching teams according to our Theory of Action, we included

prompting above the notes. This prompting asked teaching teams to consider 1) What’s going on

in students’ learning experiences?, 2) How does what instructors are doing (or not doing) affect

learning experiences? and 3) What factors external to the course help or hinder students’ learning

experiences? Which students? It then asks students to fill in the blanks as many times as possible:

“If I/we __, then the course will change by __, so that students who are __ will be able to __.”

Design of Disrupt Score

We designed StudentAmp’s disrupt score with an intention to draw attention to challenges that

were more disruptive to students’ learning, rather than those that were simply more frequent or

relatable to the majority of students. Prior work [69] and our pilot testing identified that students

of minoritized groups reported challenges that were often unique from what their peers shared.

As a result, we designed StudentAmp to support equitable feedback processes by organizing and

presenting feedback in a way that went beyond showing the most common challenges. The disrupt

score provided a quantification metric intended to represent how disruptive to students’ learning

some challenges were compared to other challenges.

In its most literal sense, the disrupt score was the net number of times a random student within

the course decided a challenge was more disruptive to learning than another randomly selected

challenge. It was based on a pairwise comparison of random challenges, as shown in Figure 5.1.3

(see also the description of meta-feedback above). We based this strategy on the Copeland method

of pairwise scoring to determine ranked voting [252, 61]. Each challenge began with a score of
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0. Each time a student shared meta-feedback (described in 5.3.3), the challenge they selected had

its disrupt score incremented by one (+1). The challenge they did not select correspondingly had

its disrupt score decremented by one(−1). No score changes occurred if a student chose to skip a

meta-feedback comparison. These scores were then aggregated and used to track challenges in the

instructor view in addition to being shown alongside each challenge (Fig. 5.2e).

A key assumption to the disrupt score was that students were able to perspective take and

consider the disruptiveness of challenges they may not even have. Our initial pilot testing with

students thinking aloud as they considered challenges found that students were more likely to se-

lect the challenge they most associated with having. As a result, for the study results we report in

this paper, we adjusted StudentAmp’s design by adding more information in prompts and button

text to explicitly encourage consideration of disruptiveness rather than readability. As we report

and discuss in the following sections, think-alouds with interviewed students suggested that stu-

dents conceptualized the meta-feedback process in different ways (section 5.5.2), which resulted

in several teaching teams having trouble interpreting disrupt scores (section 5.5.3).

5.4 Study Design: Deployed StudentAmp and conducted interviews

5.4.1 Context: Five large, remote, computing courses during a pandemic

To answer our research questions, we conducted a formative evaluation where five large computing

courses used StudentAmp over the course of an 11 week term and we surveyed and interviewed

professors, TAs, and some students twice throughout the term. An institutional review board (IRB)

approved this study prior to any data collection.

We recruited culturally competent [297] instructors teaching large computing courses (100+

students). We chose to directly contact instructors who had previously demonstrated cultural com-

petence [297] for participation in the study, as evidenced by their prior research efforts or participa-

tion in seminars on anti-racism. We focused on culturally-competent professors to avoid interpre-

tations of student feedback and demographics focused on innate ability, such as certain people or

groups having the “geek gene” and being more suited to computing [226, 192]. We selected large
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courses to better ensure anonymity and to have a scale at which analyzing individual feedback of

an entire course would become time-consuming and challenging. To avoid potentially unproduc-

tive and harmful uses of StudentAmp, we chose to exclude instructors who had previously stated

beliefs about demographic groups’ interest and abilities in computing [226].

Of the eight professors we reached out to, five professors teaching large computing courses

participated in this study and used StudentAmp. Table 5.1 provides an overview of those five

courses and how they used StudentAmp. Courses all took place within the same term, during

which a global COVID-19 pandemic and a global reckoning with racial injustice were both ongoing

issues. Because the university was shut down to in-person learning, all courses in this study were

taught remotely, with students located in time zones all over the world. Given courses B, D, and E

were introductory courses with no prerequisite requirements, some students in the study were first

year college students who had yet to have an in-person college experience.

The five courses in our study were from the two departments of the same research university.

This public research university in the United States was located in a major city with significant

presence of large technology companies. All participants from this study (professors, TAs, and

students) taught at or attended this university. We interpreted this study context to be Western,

Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Demographic (a.k.a. WEIRD, [133]). While most people

around the world are not from WEIRD societies [132], many computing education contexts in the

United States tend to be WEIRD societies [319, 278].

Courses A, B, and C were different courses offered within the computer science (CS) depart-

ment. Based on data collected earlier in the same academic year that this study occurred, the de-

partment has 1,668 enrolled undergraduates. The CS department reported 31% of their students as

female and 69% of undergraduates as male (only binary gender was collected on this survey); 8% of

students as under-represented minority/URM (African American, American Indian/Alaska Native,

Hawaiian/Pacific Islander and Latinx/Hispanic) and 75% as non-URM; 20% as first-generation

(none of their parents completed four year college degrees); and 17% as international.

Courses D and E were the same course taught by different teaching teams and from the infor-

mation science department, a separate department from the CS department. Based on enrollment
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data collected the term after this study, the information science department had 526 undergradu-

ates. The information science department reported 43% of undergraduates as female and 57% as

male (only binary gender collected). The department reported 45% as Asian, 12% as URM, 16%

as white, 28% unknown. Whether a student was Hispanic/Latinx was reported separately, with 4%

(23) reporting as Hispanic/Latinx.

In addition to using StudentAmp, teaching teams relied on other tools and methods to collect

student feedback for various purposes. Other feedback tools included feedback after assignments

(e.g. to find out how long an assignment took, P-B), during lecture (e.g. “to ascertain skill ac-

quisition,” P-D), during the middle of the quarter (e.g. mid-term feedback conducted with an

instructional consultant, P-A, P-C), and at the end of the term. They had previously used feedback

to “respond to small conveniences that students requested” (P-C). They also invited students to

reach out to them directly through email or similar mediums, but P-E noted how students from

dominant groups tended to speak up more through these channels:

P-E: “students that have taken a bunch of programming classes and already done this

stuff...they’re the ones who speak up, who talk, engage [...] and this is all tied to race

and gender.”

Teaching team demographics: Professors from Dominant Groups, TAs were gender-diverse

The teaching teams were led by five professors who were white or Asian men with prior teaching

experience. Professors of all five courses reported as white or Asian men with no physical, mental,

or social disabilities. Two professors (for courses A and B) were teaching their courses for the

first time but had experience teaching related courses; the other three had taught that same course

multiple times before. All five professors had been teaching courses remotely for at least the two

terms prior to the study.

Of the 26 teaching assistants (TAs) who had access to or reviewed StudentAmp responses, 17

responded to a survey to report their their demographics. For ethnicity, 1 TA reported as His-

panic/Latinx, 12 as Asian, and 4 as white (non-Hispanic). For gender, 1 reported as non-binary, 9
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as women, and 8 as men. Three TAs reported mental or social disabilities, such as anxiety. All but

one TA who responded had previously either taken the course or an equivalent one to the course

they were serving as a TA for. That one TA who had no prior experience as a student or TA for

the course they were teaching had previously served as TA for the course B professor (P-B) for

other courses in the past. Taken together, we can say that TAs were predominantly white or Asian,

identified as a diversity of genders, and generally had prior experience with the course material as

a student and/or a TA.

5.4.2 Data: StudentAmp responses, interviews w/ students & teaching teams

To answer our three research questions, we collected data from Student Amp and conducted two

rounds of individual interviews with students and group interviews with teaching teams.

Data for RQ1: 810 challenges shared with StudentAmp

To understand what challenged students shared, we analyzed challenges shared by students with

StudentAmp. In total, 604 unique students shared a total of 810 challenges across the five courses

through StudentAmp over the duration of the 11 week term. The Responses column in Table 5.1

shows the number of responses in the feedback sessions across the five courses that used Studen-

tAmp. We included incomplete responses because those responses were only incomplete because

those students did not provide meta-feedback.

Data for RQ2: Rounds of interviews with 5 students of minoritized groups to understand percep-

tions

To understand factors that may have impacted what students shared with their instructors through

StudentAmp, we conducted two rounds of semi-structured interviews with students. We recruited

students who used StudentAmp and indicated interest in conducting follow-up interviews for com-

pensation ($50 for two 1-1.5 hr interviews, which was slightly above minimum wage in the area at

the time). We conducted interviews remotely, recording video (including screen share) and audio
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with the consent of students.

We interviewed five students from minoritized groups. Of the 234 students who indicated

potential interest in a follow-up interview, we identified 39 who were from minoritized groups

(as evidenced by their ethnicity, gender) and/or reported a unique challenge. We contacted those

39 students by email and ended up interviewing all five students who replied. These five students

came from three courses (three from course A, one from C, one from D). Three students were Asian

women, one was a Hispanic/Latinx woman, and one was a white non-binary person4. Two were

third year undergraduates studying majors related to computer and information sciences (CIS), two

were first year undergraduates interested (but not yet enrolled) in CIS majors, and one was second

year Master’s student studying information science. While taking this course, interviewed students

reported other commitments including submitting more than 100 job applications, moving physical

locations, having familial responsibilities, and taking almost double the recommended course load.

We collected data via two rounds of retrospective think-aloud style interviews [95] to under-

stand how students interpreted the prompts and how they decided to share what they did.

The first round of interviews occurred within the first five weeks of the term, after students

had shared feedback using StudentAmp at least once. Students answered questions about their

experiences learning computing and expectations about using StudentAmp, and then shared their

screen as they walked through their prior usage of StudentAmp (three steps in Fig. 5.1), reviewing

and reflecting on their previous responses and the context surrounding them. We asked them to

interpret what each page was asking them to do and also about their perceived risks and benefits

for sharing information at each page. We closed the first interview by asking students to reflect.

The second round of interviews occurred during the final two weeks of the term and included a

sorting activity to have students consider additional challenges they did not share as well feedback

on an example instructor view (Fig. 5.2). These interviews asked students to reflect on their course

experience. We then had students look at all the challenges they shared over the course of term

(2-3 challenges per students), asking them to identify potential trends, explain how they decided

4Regardless of their reported gender identity, we choose to refer to all interviewed students, professors, and TAs
using they/them pronouns in this paper to discourage re-identification.
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to share these challenges, and consider how peers potentially seeing their reported challenges af-

fected their decisions to share.We then showed students the StudentAmp instructor view to get

their perspectives on the utility and risks of contextualized feedback.

Data for RQ3: Rounds of interviews with 5 teaching teams to understand use of StudentAmp

To understand how teaching teams used contextualized student feedback for equity-oriented inter-

pretation, we conducted semi-structured interviews with teaching teams who used StudentAmp.

Prior to or during the first two weeks of the course, we helped members of the courses’ teach-

ing teams (professors and TAs) set up their StudentAmp accounts online so they could collect and

analyze feedback from their students. We also asked professors to fill out a survey to share their

prior experiences with student feedback, the course they were teaching, and demographic informa-

tion. TAs filled out a similar survey at the end of the term. To understand how teaching teams of

large computing courses used different types of information to contextualize students challenges

for equity-oriented interpretations, we conducted three interviews with members of the teaching

teams of the five courses in our study: One interview with professors individually, followed by two

group interviews with the entire teaching team of a course. The interviews with individual profes-

sors took place either before the term began or within the first four weeks of the course. In these

interviews, we asked professors to share about the course they were teaching, how they intended

to collect feedback from students about various aspects of the course (whether that method was

StudentAmp or not), and about their personal definitions of equity in educational spaces (see Table

5.1).

The two group interviews were spaced out across the duration of the course, with one occur-

ring towards the beginning of the term (after at least one feedback session with StudentAmp had

been completed) and one at the end. We began the first group interviews by explaining the fea-

tures of the StudentAmp interface (Fig. 5.2c,d,e,g), allowing time for the teaching team to ask

questions as needed. We then engaged in a process following our Theory of Action (Section 2.3)

in which the teaching team tried to understand students’ learning experiences using StudentAmp,

considered how their teaching practices or external factors might be affecting student learning, and
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then proposing changes to the course and articulating how those changes might affect students of

different groups, identities, or experiences. We asked one member of the teaching team to share

their screen during this process, so participants could have a single shared view to discuss. After

ten minutes of unstructured exploration of students’ responses, if teaching teams were not already

doing so, we prompted them to begin identifying broader patterns and trends they saw among

student responses, create labels (Fig. 5.2a), and add labels to challenges (Fig 5.2f). After a few

more minutes of labeling (the exact duration of which depended on each teaching team’s level of

discussion), we prompted teams to consider the demographic information provided at the top of

the StudentAmp interface (Fig 5.2c) and explore any potential interactions of demographics with

the labels they had created to explore how groups of similar challenges might disproportionately

affect certain groups of students. The second group interviews followed a similar process, with the

main difference being that the student responses under review were from subsequent StudentAmp

feedback sessions.

Interviews were conducted remotely with the Zoom video conferencing tool, which enabled

synchronous video and audio conversation, messaging, and recording. We choose to use this tool

because all five teaching teams were familiar with it as they used it in their remote teaching. We

recorded video and audio for all interviews. All members of the teaching team consented to the

inclusion of their audio and visual recordings, as well as their survey data in this study. Participants

were also compensated at a rate of $15/hr (approximately minimum wage for the area).

5.5 Analysis & Results: Analyzing StudentAmp Responses, Interviews

In the following sections, when we present quotes and other data tied directly to an individual,

we gave them a unique anonymous ID associated with their role and course. These three part IDs

take the form of <role> - <course> - <optional number>, where role is a character that denotes

the individual’s role within the class (S-Student, P-Professor, T-Teaching assistant), course is the

character corresponding to the individual’s associated course from Table 5.1 (A, B, C, D, or E),

and number denotes an individual student within the course (from 1 to course enrollment) or an

individual TA (from 1 to the maximum number of course TAs). Professors do not have numbers
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attached to their IDs (e.g. P-A, P-B).

5.5.1 RQ1: Students shared challenges beyond the scope of the course

In total, 604 unique students shared a total of 810 challenges across the five courses through Stu-

dentAmp over the duration of the 11 week term. To better understand what students shared, we con-

ducted an inductive thematic analysis and a subsequent round of qualitative coding using themes

from the initial analysis. Three researchers participated in the qualitative analysis:

• The first author, a critical data studies and computing education researcher with seven years

of research experience in data equity in computing education. The first author had expertise

in designing interactions with data in educational contexts and mixed methods, having pre-

viously taught high school and college courses on introductory computer science and data

science. He led the design of StudentAmp and the evaluation.

• The second author, a computing education researcher with seven years of research experience

in HCI and design methods, including four years researching computing education within

that space and a year of teaching experience in higher education computing contexts. The

second author had expertise in qualitative methods and led the analysis of student-reported

challenges.

• The third author, a computing education researcher with eleven years of middle and high

school teaching experience, and two years of educational research in computing-related con-

texts.

First, all three researchers participated in collaborative affinity diagramming of 100 randomly

selected challenges to inductively generate initial themes with a sensitizing concept ([29, 227])

of types of challenges. We used these themes as the basis of our code set. All three researchers

collaboratively coded 40 (5%) randomly sampled challenges with the initial code set, discussing

discrepancies and iteratively refining the code set and code definitions as needed. As can be seen in
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many of the below quotes, even though we asked students to report the single biggest challenge they

were facing in the class, students often reported multiple, often interwoven, challenges. As a result,

we allowed for multiple codes per challenge during the qualitative coding effort. Our goal with this

coding effort was to achieve consensus, so all codes applied to a challenge had to be agreed upon

by all coders. After that, two researchers (the second and third authors) continued collaboratively

coding another 160 (15%) challenges to ensure both of them had similar interpretations of the code

set definitions and to address any confusions that arose. Finally, the two researchers divided the rest

of the data and each qualitatively coded half of the remaining student-reported challenges. Once

they finished their respective analyses, the two researchers asynchronously verified each others’

code applications, marking any instances of disagreement. Finally, the two researchers met syn-

chronously to discuss and come to consensus on the codes applied to the final 610 student-reported

challenges, discussing interpretations and eventually achieving full agreement on all codes.

Table 5.2 shows our code set, comprised of the major themes that arose from our analysis and

one “Other” code that was applied when a challenge was too unclear to code or when it otherwise

did not fall into a coded category. These 16 types of challenges in Table 5.2 represent different

learning difficulties that students conveyed to instructors through StudentAmp. For this analysis,

we adhere to Hammer and Berland’s perspective on qualitative coding [125], treating the results

of our coding effort as organizations of claims about data rather than quantitative data in and of

itself. As a result, we do not report specific code frequencies, instead focusing on representative

descriptions of the themes observed within our data. In the following section, IDs preceding quotes

indicate the speaker’s role within the class (S for student), the course in which the student was

enrolled (see Table 5.1), and a randomly generated number unique to each student within the

course.

Even though StudentAmp’s instructor view shows student-reported challenges alongside some

demographic information about the student who wrote it, for the purposes of this paper, we choose

not to report demographic information of the speaker for each individual quote. Instead, we report

the demographics or our participants in aggregate, to illustrate the diversity of perspectives and

experiences represented by the data while still preserving our participants’ anonymity and reducing
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the risk of community or peer re-identification. The following subsection contains quotes from 21

different students to illustrate the kinds of challenges students reported through StudentAmp. 20

of the 21 students who provided these quotes identified as belonging to at least one minoritized

group, and often several. Of these 21 students5, at the time of the study:

• 10 identified as women, 10 as men, and 1 declined to provide gender information.

• 12 identified as Asian, 7 as white, 2 as Hispanic/Latinx, 1 as Black/African, and 1 as Pacific

Islander.

• 3 reported taking their first programming course.

• 4 reported attending another institution prior to their current one (transfer students).

• 5 reported as being first-generation college students.

• 6 reported that their family spoke a language at home than was different from the one used

in the course (English).

• 6 students reported that they were currently working part-time, and 2 students full-time. 10

students were actively job-searching (e.g. applying to jobs, attending interviews). 5 students

were neither working nor job-searching.

• 12 students reported that they did not have a physical/bodily disorder that hindered their

learning experience (0 on a scale of 0-5). 8 students reported that they had physical/bodily

disorders which hindered their learning to a minor extent (1-2 on scale), and 1 to a severe

extent (4-5 on scale).

5Numbers reported for demographic facets may total more than 21, since students could belong to multiple cat-
egories simultaneously (e.g. holding more than one ethnic identity, or both working full-time and actively job-
searching).
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• 12 students reported that they did not have a mental or social disorder that hindered their

learning experience (0 on a scale of 0-5). 2 students reported that they had mental or social

disorders which hindered their learning to a minor extent (1-2 on scale), 5 to a moderate

extent (3 on scale), and 3 to a severe extent (4-5 on scale).

The quotes presented below have been edited as little as possible to preserve authenticity. When

clarifications or minor edits for anonymity were necessary, or when some less relevant parts of the

quote were removed for length reasons, we designate any edits with square brackets.

We found the types of challenges students reported to fall into six broad categories (see the

second-from-the-left column of Table 5.2 for an overview).

Course-related feedback focused on course & remote learning

The first category was that of feedback related to the course itself, represented by the Course

structure, Course content, and Remote learning codes. Students who reported challenges with

Course structure codes often wrote about their difficulties keeping up with the pacing of the course:

S-A-102: “The structure of this class because we simultaneously learn stuff for the

assessment while learning the stuff for the following week forcing me to sacrifice one

for the other.”

Other students who reported Course structure codes faced challenges with managing the course’s

required virtual learning tools or adapting to the instructor’s pedagogical style.

When students reported challenges that contained Course content codes, they often mentioned

the stress that came from trying to learn computing topics:

S-E-28: “I have never learned coding/data analysis ever in my life, things are just

intimidating. IDK this class is STRESSING ME OUT.”

Many students who reported this challenge also reported not having much prior experience with

computing, or who hadn’t programmed in a long time.
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Remote learning challenges were often reported by students who disliked the virtual format of

classes, which was mandated by the university in response to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic:

S-E-6: “The biggest challenge is just the general lack of structure that is inherent in

online classes, regardless of how well the instructor organizes the course.”

Some students felt that virtual classes were not as conducive to learning as in-person classes, or

that they did not feel like they got as much out of remote classes:

S-C-109: “I think the biggest challenge will truly just be the online nature of life right

now. Screen fatigue is a big issue for me, & especially knowing that a programming

class will require large amounts of screen time after class is a bit daunting. [...] I am

worried about feeling intellectually gratified just because of Zoom fatigue.”

Other students who reported challenges containing Remote learning mentioned issues with poor

Internet connections that made it challenging for them to attend virtual classes and difficulties

connecting with peers and teaching staff.

Overall, challenges coded as Course structure, Course content, and Remote learning codes

were likely similar to the kinds of feedback instructors might get with traditional feedback mecha-

nisms (surveys, teaching evaluations, etc.).

Broader academic life focused on academic commitments beyond the course

A second higher-level category students reported through StudentAmp was that of challenges in

their academic life outside of that particular course, represented by the Other classes, Extracurric-

ulars, and Academic context codes.

Students who wrote about Other classes challenges often described the heavy course load they

were taking alongside the course in which StudentAmp was used, forcing them to have to prior-

itize what work they did. Several students wrote about feeling overwhelmed by their academic

workload:
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S-D-57: “my course workload for my other classes is very heavy and my life is being

consumed with all of my classes”

Similarly, some students reported that being involved in various Extracurriculars impacted

their available time:

S-D-38: “This quarter I am doing a few too many club activities and thus it’s making

it difficult to focus on my classes. It’s my own fault.”

The university at which the study took place has a strong culture of student extracurricular involve-

ment, in part due to the fiercely competitive climate within the university’s computing-related

departments.

Challenges having to do with the particular departmental or university-wide climate were re-

ported by students in challenges involving Academic Context codes, such as those that described

self-comparison to peers within the computing major:

S-A-21: “comparing myself to others; imposter syndrome; competitive environment

in computing majors at [university]”

The competitive, closed major system of the university, in which students were not guaranteed to

get into their first choice of major, also contributed to students’ stress and was listed as a common

challenge due to the timing of the study, which occurred during major application cycles.

These three types of challenges represented by difficulties students were facing that still had to

do with their academic lives, but that were explicitly outside the scope of the course itself.

Non-academic roles include familial and job commitments

A third higher-level theme of challenges which surfaced during our analysis was that of non-

academic roles and responsibilities, represented by the Home & family and Job codes.

Students who reported Home & family challenges often described difficulties focusing on

coursework in their current environments, which often co-occurred with Remote learning codes.
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Sometimes, students simply mentioned that it was difficult for them to focus in their home envi-

ronments, leading to them having to re-watch lectures or take extra time reading course materials.

Other students wrote about their roles as caretakers of other family members, which took time

away from their own responsibilities:

S-B-18: “I have a sibling that is disabled and another sibling that just started kinder-

garten. Because of this, I have to help my parents with making sure they attend their

classes and do their homework, which is time consuming and also takes time out of

other responsibilities around the house, plus work.”

Other household stressors, such as sick pets or siblings, also affected students’ abilities to focus,

whether due to stress about their well-being or having to provide transportation to medical appoint-

ments.

S-E-27: “My dog is getting eye surgery today, because of suspected cancer that caused

Gluacoma. We don’t know if the cancer is malignant yet but it’s hard knowing that

each day could be his last. :( so far our luck has been pretty bad but I really hope that

the other tumors are benign like the one on his stomach. [...]”

Many students worked jobs or internships during the quarter, or were actively job searching,

as represented by the Job code. Often, this challenge was discussed in terms of time constraints,

which sometimes made it difficult for students to engage with instruction or find time to complete

their assigned work. Several students mentioned they were working full-time or part-time jobs

alongside their full-time course loads. Other students described their roles as primary providers for

their families:

S-A-71: “I am the only one supporting my family economically, so they depend on me

working and getting money for our dependancies.”

Sometimes, the job environment or tasks themselves contributed to overall student stress:
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S-B-29: “My job. I work at a homeless shelter. I only work two shifts a week, but I

deal with a lot of very high stress situations (fights, 911 calls, suicidal ideation, sexual

assaults, mental health crises, etc). Balancing school stress and job stress can often

be difficult. It has been harder recently as I am regularly exposed to Covid positive

individuals, so the likelihood of me catching Covid is very high.”

Both Home & family and Job codes represent roles and responsibilities in students’ broader

lives that placed demands upon their time and available physical, mental, and emotional resources.

Environment and context focus on broader contexts during a pandemic

Sometimes students reported challenges that had to do with their broader contexts, such as those

that were classified as Location, Political, or COVID-19 codes.

By far the most commonly mentioned challenge within the Location code was that of being in a

different time zone than the university (likely due to remote learning mandates), making it difficult

to attend synchronous classes, work with group members on class projects, and attend office hours.

S-C-189: “I think is time. I currently living in [other country] so that I need to get up

at 5 o’clock to have this class.”

Students who described challenges relating to Location codes sometimes mentioned the weather

in the place they were located impacting their mood, and thus ability to learn, as well.

Political codes were somewhat rare, but seemed to strongly impact students when they arose.

This study took place at a U.S.-based university at a time when nationally relevant events were

regularly occurring, which was stressful and distracting for students.

S-C-117: “It is hard to focus on the course during the global pandemic and political

instability. I’m very distracted.”

Similarly, many students reported the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic as the greatest challenge

detracting form their learning, as represented by the COVID-19 code. Several students simply
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wrote some variation on “COVID” or “the pandemic” as their response. Others described the

impact the long-term stress and lockdown conditions had on their ability to learn and complete

coursework, especially in the context of remote learning. Some students had family members or

close friends that had contracted or were recovering from COVID-19 as well, which caused worry

and extra stress:

S-C-124: “I guess the biggest challenge right now is the health of my family (relatives)

since a lot of my aunts, uncles, and grandparents are old (thus highly susceptible

to COVID). It was pretty stressful during Fall Quarter because one of my aunts got

COVID and had to go the hospital for awhile”

The Location, Political, and COVID-19 codes represent categories of challenges that were per-

sistent undercurrents in students’ environments, causing worry and stress. These broader contexts

in which students learned and lived certainly seemed to impact students’ ability to engage with

their classes and complete their coursework, though these were challenges not directly related to

the course itself.

Well-being included physical and mental well-being

The fifth higher-level category of challenges students reported was that of personal well-being

getting in the way of their learning, as is the case with the Physical health, Mental health, and

Isolation codes. Students who mentioned Physical health sometimes described bouts of illness

that caused them to fall behind in their courses or not feel well enough to do coursework.

S-A-92: “I had the worst case of mono for about the first three weeks of class, and

now I am trying to catch up and relearn the basics of those first three weeks. I am

having a difficult quarter”

Other Physical health codes involved complications related to remote learning, such as sleep sched-

ules being disrupted by having to attend synchronous classes in the middle of the night, or having

physical symptoms from virtual learning through screens.
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Students who reported Mental health challenges often wrote about stress, anxiety, and depres-

sion.

S-B-41: “Depression and anxiety, the pressure everyday”

These kinds of challenges often co-occurred with reports of heavy course loads, difficult course

content, or low engagement with others due to remote learning settings.

Somewhat similarly, Isolation codes had to do with students’ socio-emotional well-being, and

especially a lack of meaningful interactions with others.

S-A-35: “Being alone and lonely doing CS”

Challenges that contained Isolation codes were often reported in conjunction with statements about

the COVID-19 pandemic (due to quarantines, lockdowns, etc.) and remote learning.

S-D-37: “Being online is very isolating and does not allow for as much connection

between students and instructors.”

All three these types of challenges – Physical health, Mental health, and Isolation – have to do

with students’ inner well-being, and health is an important prerequisite for effective learning.

Self-regulation involved motivation and time management

Finally, a sixth category of challenges students reported had to do with their own current self-

regulation capacities and abilities. These were represented by the Motivation and Time manage-

ment codes.

When students wrote about challenges that we coded as Motivation, they mentioned struggles

with procrastination, distractions, focus, and feeling capable of completing coursework to their

own standards.

S-C-205: “I have trouble finding the motivation to do school work nowadays.”
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Oftentimes, Motivation codes co-occurred with Remote learning or Isolation codes, when students

pointed out that their current environments were making it more difficult for them to focus or feel

engaged within the course, or

students also wrote about the challenge of Time management, having to balance many demands

and time constraints from their various roles as students, workers, family members, and humans in

general. As a result, Time management codes co-occurred with many other codes, since students

would often identify time as the challenge, then go on to describe the different facets of their lives

that made time management difficult.

S-C-16: “I work about 30 hours a week as well as taking 17 credits this quarter, so

time will be a challenge.”

Balancing all these demands could be difficult, especially when students struggled to set their own

routines or to maintain a semblance of work/life balance.

S-A-60: “I only have so much time in the day/week for this class, other classes, and

personal projects. It’s honestly really rough to balance productivity and sanity :/”

Both Motivation and Time management challenges had to do with students’ current self-regulation

capacities. Taken in context with many students reporting burnout from sources like the ongoing

pandemic, competitive academic environments, and other stressors outside the class, it is perhaps

not entirely surprising that students reported these kinds of challenges getting in the way of their

learning.

Overall insights: Course-related feedback, external responsibilities, internal well-being

Overall, the six higher level categories of challenges students reported cover a wide range of po-

tential learning difficulties. Some had to do with the course directly, as seen in the first section on

course-related feedback codes. This set of difficulties is fairly similar to the feedback instructors

might received from traditional methods (such as those described in the introduction), and perhaps

the most “traditionally” actionable kinds of barriers to learning for instructors.
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However, the other types of challenges reported through StudentAmp—challenges having to do

with students’ academic lives outside the course, their non-academic roles and broader contexts,

their inner well-being and self-regulation skills—are particularly interesting to see. These latter

categories of challenges might not show up through traditional student feedback methods. Instruc-

tors might never become aware of them if they exclusively used those kinds of methods, meaning

that they likely would not be able to address them directly.

5.5.2 RQ2: Students’ perceptions of sharing contextualized feedback

To better understand students’ perceptions of sharing contextualized feedback, we conducted a

thematic analysis on the transcripts of the interviews we conducted with students of minoritized

groups (interviews previously described in Section 5.4.2). In the remainder of this section, we

report four major themes students shared related to their perceptions of StudentAmp’s purpose, as

well as the ways in which different aspects of StudentAmp’s design may have influenced what they

shared or how they interacted with the tool.

Feedback was deemed important, even though purpose of StudentAmp was unclear

While interviewed students found feedback to be important to share, they expressed uncertainty

about the purpose of StudentAmp. When we asked students what they thought the tool’s intended

purpose was, all five interviewed students expressed some uncertainty with two framing Studen-

tAmp as a tool to improve the course. Students also compared StudentAmp to other feedback tools,

such as direct emails, mid-term feedback, and end-of-term feedback. One student felt StudentAmp

focused on and enabled conversation about a different context than other feedback they may have

given:

S-D-57: “The feedback I said on StudentAmp was more ‘What’s going on with you?

What are your challenges?’ Whereas the feedback I gave for my instructor and my TA

was ‘Is the way they’re teaching us helping? Are they getting back to us in time with

questions?’ I think they were just two different types of context in terms of what was
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being asked from us as students.”

Two participants noted how StudentAmp was unidirectional: Professors could get feedback

from students, but not the other way around. One participant didn’t expect much benefit from

StudentAmp because of this lack of bidirectional feedback:

S-C-88: “[StudentAmp] is a place where professors could hear the voices of students,

to some extent. But students could not hear what professor thought [...] in this case,

it’s not [a] participatory process, not exactly like that.”

Challenges beyond the scope of the class were worth sharing, but privacy mattered

When discussing value and risks of sharing challenges with StudentAmp, interviewed students

talked about how differing goals and relationships with instructors affected what challenges they

shared.

StudentAmp asked students to share the biggest challenge in their life, where that challenge

could go beyond the scope of the class itself. Three interviewed students noted how their biggest

challenge was often beyond the scope of the course, including S-D-57, who provided a metaphor

of school as one of many “bubbles” in life:

S-D-57: “I’ve always thought that it’s important that teachers or professors or people

you interact with know a little bit about who you are and a little bit about what’s in

your surrounding bubbles. School is only one bubble of a student’s life, so knowing

all knowing a little bit about those other aspects about student life, you know family,

emotional, work, relationships, friendships. Just knowing a little bit about those things

can give you general knowledge of how it could be impacting the school bubble.”

Another interviewed student also recognized that life outside of school affects class experi-

ences, but they had concerns with that overlap occurring:

S-A-148: “Stuff in your personal life definitely affects class, but because this is a

school thing it makes me not want to ‘cross those wires’ almost. I’m worried about
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inappropriate timing, or something. I don’t want to be ‘that person.’ Which is weird or

doesn’t really make sense, because that’s what the survey is asking about. But I don’t

know. That can kind of be the ‘little fear’ in the back of your head.”

Students perceived multiple risks to privacy and safety that sometimes limited what they shared

through StudentAmp. One student noted that they didn’t want a person they lived with potentially

seeing what they wrote while they interacted with the tool, and therefore opted not to share partic-

ular challenges. Another student noted how professors may not be the best person to respond to

certain types of challenges, such as mental health:

S-A-128: “Maybe I could share these mental health [challenges] but, I don’t know. I

think I wouldn’t just share those with a teacher, because you could share them with a

professional who would be able to better help.”

Sharing about themselves made students feel vulnerable even when supposedly anonymous.

One student justified this risk by feeling it was necessary as part of validating their challenges to

the teaching team:

S-A-148: “I just hope that a professor would never think that I’m trying to take ad-

vantage of their kindness. [...] I wanted to let [my professor] know that I was serious,

while staying anonymous, while asking for an extension specific for me. So I don’t

really know how you can satisfy all that.”

Demographic information was seen as an asset, although risk of re-identification existed

Interviewed students identified ways that sharing demographic information could help instructors

understand the positionality of students facing different challenges. However, they also identified

potential risks related to acceptance of minoritized identities and potential re-identification.

The students we interviewed generally felt that demographics could help instructors interpret

challenges that students shared, with a few caveats. For instance, one student felt that instructors
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should have the cultural competence ([297]) to understand how societal structures affect learning

experiences of students from minoritized groups:

S-D-57: “ So if an as an instructor sees that the students who are BIPOC [...] and

they’re not doing as well as white students. I feel like a good informed instructor would

know the racial understandings and the gender understandings as why certain groups

with demographics will not be doing as great as other [groups]. Simply because of the

world we live in, and the kind of.. structure our society is built upon. So I think a good

instructor would know how to interpret that information and how to better help those

students because they’re all just trying to be at the same end goal.”

Another student found it relevant that StudentAmp asked demographic questions relating to

other life commitments. Multiple interviewed students were searching for jobs while also taking

this course, with one saying how StudentAmp helped connect job searching to course experience

in a way that instructors previously had not:

S-C-88: “ I appreciate that [StudentAmp] cares about whether we have jobs. Because

I previously chatted with some other instructors and they said ‘for job searches, that’s

kind of something different. I first care more about whether you learn well in this

class.’ Which makes me feel like I need to separate the job searching and course work.

But they are not separate things. They’re definitely things happening at the same time

in my life.”

Interviewed students also shared concerns related to their identities being seen as valid by

teaching team members. One student shared uncertainties about how accepting the teaching team

would be with regards to their minoritized gender identity:

S-A-148: “A risk might be [professors and TAs] don’t take me seriously if they dis-

agree with my identity or don’t think my identity is valid [...] If this is a class I’m

trying to do well [in] and take seriously, especially a class that’s relevant to my major
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where I might see this professor again, or it matters a lot that I do well in this class,

I’d be worried about not being taken seriously.”

Another student identified the potential risk of re-identification. Even though courses were

remote, teaching teams had additional information about students through their interactions with

them as well as learning management systems. This information included a list of full names of

all enrolled students. One student saw a potential risk of re-identification by connecting multiple

pieces of demographic information with popularity of names in different cultures:

S-A-128: “With more [demographic information], like first-gen BIPOC, I feel like it

would really narrow it down to a select few people [...] and there’s tons of people

who have similar names from certain regions. Like sometimes I can figure out where

someone’s from based off of their name.”

Seeing others’ challenges fostered community, but students questioned disrupt scores

Several interviewed students noted how seeing other students’ feedback helped them feel less

alone. Recall that students saw random pairs of their classmates challenges through StudentAmp

(as described in Section 3.3.1). One student found that seeing challenges similar to their own made

them feel less alone. Another student found the variety of challenges their classmates reported

reassuring to see, especially during remote learning:

S-A-148: “ It was nice to see that there’s a variety [of challenges], that people are

going through different things, or getting different things out of the class. But then

when it’s the same challenges as me, that’s also reassuring, because then I am like

‘okay I’m not the only one that’s facing this right now, or having difficulty with this

part of the class.’ ”

Challenges that our interviewed students reported tended to have negative disrupt scores in the

instructor view, suggesting that classmates found their challenges less disruptive compared to other

challenges. StudentAmp aggregated meta-feedback responses into disrupt scores. Disrupt scores
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were the net number of times a classmate selected a given challenge over another challenge. The

five interviewed students shared 13 challenges which had a median and mode disrupt score of -2,

with the minimum being -6 and maximum being +2.

Students tended to question the aggregate disrupt score associated with challenges they re-

ported, especially given how low they were. This did not bother some students, as they still

personally felt their challenges were valid. However, other students recognized the impact that

negative disrupt scores might have on instructors’ awareness of needs of minoritized groups:

S-C-88: “As a user, when I see minus score, I would feel negative feelings definitely

there was some judging behind it. And I understand probably people want to use

this way to sort the results to help people browse information efficiently. But minor-

ity, disadvantaged, underrepresented people, they don’t have many members or great

numbers in the whole community. But still, they need to have their voice. It’s not

necessary because they are minority people and they have emergent needs, so other

people would [...] probably be experiencing different things so that’s my concern.”

One possible explanation for the observed variety in disrupt scores is that students interpreted

the meta-feedback prompt differently than intended. To better understand how students perceived

the request being made of them on the meta-feedback page, we asked interviewees to recall and

reflect on their perceptions of it. During our first interviews, one student recalled interpreting the

prompt as we intended (i.e., that they should choose which challenge would be more disruptive if

they personally had it), two could not recall what they thought of the prompt, and the remaining

two noted being surprised or confused by the prompt. Whereas the goal was to have students select

the challenge they found more disruptive, one student interpreted the prompt as asking which

challenge they also had and another as which challenge best represented the challenge they wrote.

Another potential explanation for low disrupt scores was that how students articulated their

challenges affected how their classmates perceived them. One student thought that some students

did not select their challenge because they used informal language (e.g., “whack” to describe a

level of difficulty) and was not as verbose as some other students had been.
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5.5.3 RQ3: Teaching teams used demographics to support perspective taking about challenges

beyond the scope of the course

To analyze the interviews we conducted with teaching teams (previously described in Section

5.4.2), we conducted a collaborative thematic analysis on the transcripts with a sensitizing con-

cepts of teaching team interactions with StudentAmp and teaching team perceptions of student

feedback. Our approach was guided by the frequency of the topics raised by the teaching teams of

the five courses as well as their relevance to answering our research question. In the remainder of

this section, we report on the four major themes that arose from the interviews.

How teaching teams organized challenges reported in StudentAmp

To understand how teaching teams interpreted challenges that students reported in StudentAmp,

we analyzed teaching teams’ processes for creating and assigning labels to challenges. Professors

and TAs could create custom labels to represent categories or groupings of challenges, and then

assign them to challenges that they felt fit into those categories.

Some teaching teams focused on challenges most proximal to the course, such as those that

dealt with course structure and course content, because they felt those challenges were most ac-

tionable. A TA in course A (T-A-6) read through all 139 responses in course A’s week 4 feedback

and labeled seven as “feature request,”6 which were challenges they felt were actionable.

T-A-6: “‘feature request’ is a [label] name. It’s just kind of actionable feedback that

might help us make the course slightly easier for everybody and so it’s more focused on

[Course A] directly and things we do that may negatively impact how people learn.”

Rather than focusing on challenges that related to the course, other teaching teams looked

at challenges more holistically. P-D worked with someone with qualitative research experience

6For context, of 7 challenges that TA labeled as “feature request” we coded four as Course structure, with the
others being coded as Remote learning, Motivation, and Other in our analysis of student-reported challenges (RQ1,
see Table 5.2)
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(outside of the research team) to analyze the first feedback session and developed the following

labels and descriptions:

1. Mental Health: Distinct from Stress below, a condition (such as Depression) that is experi-

enced by the student

2. Stress + Time: A (temporary) feeling resulting from excessive demands on time and energy,

lack of time to complete work, challenges of work life balance

3. Motivation: difficulties with being proactive, staying motivated, struggling to keep up, re-

sisting burnout

4. Learning Environment: issues with the physical space (e.g., noise, distractions), issues with

internet connectivity, also isolation: feeling alone, lacking a sense of community

5. Group work: difficulty collaborating with other students

6. New to Coding: expression of intimidation, frustration, difficulty getting started, feeling

“lost”

While P-D took a more holistic, top-down approach, a TA in course C (T-C-2) took a more

bottom-up approach by looking at the first three pages of responses (75) in the first feedback

session and creating labels that reflected causes of challenges. After TAs in course C worked

together to label all 222 responses in the first feedback session, the three most commonly used

labels were online setting (43), workload (35), and social & collaboration (32).

While some teaching teams focused on challenges that were more directly related to the course

and more actionable (e.g. course structure), other teaching teams considered challenges even if they

were beyond the control of the teaching team (e.g. lack of social interaction in remote learning).
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How teaching teams considered demographics

In general, teachings teams tended not to consider demographics unless we prompted them during

the interviews or unless they had prior training related to cultural competence. For instance, a

TA in Course D (T-D-5) was familiar with speaking about equity and privilege from coursework

in public health, and T-C-2 and T-C-3 were both currently enrolled in a course on educational

equity and diversity. However, when members of the teaching team did consider demographics,

they connected challenges to rich personas of students that deviated from expectations of dominant

groups.

When Course B was reviewing challenges, they focused for several minutes on a specific chal-

lenge from their data: “I’m unsure of my ability to train my brain to think this way” (the student

reporting this identified as part of several minoritized groups, including having mental and phys-

ical disabilities, taking their first programming course, and being a transfer student; disrupt score

-2 = 3-5). When considering the challenge, a TA (T-B-1) who had the same gender identity as the

student who wrote the challenge connected the challenge to their own experiences as a student and

thought to remind students in lab section that “it’s normal to struggle a little bit; it is challenging

material and you’re learning really fast.” When prompted about the students’ demographics, P-B

focused on the transfer student label to identify implicit assumptions in the course design:

P-B: “a transfer student that makes me think of someone who’s more likely than not

probably coming in from a community college so may have the academic background,

but doesn’t necessarily know the way to navigate a four year institution effectively [...]

physical disability minor [...] that could be someone who may be wearing a cast [...]

And then severe mental disability could be any number of things as well, but definitely

that would be something that would interfere with student’s schedule or their ability

to focus or their self esteem and their confidence and actually passing the course and

and completing the assignments.”

P-B then went on to propose improvements such as clarifying how to use university email and

access the course’s learning management system, reassuring students that they could succeed in
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the course, and granting individual extensions on assignments.

Showing demographics did not necessarily translate to understanding on what to do with the

information. When considering demographics for a challenge we labeled as job and course struc-

ture (“I work 40 hours a week 8[A.M.] - 6[P.M.] so it can make it challenging to connect with TAs

who only offer office hours during the middle of the day during the week...”), P-E was uncertain

how to consider the demographic information this student who identified as part of several minori-

tized groups, including being a transfer and first-generation student, working full-time, and job

searching.

P-E: “In my head mentally, I still often see students as the standard undergrad 18 to

20 year old [...] living on campus or an apartment somewhere. The ‘non-traditional’

students as they’re often frame are a different kind of aspect. I’m not sure what to do

here now...in my head, this a challenge for everybody.”

P-E framed problems of students from minoritized groups as similar to students from dominant

groups, but more severe. And while demographic information challenged the archetype of the

“standard undergrad,” P-E was unclear how to use this new information.

P-D and P-E reviewed feedback together. While P-E was unsure how to consider demographic

information, P-D connected this challenge from a student from minoritized groups to systemic

challenges at the university:

P-D: “ what it feels like to read something like this is it is somewhere between heart-

breaking and frustrating and angering. That is instructors were put in this really awful

position where the university pressures people to take more courses than they can han-

dle because [tuition] is so expensive.”

How teaching staff considered disrupt score

Disrupt scores were not taken literally, as the affordances of the interface design resulted in confu-

sion amongst teaching teams and comparisons of such diverse challenges potentially confounding

the aggregate disrupt score.
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Because StudentAmp ordered challenges by disrupt score, affecting how teaching teams viewed

and interacted with the data. StudentAmp ranked in each feedback session by disrupt score, re-

sulting in teaching teams seeing challenges ordered from highest disrupt score to lowest. Disrupt

score was shown as a number that is the difference between a positive number next to a thumbs

up icon and negative number next to a thumbs down icon, as shown in Fig. 5.2e. It represented

the net number of times a students selected that challenge over a random other one when asked to

determine which challenge they found more disruptive.

One TA looked at the first three of nine pages (75 responses) and created and added labels to

them, using the disrupt score as a stopping criteria:

T-C-2: “I just [went] over all the responses that are first three pages of responses and

try to categorize and that basically settled all the tags [...] I think there is like a thumbs

up, thumbs down. So I guess students get to like and dislike, or agree or disagree with

certain statements. So up to page three, getting to a point [the disrupt score] is up one.

So I think that’s probably enough for telling what the students find most challenging.”

But later on, as they submitted a response as a student to explore the student view, the instructor

questioned their interpretation of disrupt score as a measure of how many students related to a

challenge:

T-C-2: “the net disruptive score [...] I don’t like the minus sign. The first time I read

this, I thought it means ‘people do not agree with this.’ [...] And then later on, when I

actually [submitted] a student response, I pretended [I] was the student. I review the

process, and then I realized it’s asking which one is more disruptive instead of which

one resonates more with your circumstance. I felt that there’s a difference there and

it’s not really clear when I first viewed it.”

The thumbs up and down icons were similar with iconography used in many software interfaces

to indicate rankings, but indicated something slightly different because selecting a response over
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another is not exactly the same as “upvoting,” and choosing not to select a response is not exactly

the same as “downvoting.”

The professor for course A felt that the disrupt score was difficult to interpret in part because

the diverse content of challenges made some comparisons uninformative. They gave an example

of the disruptiveness of the global pandemic as being far greater than anything related to this class:

P-A: “The pandemic’s huge, and to say something is less disruptive than a global

pandemic that’s not a very high bar. EVERYTHING should be less disruptive than a

global pandemic. But it is nice that nobody is saying ‘yeah there’s something so wrong

with this class, that is the biggest problem, even though there is a pandemic,’ I suppose

that’s a win.”

Teaching teams really began to question low disrupt scores which corresponded to challenges

they thought were disruptive. Of the responses which reported a challenge, responses with the

lowest disrupt scores in each feedback session varied in content, but tended to be either vague or

involved challenges that were not relatable to most students. The challenge with the lowest disrupt

score in our dataset (-19=1-20) related to a phone being a distraction:

S-D-69: “My phone is the biggest challenge I am very addicted and it takes all of my

focus during class times.”

TAs from course D labeled this challenge as Motivation. When reviewing this challenge, P-D

wondered if other students were either downplaying the severity of the challenge or questioning its

authenticity:

P-D: “Maybe people sort of downplaying the severity of that [challenge] or maybe

that addiction is maybe something some people don’t think is real.”

After hearing P-D’s comment, P-E proposed an explanation wondering how the “non-clinical”

language and focus on the phone may have caused peers to not take this challenge seriously:
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P-E: “I wonder how many people are like ‘oh haha yeah my phone is a joke too oh yeah

no totally animal crossing is like definitely like my biggest distraction at the moment.’

Whereas it’s supposed to being like ‘I have severe problems focusing on anything and

I’m constantly spending time doom scrolling,’ like there’s actual things are going on

there, but because of how [challenges] are framed and presented, they get read in very

different ways.”

The disrupt score deviating from expectations caused P-D and P-E to propose alternative explana-

tions for disrupt scores that deviated from their expectations. These explanations included students

misunderstanding the meta-feedback prompts or not taking challenges seriously because of the

way students reported challenges or because peers were unfamiliar with the challenges

P-A also noted a similar case where a challenge may have gotten a low disrupt score because it

only affected a subset of students. For week 7 feedback in course A, we coded the challenge with

the lowest disrupt score (-15 = 1-16) as location:

S-A-117: “Time difference”

After seeing multiple challenges mentioning time zone differences with negative disrupt score, P-A

acknowledged the impact of this challenge on a select few students:

P-A: “There’s a few [responses] on timezone differences, but they are pretty consis-

tently downvoted. Which I’ve heard enough now to believe that the timezone difference

is a big deal for a small population of students.”

This theme of a low disrupt score for mental health related challenges also appeared in Course

D. In week 1, a student who reported being part of several minoritized groups, including having

a mental disorder which severely impacted their learning experience, stated a challenge related to

severe depression and suicidal thoughts as part of week 1 feedback for Course D. This challenge

received a disrupt score of -2 (6 - 8). In response, P-D talked about mental health in their next

lecture and provided links to university resources to support students’ mental health.
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P-D: “So the students ranked severe depression and suicidal thoughts they rank that

lower than the other thing you know eight out of 14 times which either means that stu-

dents misunderstood the prompt or they misunderstand severe depression and suicidal

thoughts.”

For week 7 feedback in Course A, S-A-202, who reported belonging to multiple minoritized

groups including having a minor mental or social disorder which hindered their learning experi-

ence, stated a challenge related to depression and having to go to regular doctors appointments to

manage their depression. This challenge had a disrupt score of 1, with 9 students selecting it over

another random challenge and 8 students selecting a random challenge over this one. Upon seeing

the lower disrupt score, P-A questioned the disrupt score and gave an explanation related to a lack

of familiarity with depression:

P-A: “‘My depression,’ that’s unfortunate. That should have a much disruption rat-

ing...I would bet you that the eight people who downvoted that don’t have any history

of mental illness or depression in themselves or their families, because if you know

what that’s like– that should be much higher.”

Teaching teams used StudentAmp to adjust course, training TAs, discuss systemic issues

While this evaluation focused on how students and teachers interpreted contextualized student

feedback, we also identified three ways that teaching teams used this information.

First, teaching teams considered changes to course structure to be more accommodating to

diverse students and their needs. Examples of this include supporting more community building

amongst students who felt isolated by remote learning, making deadlines and office hours more

flexible to accommodate students from different time zones and those who worked jobs, and sup-

porting students’ mental health by raising awareness of free university resources and finding new

ways to express empathy.

Another way teaching teams used StudentAmp was for development opportunities for the

teaching teams themselves. While we framed StudentAmp as a way to improve teaching practices
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by responding to student challenges, P-C saw StudentAmp more of as an opportunity to discuss

diverse student experiences with course TAs to build empathy.

P-C: “The point of a StudentAmp survey is not to collect data on students or even to

improve instruction (as in formative course evaluations), but rather to amplify student

experiences that might otherwise fall between the cracks. In response, the instructor’s

‘fireside chat’ offers a natural mechanism for the instructor to recognize and validate

student experiences revealed through StudentAmp.”

Finally, StudentAmp did foster some discussion about systemic issues which extended beyond

the course and even beyond the university. Teaching teams felt limited in what actions they could

take in the middle of their large remote courses, but they still used StudentAmp to discuss broader

systemic challenges that their students faced:

P-D: “There are certain dials that [professors] can turn and they’re still contextual-

ized within the university system where all the other courses they’re taking have firm

deliverables and it’s contextualized within a broader social and economic system in

which, if they don’t get a good job they can’t go to the doctor later or pay off their

huge loans”

5.6 Discussion: Tension between providing context and protecting well-being

In this paper, we designed, developed, and evaluated StudentAmp, a student feedback tool that

supported equity-oriented goals by asking students to report challenges that may be beyond the im-

mediate scope of the course and contextualizing those challenges with self-reported demographic

information as well as an aggregate score reflecting peer perceptions of challenges. We evaluated

StudentAmp with five large computing courses (150 - 750 students) that were taught remotely dur-

ing dual pandemics of COVID-19 and racial injustice. We found that students used StudentAmp

to share challenges beyond the scope of the course, including challenges in non-academic roles

and challenges related to the well-being of themselves, their families, and their peers. Interviewed
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students identified a tension between wanting to share more information about their lives to jus-

tify their needs while also wanting to preserve their anonymity and safety. Teaching teams used

this contextualized feedback to consider not just challenges, but also the positionality of the stu-

dent reporting the challenges. Taken together, this paper contributes a design exploration into how

contextualizing student feedback can support equity-oriented goals in large, remote computing

courses.

In this section, we describe multiple ways to interpret our findings. We focus in particular on the

primary tension that this study: How to support equity-oriented goals by contextualizing student

feedback while also ensuring the privacy, well-being, and trust of students, especially students of

minoritized groups.

5.6.1 Limitations: Self-selection bias

One interpretation of our findings is that they may lack validity because of self-selection bias

throughout the study. Indeed, participants self-selected into the study at multiple phases, with in-

structors choosing to participate in this study and use StudentAmp, a subset of students choosing to

share feedback with StudentAmp, unequal usage of Student across the five courses in the study, and

five students choosing to interview with us. This type of bias was likely exacerbated by the context

during which we conducted this research, in which students were still adjusting to remote learning

and trying to do so during dual pandemics of COVID-19 and racial injustice. It was partially due

to these challenging times that we decided to conduct this research, because students were facing

new or worsening challenges to learning and because teaching teams needed to understand how to

support them, but lacked the capacity to do so.

We tried to mitigate self-selection bias by compensating instructors, TAs, and students for

their time and allowing for flexibility in regards to what participants were comfortable disclosing

and with scheduling. We also conducted repeated (at least two) interviews with each teaching

team and student interview participant. A follow-up survey with all students could have provided

corroboration to themes that we identified in our interviews, and future work on this topic would

do well to explore more deeply the saturation and relative frequency of the themes we surfaced.
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As a result, while self-selection bias is indeed a limitation of this study, we can still nevertheless

interpret our findings as a contribution to a larger body of knowledge that seeks to understand how

to design contextualized student feedback for equity-oriented goals.

5.6.2 StudentAmp focuses on students’ experiences in a broader context

Another interpretation is that StudentAmp is similar to other feedback tools that already exist. All

five courses that used StudentAmp also used other common student feedback techniques, such as

online surveys, direct conversations, mid-term feedback, and end-of-term feedback. However, in-

terviewed students felt that StudentAmp was different than these techniques because it afforded

them an opportunity to share feedback about their experiences beyond the immediate scope of the

course, which most other feedback tools focused on. The anonymity of StudentAmp enabled them

to be more open and vulnerable in ways that identifiable techniques such as direct conversations

and emails do not afford. We found that seeing these broader challenges as well as demographic

information helped teaching teams discuss student challenges that went beyond course structure

and affected certain groups of students disproportionately (e.g. mental well-being, timezone dif-

ferences, and job or familial commitments). In these cases, StudentAmp enabled broader and more

contextualized feedback, and future work can explore how to better integrate aspects of Studen-

tAmp into different pedagogical practices with student feedback.

5.6.3 StudentAmp avoids reducing students to labels, supports perspective Taking

Another interpretation is that StudentAmp is harmful through its reductions of people’s diverse

lived experiences. Data technologies can promote material, symbolic, and other violences by re-

ducing people to broad demographic groups and promoting incremental changes that do not ad-

dress larger systemic issues [137, 136]. To avoid data violence related to stereotyping, we designed

StudentAmp to show multiple dimensions of demographic information, enabling consideration of

intersectional identities for perspective taking. StudentAmp enabled aggregation and reduction of

challenges (through user-defined labels), but not by demographic groups. These design decisions
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required teaching teams to consider challenges as contextualized by multiple dimensions of student

demographics. We found that discussing demographic information was challenging for teaching

teams, with members with more cultural competence (e.g. training in culturally responsive teach-

ing) more able to lead these discussions.

Showing high-dimensional demographic information likely enabled consideration of intersec-

tional identities in perspective taking. Rather than see one or two demographic labels (e.g. gender

and ethnicity), teaching teams could see up to nine (enumerated in section 5.3.3). Making visible

multiple demographic features at once provided a mechanism to discourage simple and harmful

stereotyping and instead supported more nuanced perspective taking. Furthermore, this feature

provided teaching teams the option to talk about aspects of demographics they were most com-

fortable with. For example, we noticed in multiple interviews how teaching teams discussed that

a student was a transfer or first-generation and how this was more common amongst BIPOC stu-

dents. All five professors and many TAs identified as coming from dominant groups, so speaking

about some aspects of demographics may have been less comfortable with (e.g. gender, ethnicity)

and other aspects of demographics may have been more comfortable with (e.g. transfer student,

first-generation student). From our data, it is unclear what the impact of using more comfortable

demographic labels in discussions about equity might be, since it could be an inroad to starting

“more difficult” discussions, or it could obscure more direct systemic issues about gender and

ethnicity. This could be an exploration for future work.

5.6.4 StudentAmp affords some anonymity, but privacy risks still exist

Another interpretation is that StudentAmp poses a privacy risk to students. In particular, multi-

ple demographic labels make common privacy guarantees such as k-anonymity [276] impossible.

Furthermore, background knowledge attacks [184], where an adversary (e.g. member of teaching

team) uses information from other data sources to re-identify a respondent may be of particular risk

within a learning context. Given how instructors, TAs, and students know and interact with each

other frequently and instructors and TAs have additional information about students (e.g. names

and pictures). We mitigated this risk by recruiting culturally competent instructors and not enabling
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aggregation or filtering by demographic group in the StudentAmp interface. However, one inter-

viewed student noted how re-identification could still be possible with background knowledge (e.g.

name to infer ethnicity or gender) and how this could be especially dangerous if an instructor or TA

was less culturally competent. Future work can explore how to reduce the risk of re-identification

by disclosing demographic information in a non-uniform way that provides relevant context for

specific challenges (e.g. mention mental disabilities when a challenge relates to mental health,

but not familial language) or adjusting their buckets (e.g. use BIPOC label if there are only a few

Black/African students but more Hispanic/Latinx students). McDonald’s framing of privacy from

a vulnerability perspective could guide improvements to privacy and safety of minoritized groups

in particular [193].

5.6.5 Organizing information in a scalable, equitable, and privacy-preserving way is an open

design space

Yet another interpretation is that StudentAmp was not equitable because it did not draw atten-

tion to the needs of minoritized groups. We tried to show the information about challenges in an

equitable way by doing two things: First, StudentAmp attempted to call attention to minoritized

groups’ needs by showing demographic information with challenges only if that person was from

a minoritized group. This enabled perspective-taking behavior, as discussed in Section 5.6.3. Sec-

ond, StudentAmp also ranked challenges by disrupt score in an attempt to organize challenges by

disruptiveness, but teaching teams found disrupt scores to be a confounded measure.

The goal of the disrupt score was to introduce a mechanism that organized challenges by dis-

ruptiveness and not frequency or commonness, as minoritized groups could make up a small pro-

portion of students and/or have unique challenges. In our interviews with teaching teams, we found

multiple instances of them being uncertain of how to interpret the apparent contradiction of low

disrupt scores for seemingly severe challenges, such as mental health concerns. Potential expla-

nations include StudentAmp providing an unclear prompt or explanation for the meta-feedback

task, as evidenced by multiple interviewed students interpreting meta-feedback prompts in dif-

ferent ways and being uncertain about what they were doing. Asking a student to consider the
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disruptiveness of challenges that they may never have encountered for the purposes of calculating

the disrupt score is also a difficult task. Future work can explore potential improvements including

the effect of different challenge selection procedures (e.g. asking students to consider challenges

that are similar to their own, or from people from similar demographic groups) or contextualiz-

ing meta-feedback with demographic information or other information to enable more informed

consideration.

An improved disrupt score is only one of many potential mechanisms to support the organi-

zation of information in an equitable yet efficient way while also ensuring privacy and well-being

of minoritized groups especially. A large remote course with hundreds of students is a dynamic

environment where students’ needs must be met in a timely manner. Efficiency in data collection

and analysis is key to taking action. Furthermore, students of minoritized groups may face chal-

lenges that are unique and unlike challenges their peers have, so there must be a way to organize

information so perspectives of minoritized groups are not lost. Lastly, addressing students’ needs

often involves vulnerability and asking students to share information about their experiences both

in and out of the class. Because students of minoritized groups are perhaps most vulnerable to

privacy violations, we must ensure the privacy and well-being of minoritized groups in particular.

These tensions present a rich design space for future work that values equity and human well-being

while also wrangling with the pragmatics involved with the need to scale.

5.7 Conclusion: Cultural competence and demographic data supports perspective taking

Connecting the findings of this design exploration back to the framework I defined in Fig. 2.2, this

study suggested cultural competence supported teaching teams’ interpretations of demographic

data to consider perspectives of minoritized groups. Instructors and TA had developed their cultural

competence through additional training (e.g. seminars, coursework, research) demonstrated more

capability to engage with the demographic data to consider perspectives of minoritized groups.

This helped teaching teams shift away from an implicit assumption that all students had experiences

similar to their own or that students aligned with dominant groups. And similar to the workshop

with curriculum designers in the previous chapter, prior knowledge related to teaching and taking
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the course helped teaching teams contextualize challenges students reported, and perceptions of

power relationships focused the conversation largely on factors that they could control.

An alternative design could have framed the cultural competence of instructors and TAs as

a shared asset to share with the entire teaching team. Some instructors and TAs demonstrated a

hesitancy in engaging with demographic information (gender and ethnicity in particular) implied

a potential uncertainty in how to engage with this information. To better engage all instructors

and TAs, we could have designed the collaborative sessions as opportunities to develop cultural

competence amongst the teaching team as well. By creating a space for instructors and TAs to ask

(perhaps anonymous) questions, we could leverage strong cultural competence of some members

as a shared asset to benefit the entire teaching team. By framing cultural competence as a shared

asset, teaching teams may have been able to have richer interpretations of student feedback data to

identify how challenges disproportionately affected certain groups.
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Table 5.1: Context about five courses in study and their Student Amp usage: Course content and
structure, professors’ definitions of equity, number of students who completed course, number of
students, number of responses in each StAmp feedback session (number of incomplete responses
in parentheses), and who amongst the teaching team had Student Amp access.

ID Course Content Course Structure Prof’s dfn. of equity Stu-
dents Responses Access

A

Intro. to CS II.
Data structures,
complexity,
sorting in Java.
One prerequisite
course.

optional, recorded
lectures w/
professor (3 / wk)
and lab section w/
TA (1 / wk)

"everybody should be able to
succeed... my focus has been
to remove as many structural
barriers within the course"

500-
750

wk 2: 148
(+3)
wk 4: 139
(+7)
wk 7: 86
(+8)

professor
& lead
TAs (6)

B

Intro to CS for
non-majors.
Control & data
abstraction, file
processing,
visualization in
Python.

optional, recorded
lectures w/
professor (3 / wk)
and lab section w/
TA (1 / wk)

"there {[}are{]} a lot of
cultural problems in the CS
space... elitism and racism,
to some degree, and sexism.
It was an important to me
that I can try to address those
impressions"

150-
200

wk 0,1:
30(+8)
wk 2: (8)
wk 3: (1)
wk 4: (2)
wk 7: (4)

professor
only (all 7
TAs saw
responses)

C

Design, analysis,
and critique of
data structures
and algorithms in
Java. Course A is
prerequisite.

Students meet in
small groups w/
TA 4 days / wk.
Assignments:
three group
projects, each two
weeks long.

"How are we engaging with
students’ identity in the
course"

250-
300

wk 0,1:
218(+4)
wk 4: 19
(+10)

professor
& head
TAs (3)

D

Introduction to
collection,
storage, analysis,
and visualization
of data in R.

optional, recorded
lectures w/
professor (2 / wk)
and lab section w/
TA (1 / wk)

"students should have equal
probabilities of success
regardless of their
background... putting forth
the support and resources
necessary to balance out the
playing field "

150-
200

wk 1: 58
(+4)
wk 4: 35
(+5)

professor
& all TAs
(10)

E (same as D) (same as D)

"[students are] all able to get
to the same ending
objective... put the most
resources that I have (time
and energy) towards
supporting [students with the
farthest to go]"

150-
200

wk 2: (8)
wk 5: 13
(+7)

professor
only
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Table 5.2: Types of challenges that students reported through Student Amp, used as the codeset for
our RQ1 analysis. The rightmost columns indicate courses in which at least one student reported
an instance of that challenge. The leftmost columns represent categories of themes which arose
during our analysis.

Courses with 1+ reported
(Total num. challenges)

Code Definition: Challenges related to... A
(386)

B
(46)

C
(253)

D
(104)

E
(31)

Course structure The "how" of the course: assign-
ments, materials, speed, tools and
platforms, teaching methods, office
hours, etc.

X X X X X

Course content The "what" of the course: Topics
of instruction, such as computing,
math, or programming

X X X X X
Course-
related
feedback Remote learning Online instruction methods and

tools, not taking the course in-person
X X X X X

Other classes Workload or time constraints from
taking other courses concurrently

X X X X X

Extracurriculars Student life-related activities outside
the scope of courses, such as clubs,
sports, etc.

X X X X X
Broader
academic
life Academic context Departmental or university-wide

academic landscape, such as the
highly competitive student climate,
changing majors, etc.

X X X X

Home & family Household or familial responsibil-
ties, including roommates, partners,
and other relationships

X X X X X

Non-academic
roles Job Work and internship-related activi-

ties, including job searching
X X X X X

Location Geographic location, especially that
which differs from the university

X X X X X

Political Politically or nationally relevant
events, contexts, and/or climates

X X

External
responsibilities,
roles, and
contexts

Environment
and context

COVID-19 Explicit mentions of the COVID-19
global pandemic, quarantine, lock-
down, etc.

X X X X X

Physical health Physical injuries, bodily wellness,
exercise, nutrition, sleep, etc.

X X X

Mental health Anxiety, depression, pressure and/or
stress, etc.

X X X X X
Well-being

Isolation Being alone or lonely, including dif-
ficulties making friends in a course
or connecting with others

X X X X X

Motivation Ability to focus on and finish a task,
including references to procrastina-
tion and perceived lack of productiv-
ity

X X X X X
Well-being,
health, and
individual
challenges Self-regulation

Time management Ability to balance many compet-
ing responsibilities from classwork,
jobs, family, personal lives, etc.
within time constraints

X X X X X

Other Challenges that were listed as "N/A"
or "nothing", or that did not contain
sufficient data to interpret

X X X X
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Chapter 6

DISCUSSION & FUTURE WORK: ENABLING STAKEHOLDERS TO
CONNECT DATA INTERPRETATIONS WITH DOMAIN EXPERTISE

In this dissertation, I conducted three design explorations to understand how stakeholders inter-

preting data may be able to support equity-oriented goals. To support more equitable self-directed

online learning for learners of varying self-efficacy, I designed Codeitz to provide adaptive rec-

ommendations while also affording them agency over their own learning experiences (Chapter 3).

To support more equitable assessment of learning, I explored how showing emperical evidence of

potential test question bias to curriculum designers may inform changes to address bias by gen-

der and race (Chapter 4). To support more equitable remote learning experiences, I explored how

contextualized student feedback could inform teaching teams of which challenges disproportion-

ately affected which sub-groups of students (Chapter 5). In Table 6.1, I summarized my findings

from these studies and frame them relative to the three factors that affect interpretations of data for

equity that I outlined in Section 2.4.2.

6.1 Discussion: Interpretations of study findings and future work

There are multiple ways to interpret the findings from these three studies as they relate to designing

interactions to enable stakeholders to use data to support equity-oriented goals. A key theme across

these interpretations is equity is a goal that is situated in a dynamic social context. Thus, I argue

that we must embrace a plurality of approaches that are unified around a common commitment of

problematizing the dominant social norms by questioning what we accept as normal in comput-

ing education and who we minoritize in the process. All this is in an effort to change dominant

structures, systems, and discourses to imagine and work towards more equitable and just futures in

computing education.
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6.1.1 Limitation: WEIRD bias in studies is not representative of world (but is representative of

computing norms)

One interpretation of these studies is that there are limitations related to the bias of the study pop-

ulations. Indeed, these studies largely engage with Western, educated, industrialized, rich, and

democratic (WEIRD, [132]) societies that are over-represented in much of academic research de-

spite being some of the most psychologically unusual people on Earth. Recruitment for the Codeitz

was from and around a top research university in the United States, resulting in most participants

being undergraduates from dominant groups (white and Asian men). And while we did not con-

sider geographic location in our analysis of DIF due to privacy concerns of minors, Code.org

reports indicate that usage of its platforms disproportionately occurs in rich urban/industrialized

areas in the Western world [131]. The StudentAmp study also occurred at a top research university

in the United States. And all five instructors in the course were from dominant groups (white and

Asian men).

Future work must explore less WEIRD contexts that are more representative of the global

population (e.g. at Historically Black Colleges and Universities [81, 221], in rural areas [229, 215,

126]). But a dominant norm in computing is that much of it happens in WEIRD contexts, such

as in Silicon Valley (CA), Seattle (WA), and other rich urban centers in the United States. The

studies in this dissertation explore more equitable futures in computing education by considering

incremental change from existing WEIRD norms.

6.1.2 Data is reductionist, but it is one of many tools for equity-oriented goals

Another interpretation of these findings is that the reductions and simplifications that come with

data are harmful to equity-oriented goals. This is a common and valid critique amongst critical

data scholars (e.g. [30, 159, 79]), situated on a history of using quantitative methods to justify

and perpetuate minoritization and harm [92, 55]. While data and associated quantitative methods

are dangerous, they may not be inherently oppressive. Prior work has adopted this more nuanced

framing of data to use it for social justice through cultural competence in research teams and
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activism-oriented action research [115, 55].

In this dissertation, I argue data can support equity-oriented goals when interactions with data

promote open interpretations and connections with other forms of knowledge. The intention of

the design of Codeitz was to provide recommendations to provide learners with the opportunity

to consider it relative to other information they had. In the workshop with DIF, I scaffolded the

experience to have curriculum designers consider what actions they may take or what information

they were missing when they interpreted data on potential test bias. Similarly for StudentAmp,

I asked teaching teams to explore the data on student feedback and demographics and consider

it in relation with relevant prior knowledge related to teaching. Combined, these studies explore

the use of data as one of many tools by putting it in the hands of stakeholders who have the

domain expertise to interpret it amongst other tools. Future work may explore in how to scaffold

connections of data interactions with other knowledge to promote equitable action and dissuade

unproductive deficit framings of minoritized groups [285].

6.1.3 Having data non-experts interpret data is dangerous

Yet another interpretation of these findings is that asking stakeholders who are not necessarily ex-

perts in data analysis invites misinterpretation. Indeed, researchers and data scientists may have

the expertise to interpret data that stakeholders may not. But they are often far from the context

from which the data is intended to reflect, leaving them to often analyze the data in isolation. Al-

ternatively, positioning stakeholders as the data interpreters enables them to leverage their domain

expertise in socially situated manners that equity-oriented goals often require.

So it is the role of designers of interactions with data to scaffold experiences to support in-

terpretations of data that are promote equity. By design, I refer to the creation of sociotechnical

experiences of interpreting data in a situated context, extending beyond the design of a particu-

lar technical system that presents the data. For example, the design of the Codeitz system may

have enabled agency to be possible, but the study design likely failed to consider how agency was

unfamiliar to students. An improved design may have incorporated activities to teach students

to consider the benefits of guiding their own learning experiences. In the DIF and StudentAmp
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studies, I relied on researchers being scaffolds to guide conversations towards interpretations and

conversations that were productive to equity-oriented goals. Equity is socially situated, so I argue

the design of interactions with data must also consider the context in which interpretations occur

as well as how stakeholders form their prior beliefs. Future work can explore the how differing so-

ciotechical contexts in which situated stakeholders (e.g. teachers, students, policymakers, parents)

affects their interpretions of data (e.g. [229]).

6.1.4 Designing interactions that position stakeholders as interpreters of data can support equi-

table change

A final interpretation of these findings is that we must design interactions with data that consider

how stakeholders form prior beliefs that affect their interpretations. For these studies, I consid-

ered how stakeholders’ cultural competence, relevant prior knowledge, and perceptions of power

relationships affected their interpretations of data for equity. Table 6.1 summarizes how I inter-

preted study findings relative to these factors. Across these studies, we identified how stakeholders

engaged with their prior knowledge when interpreting data. We also identified how perceptions

of power relationships focused much of the interpretations on factors that they could control (e.g.

curriculum and test design for curriculum designers, course structure for teaching teams). This

suggests promising future work related to multiple stakeholders interpreting the “same” data, per-

haps in collaboration. And while we did not foster the development of cultural competence, we saw

how stakeholders with prior experiences relevant to cultural competence (e.g. coursework in pub-

lic health, lived experience as part of minoritized groups) made interpretations richer by framing

intepretations within a broader systemic context of minoritization.

These findings point to future work that explores how to engage with these factors to design

for stakeholder interpretations of data that promote more breadth and depth in imagining equitable

changes. Just as students are not empty vessels and bring with them prior knowledge when learning

[32, 209], stakeholders interpreting data bring with them relevant prior knowledge. Sociotechnical

designs that engage with this prior knowledge can ensure that prior knowledge provides context to

the data interpretations. Stakeholders themselves are situated in a network of power relationships,
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so we must consider their relationships within social systems and structures. By designing with

power relationships in mind, we can better understand how different stakeholders come to dif-

ferent interpretations. And finally, measuring or even promoting cultural competence can enable

stakeholders to consider data relative to broader structures of inequity.

6.2 Future work: Sharpening framework, shifting fundamental beliefs around data

Future work can explore how this framework can inform the design of interactions with data for

equity-oriented goals in contexts beyond computing education as well as how to engage with data

in theoretical framings that go beyond positivism.

6.2.1 Applying framework in new contexts and elaborating on it

Future work can explore how to apply and expand on the framework I proposed to inform future

designs of interactions with data for equity-oriented goals. The framework I proposed (Fig. 2.2)

was a result of design explorations that I conducted. Future can explore upon how to apply this

framework in new contexts as well as how to expand upon it.

Future work can explore how this framework could apply to support equity-oriented goals in

contexts beyond computing education. Computing education’s challenges with inequities and mi-

noritization of many groups also applies to other contexts, such as neighboring educational disci-

plines (e.g. science, math, engineering education) and perhaps other communities that engage with

computing (e.g. technology companies, government agencies considering the use of technology).

Further application of this framework will come in tandem with further elaboration of this

framework. Elaboration of this framework begins with further investigation of how to engage

with each of the three factors. Relevant prior knowledge, perceptions of power relationships, and

cultural competence differ by by context, time, and by positionality of different peoples. So to

understand how to design for them, future work an explore participatory design and design justice

approaches which not only engage stakeholders in the design process, but also partner with them

to share discoveries and benefits with them throughout the process [68]. By doing so, we can focus
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on equity-oriented goals, which emphasize the well-being of people above all.

6.2.2 Epistemological shifts: Data as one of many tools

If we are to use data to support equity and challenge existing systems of oppression, future work

must also consider data under a theoretical framing that extends beyond positivism. Traditional

statistical methods when used with a theoretical framing of positivism perpetuate norms of domi-

nance and oppression [79]. Statistical methods have the most “power” when we accept reductions

of the world to dichotomies and accept a regression to a common average. But these false di-

chotomies typically do not reflect the diversity of people, and the assumption that dominant norm

reflects minoritized groups are often what equity-oriented actions must overcome.

My analysis of gender-based DIF data in Chapter 4 is an example of how considering data

beyond a postivism framing provided more nuanced insights. Analysis of the student response data

and incomplete self-reported demographics data identified test questions that positively favored

non-binary students (see 4.4.4). The data-driven conclusion would be that non-binary students

were positively biased when compared to reported male students. But when considered in the

context of additional information on experiences of non-binary K-12 students (see 4.6), we come

to a more nuanced understanding of how the data may not reflect the experiences of non-binary

students.

Future work that shifts away from postivism could consider data from many funds of knowledge

to provide more nuanced perspectives on lived experiences intersecting with systems of power.

This can include diversifying data sources (e.g. photos, life history, campus maps [82, 274]),

developing new methodologies to embody data with lived experiences [82, 10], and developing

new theories that are more situated (e.g. how liquid modernity considers how the social world is

always in flux [16]). The emerging field of QuantCrit [115, 55, 269, 270] is a promising shift in

this direction, where data can be one of many tools used in equity-oriented movements.
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6.3 Conclusion: Equity by designing for socially situated interpretations of data

Considering data for equity-oriented goals can be uncomfortable or uncertain to stakeholders with

their own prior knowledge, power relationships, and cultural competence. A lack of consideration

of factors such as these can result in interpretations of data that are not situated in a social context.

These acontextual interpretations will often fall short of support equity-oriented goals that are

socially situated. Therefore, I conclude by reiterating my thesis statement:

Interactions with data that consider prior knowledge, perceptions of power relationships,

and cultural competency can enable computing education stakeholders to connect their in-

terpretations of data with their domain expertise in service of equity-oriented goals.
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Table 6.1: Summary of findings from across the three studies and their relationship to the three
factors that affect interpretations of data for equity-oriented goals.

relationship to factors that affect interpretations

study context key finding
relevant prior
knowledge

perceptions of
power
relations

cultural
competence

Codeitz

self-
directed
online
learning

agency had no effect on
learning, perhaps
because considering
recommendations to
exert agency was
unfamiliar for
university students

agency was unfamiliar
compared to expectations of
how to engage w/ learning
environment

(did not
consider)

DIF
assessment
bias

curriculum designers
were able to identify
potential changes to
curriculum and test by
interpreting data and
engaging curriculum
design expertise

drew upon
domain
expertise w/
curriculum
and test
design when
considering
how to
address bias

focused on
what they
could control
(curriculum
& test design)

varied by
prior training
and
positionality;
enabled
broader
consideration
of bias

Student-
Amp

student
feedback

teaching teams were
able to use
student-reported
challenges and
demographic data to
perspective take and
consider how
challenges could affect
sub-groups differently

drew upon
prior
experience
taking and
teaching
course, at
institution

focused on
changes
within course,
which felt
limited

prior training
enabled more
consideration
of student
identity (e.g.
ethnicity,
gender)
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Appendix A

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FOR CODEITZ STUDY

A.1 Post-test with solutions

A.1.1 Q1

Write down all values printed as output after this code runs.

x = 2

y = 5

z = 3

if (y % x == 1):

print("a")

x = x * x;

elif (y % x == 2):

print("b")

z = z * z

else:

print("c")

y = y * y

if (y / x == 1):

print("g")

x = x + 3

else:

y = y * 2
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print("h")

print(x)

print(y)

print(z)

Answer:

a

h

4

10

3

Scoring: 4 points maximum

• 1 pt for first 2 lines (-0.5 for each incorrect, additional, or missing line)

• 3 pts for last 3 lines

– -1 pt if var name included w/ correct number (e.g. x = 2)

– -1 total if lines begin with "x=", "y=", "z="

– -0.5 for each additional line

• -1 total if no new lines

• -0 if quotes around strings

• -1 total if quotes around numbers

Justification: This exercise assesses knowledge of variable updates, conditional
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A.1.2 Q2

What is printed as a result of this code segment?

name = "james"

time = "night"

print("hi")

if(time != "day" and name == "Alice"):

print("hi alice")

elif(time != "day"):

print("hello")

print("name")

else:

print("good day to you")

print("done")

Answer:

hi

hello

name

done

Scoring: 2.5 points maximum

• 0.5 pt for each line except 3rd (1.5 total)

• 1 if "name" line missing, 0.5 if "james"

• -0.25 lines 1 and 2 merged ("good night name"), -0.5 if 1 and 2 merged with var name ("good

night james")
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• -1 (total) if lines have additional info on them (e.g. ‘output = "hello"‘)

Notes:

• Expect 3rd line to be common error (variable vs literal).

• No points off if new lines missing?

• Never actually asks to print var value

A.1.3 Q3

For the next three questions (3A-3C), consider the following code. The code below assumes that

the variables a, b, and c all store numbers (integers or floats).

x = -1

y = -1

if(a < b and a < c):

print(1)

x = a

elif(b < c):

print(2)

x = b

else:

print(3)

x = c

if(a > b and a > c):

print(4)

y = a
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elif(b > c):

print(5)

y = b

else:

print(6)

y = c

val = y - x

if(val > 0):

print("THE VALUE:")

print(val)

Given the variable values a = 1.1, b = 5, c = 2, determine the output of the code and write the

output below:

Answer:

1

5

THE VALUE:

3.9

Scoring: 3 points maximum

• -0.5 pt each for first 3 lines (-0.25 for each additional line, e.g. var update)

• 1.5 pts for last line correct (-0.5 if "THE VALUE:" and "3.9" on same line, so 1.5 total for

"THE VALUE: 3.9")

• -0.5 for each line > 4
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In the box below, summarize in plain English what the code does.

Example answer:

Finds difference between max and min of 3 numbers.

Scoring: 3 points maximum

• 2 pt for mentioning max/min (1 pt for max, 1 pt for min)

• 1 pt for mentioning finding difference between max and min

• -50% if describing code line by line (e.g. mentioning every variable specifically)

If ’OUTPUT:’ was not printed, what is the relationship between the variables a, b, and c?

Example answer:

Output not printed when a, b, c all <= 0 or all equal to each other.

Scoring: 3 points maximum

• 1.5 pts for saying output not printed when a, b, c all <= 0 (-0.25 if they say < 0)

• 1.5 pts for saying output not printed when a, b, and c all same (a==b, b==c)

• 1 pt if only mention when conditional false

A.1.4 Q4

The code below assumes that the variables a, b, and c all store integers.

x = a%2==0

y = b%2==0

z = c%2==0
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u = 0

if(x):

u = u + 1

if(y):

u = u + 1

if(z):

u = u + 1

print(u)

Given the variable values a = -2, b = 3, c = 4, determine the output of the code and write the

output in the box below:

Answer:

2

Scoring: 2 points maximum

• 2 pts for right answer (-1 pt if write "u" or "u =")

• -0.5 for each additional line (0 pts total if last line does not have "2" in it)

In the box below, summarize in plain English what the code does.

Example answer:

Prints the number of even numbers stored in variables

Scoring: 2 points maximum

• 2 points if mentions "even" (or "divisible by 2")

– -1 if say "number of variables where
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– -1.5 if just mentioning conditional ("if statement is true")

• 1 pt for mentioning "counting" or "how many"

– 0.5 pt for mentioning updating ‘u‘

• Only 1 if only mentions conditionals or boolean ("how many statements are true")

• -50% if describing code line by line (e.g. mentioning every variable specifically)

What would variables a, b, and c have to be for 0 to be printed?

Example answer:

a,b, and c would have to all be odd numbers.

Scoring: 2 points maximum

Scoring: 2 points maximum

• -0.5 if don’t mention even/odd or divisible by 2 and instead say "when a,b, and c %2 does

not equal 0"

• -1-1.5 if says only subset of variables must be odd

• -1 if additional constraint added (e.g. a, b, and c must be absolute value, positive)

• -1 if think it must be even number or when a, b, and c %2 !=0

• -1.5 if only mentions when u equals 0

• -1.5 if only mentions if statements (e.g. "when all if statements invalid")

• -1.5 if give specific valid example (e.g. a = 1, b = 3, c = 5)
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A.1.5 Q5

Two friends regularly play chess against each other and they want to keep track of who was the last

person to the win and how many previous games in a row they won. To do so, they ask you write

some code to help them.

Predefined Variables:

• Four variables have already been defined:

• The variable leader has the name of the person who won the previous game(s).

• The variable follower contains the name of the person who lost the previous game.

• The variable current_streak contains the number of consecutive games that have been won

by leader.

• The variable winner contains the name of the person who just won a game.

Code Instructions:

They ask you to write code to do the following:

1. If winner is equal to follower, then there is a new champion.

(a) Swap the names stored in leader and follower to reflect this change.

(b) Reset current_streak to 0.

(c) Print "new leader"

2. If winner is equal to leader, then the person who won the previous game has won another

one

(a) Update current_streak by adding 1 to the previous value.

(b) Print "same leader"
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3. If winner is not equal to follower or leader, then there is an unknown player.

(a) Print "unknown player"

Example Execution

Here are a few examples of what how the code would execute:

• If the variable winner was set to "Luca" and the variable follower was also set to "Luca", the

values stored in leader and follower would swap, current_streak would be set to 0, and "new

leader" would be printed.

• If the variable winner was set to "Abby", the variable leader was also set to "Abby", and the

variable current_streak were set to 4, then current_streak would be updated to 5 and "same

leader" would be printed.

• If the variable winner was set to "Kim", the variable leader was set to "Juan", and the variable

follower were set to "Olaf", then "unknown player" would be printed.

Solution:

if winner==follower:

follower = leader

leader = winner

current_streak = 0

print("new leader")

elif winner == leader:

current_streak = current_streak + 1

print("same leader")
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else:

print("unknown player")

Scoring: 4

• 2.5 for if condition (-2 if swap wrong)

– -0.5 if updates winner w/ correct swap

– -1 if swap uses temp var but still wrong

– -1.5 if swap w/o 3rd var

• 1 for elif

– -0.5 if current_streak not updated correctly

• 0.5 for else

– -0.25 if condition added to it (ok if elif with condition; not grading condition for logical

correctness)

• -0 if uses 3 if statements (technically incorrect code, but instructions were unclear)

• -0.25-0.5 for minor syntax errors (logic is correct, code may need small adjustment to run

correctly).

– E.g. single = for equality check (-0.5 if done everywhere, -0.25 if only done once)

• -0.25-0.5 for minor syntax errors (logic is correct, code may need small adjustment to run

correctly).

– E.g. multiple wrong variable names used, quotes around var names (-1 if all vars)

Notes
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• "Winner" and "leader" being different vars is confusing

• Logic error where if use multiple if statements (if 1st condition true, 2nd condition also true

b/c of var update). That’s ok b/c question miswritten.

• Focus of question around swap being used correctly as well as conditionals used effectively

A.1.6 Q6

Say you and 2 friends (a total of 3 people) split a bill. The amounts each of you paid are decimal

numbers stored in the variables amt1, amt2, and amt3. You want to determine if you paid within

0.000001 (1e-6) bitcoin of the bill. The cost of the meal is stored in the decimal variable cost. You

are worried that you may have underpaid or overpaid.

Write code that determines if you and your friends properly paid for the bill.

• If in total you all paid at least 0.000001 less than the cost, your code should print "underpaid"

and then the amount that you underpaid on the next line.

• If in total you all paid within 0.000001 of the cost, your code should print "paid in full".

• If in total you all paid at least 0.000001 more than the cost, your code should print "overpaid"

and then the amount you all overpaid on the following line.

In example, say

amt1 = 0.001111, and

amt2 = 0.002222, and

amt3 = 0.000033, and

cost = 0.003368.

The output of the code would be:
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underpaid

0.000002

Solution

paid = amt1 + amt2 + amt3

thres = 0.0001

diff = paid - cost

if diff < 0 and abs(diff) > thres:

print("underpaid")

print(abs(diff))

elif abs(diff) < thres:

print("paid in full")

else:

print("overpaid")

print(abs(diff))

Scoring: 6 points maximum

• 1 point for total paid

• 1 point for difference between cost and sum of amounts paid

• 1.5 point for 3 conditionals

– 0.5 for having 3 conditions

– 1 pt for having conditional statements relating to float equality

• 2 point for float equality check in conditionals w/ threshold, abs value.
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– 1 pt for correct math operation

– 0.5 pt for threshold value

– 0.5 for abs value function (or equivalent behavior)

– -1 for each incorrect w/ major error (logic, major syntax).

– -0.5 for each w/ minor syntax error

• 0.5 point for correct print statements (-0.25 if values not printed)

A.1.7 Q7

Write code that determines if the variable inp, a 4 digit integer value (between 1000-9999), is a

valid passcode. inp is a valid passcode if the sum of the first 3 digits modulus 7 is equal to the last

digit. If inp is valid, the code should print ’valid’. If the string is not valid, it should print ’NOT

valid’.

So if inp were set to 5312, it would be a valid passcode and your code would print valid because

the first 3 digits (5, 3, and 1) sum to 9 and 9 modulus 7 equals the last digit (2). 1234 would not be

a valid passcode and your code would print NOT valid. Write your solution in the box below.

Assume a variable inp has already been declared and stores a 4 digit integer value (between

1000-9999).

Solution:

digit_4 = inp % 10

inp = inp // 10

digit_3 = inp % 10

inp = inp // 10

digit_2 = inp % 10

inp = inp // 10

digit_1 = inp %10
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sum_3 = digit_1 + digit_2 + digit_3

if(sum_3 % 7 == digit_4):

print("valid")

else:

print("NOT valid")

Scoring: 7 points maximum

• 3 pts for digit processing

– -0.5 to -1.5 if inp not truncated properly

– -0.5 to -1.5 if digits not saved properly

• 1 pt for using // instead of /

– Ok if use ‘int()‘ (even though we didn’t teach that. . . )

• 1 point for summing digits properly

• 1.5 point for conditional % 7 (-0.5 if 2 ifs used)

– -1 if no %7

– -0.5 if not comparing to 4th digit

• 0.5 point for writing correct print statements
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Appendix B

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FOR DIF STUDY

B.1 Questions asked during workshop with curriculum designers

Questions asked prior to study:

1. How can instructors and/or students benefit from using assessments in Code.org?

2. For Code.org, what are challenges to designing an equitable learning experience?

Post-survey

1. What was beneficial about reviewing the data on DIF (if anything)?

2. What was difficult or challenging about reviewing the data on DIF (if anything)?

3. How could you see yourself (or Code.org more broadly) using data related to identifying

unfairness?

4. Anything else you want to share?

5. How long have you worked as a curriculum manager at Code.org? (select one: less than 1

year, 1-2 years, 3-5 years, 5+ years, I’m not sure, (prefer not to disclose))

6. What work have you done with the CS Discoveries curriculum (if any)?

7. What is your gender? (select 1 or many: woman, man, non-binary, (prefer not to disclose),

custom response)
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8. What is your ethnicity? (select 1 or many: Asian, Black/African, Hispanic/Latinx, Native

American, Pacific Islander, white, (prefer not to disclose), custom response)

9. Could a member of the research team follow-up with you? (select 1: yes, maybe, no)

10. Could a member of the research team follow-up with you? (select 1: yes, maybe, no)
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Appendix C

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FOR STUDENTAMP STUDY

C.1 Prompt for Theory of Action

This prompt was followed as part of interviews with teaching teams. Adapted from [41].

C.1.1 Process

1. Develop a well-elaborated conception of the problem or situation for students and teachers

that motivates their actions in the first place

2. Make leadership the core of the theory of action

3. Create evidence-based rationale for all parts of the theory

4. Identify the supports needed to make the identified changes in principal practice.

C.1.2 Steps

1. First Glance

(a) What’s going on with our students’ learning experiences?

i. Impressions and observations

ii. What needs to change?

iii. so that students who are _ will be able to _.

(b) How is teachers’ instruction affecting student learning? What are teachers doing (or

not doing) in their instruction that’s helping or hindering students’ performance?
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i. Impressions and observations

ii. What needs to change?

iii. If instructors _, then the course will change by _.

(c) What factors external to the course are helping or hindering students’ learning?

(d) If instructors _ , then the course will change by _, so that students who are _ will be

able to _.

2. Grounding initial ideas with theory of action

(a) What’s going on with our students’ learning?

i. Description: Which responses best captures what most concerns us about students’

learning experiences? What specifically is hindering for that student?

ii. Evidence: What evidence do we have that substantiates our concerns? (within

current Student Amp session, in previous sessions, from outside of Student Amp

e.g. conversations with students, observations from class)

iii. What needs to change? (What aspects of student learning do we need to work on?

Why are we prioritizing these particular aspects of students learning as issues?

Which students would benefit from this? Could be harmed from this?)

iv. What changes in teacher practice or other instructional resources do we think will

make a difference in student learning?

(b) How is teachers’ instruction affecting student learning? What are teachers doing (or

not doing) in their instruction that’s helping or hindering students’ performance?

i. Description: What is an aspect of course instruction that is an issue for students’

learning experiences? What specifically concerns us? Who is affected?

ii. Evidence: What additional evidence do we have or could we collect to substantiate

the problem and how it’s affecting student performance?
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iii. What aspects of instructional practice do we need to work on to improve student

learning?

iv. Why are prioritizing these particular practices as issues?

v. What specifically do teachers need to do differently?

vi. What makes us think that teachers changing practice in these ways will improve

students’ learning experiences?

vii. Which students would benefit from this? Could be harmed from this?

viii. What support and/or system changes will teachers need to successfully make these

changes?

3. Context

(a) What factors external to the course are helping or hindering students’ learning?

i. What aspects external factors would need to change on to support better teaching?

ii. Why are prioritizing these particular factors?

iii. Who would need to get involved to address these issues?

iv. What makes us think that getting these stakeholders involved will improve teach-

ing?

v. What supports and/or systemic changes will be needed to successfully make these

changes?

4. If instructors _, then the course will change by _, so that students who are _ will be able to _.

5. 3 Putting it all Together (Focus on what needs to change)

(a) What information are we missing?

(b) How will we use our theory of action? Who do we need to engage in dialog with about

our theory of action and why?
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(c) What are the most important things we need to convey to these audiences about our

theory of action & the need for change? In what ways do we need their support?
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